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AN EVALUATION OF NBC'S 1980-81 PROSOCIAL CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING ,

;
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Aime.e Dorr, Catherine Doubleday, Peter KovariC,sand Dale Kunkel

Annenberg School of Communications
University of Southern California

May 13, 198f

4

-This is a very short summary of a very long report about.an evaluation for

three kinds of prosocial children's programming. Obviously there are a lot of

. 'details missing here, but not the basic facts. From reading this summary one -

can learn the essentials about what NBC programming was evaluated, who parti-,

cipated in the evaluation, how the research was done, and what information was

.

obtained. If anyone is then curious_ about details, they can be foun&in perti-

nent parts of the complete technical report:

Prosocial Programming Evaluated

The. prosocial programming evaluated was all meant to be very appealing to

children, Tabife at the same time teaching or reinforcing socially approved

information, values, and behavior or encouraging active participation in word

games, crafts, music, and *the like. The three types of progrimming were quite

different from each other, as one can tell from these descriptions:

Drawing Power is a half -hour series broadcast Saturday''
mornings 'at 11:30. Each episode contains 5-6 animated segments '

to teach or remind children about such things as nutrition,
occupations,' books to read, good personal habits, consideration
of others, and pet care. Live actors introduce and comment on
each animated segment, as well as joke among themselves.

The Play Alongs are 30-120 secbnd drop-ins added throughout
the Flintstones Comedy Show which is broadcast Saturday mornings
from 8:00-9:30. They are animated and mostly use characters from

xiv
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the Flintstones cartoons. They are designed to engage children
either during or after viewing in activities such as drawing,
dancing, guessing riddles or scrambled' faces, finding short
words in longer ones, exercising, and the like.

The How to Watch TV drop-1ns are 30 second segments
inserted in Drawing Power and at other times in the Saturday ilk

morning schedule. They usually feature live actors. They
are designed to teach children about aspects of television
production and use such as special effects, program financing,
scheduling time for viewing and homeWork, and the like.

Participants in the Research

Participants lived in the greater Los Angeles area. They were contacted

mostly through schools and afterschool care programs. Nin'ty -four children

nI

patticipated in the Drawing Power, research; 86 pairs of children and oid'er

,

family members participated in the Play dongs research; and both groups Of

children, but especially those in the Drawing Power research, provided-information

about How to Watch TV.' There were about equal numbers of boys and girls aged
ti

3-12 years in both the\Drawing Power. and Play Alongs grodps. Both were mixed

withrespect to ethnic and social class background. Most older family members
.

participating in the Play Alongs'research weie mothers \14 some were fathers, and

a few were brothers and sisters. All parents gave informed consent for their

children and family to participate. Small monetary gifts Were given to the

afterschool programs in which the Drawing Power research was done and to the

families who participated in, the Play Alongs research.
.

4
Research Procedures

The research procedures were designed to give the best information possible

withlimitedt-imeandresources.A1LChildren,had several experiences viewing

Drawing Power, the Play Alongs, and/or How to Watch TV before they were tested

,1
4.

e,
()
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about them, so that the programming would be quite familiar to them. Also,'

children viewed the programming and were tested in fairly natural situations,

their afterschool care centers or homes, so' that their reactions would be as

normal as possible. Several different measurement techniques were used

(including observations of children's behavior while watching the Flindlrones

Comted)iShow, child questionnaires abut all three Hypes of programming; observer

questionnaire about the Play Alopgs, and child interviews about Drawing Power

and How to Watch TV), so that infOrmation which might not show up with one

technique would show up with another. Also, information was obtained from

each child individually, so that none would be influenced by what another said

Or did. Finally, different children were tested at different times so that

the final results combine information about four different Drawing Power

episodes, six sets of Play Alongs, and four How to Watch TV drop-ins. This

means the conclusions are relevant to,each Ope of programming in general

rather than to only one or two examples Of it.
AN

Conclusions about Drawing Power

Children felt it was possible to learn things from Drawing Power.

o 88% said it was easy to understand its ideas is

o 61% .said they'learned at least one new idea from it, but they
did not believe most of its ideas were' new to them,

Children learned or were reminded about socially valued ideas in Drawing Power

o They correctly' recognized 84% of the ideas asked about as
coming from it

o TOodays after viewing it, 72 of 74 children could describe
thilgs they remembered from the programs

o Children tested right after viewing recalled ahOut two main
o,ideas and one, escriptign of characters, actions or settings
while those tested two days after viewing-remembered one
main idea and about three descriptions
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Children agreed with or intended to put into,practIce ideas presented in
Drawing Power

o They accepted 6pf, of the ideas asked about

o About 80% of those interviewed accepted the ideas they
remembered

Children liked Drawing Power, but flotilla lot .-

o They gave it an average score of liking it a little but
flat a lot

o About-70% chose to watch it over another prosocial program
o Slightly less than 50% chose to watch it over other NBC

Saturday morning cartoons

Children did not have many clear ideas about how to ihpLove Drawing Power

o They did not think it had too many short segments when .
they were directly asked about, this, but several lines of
evidence suggest they prefer programs with longer segments
which, tell a story

o .They dad not think it tried too hard to teach theN things
or preached at them too much

o Several 'suggested it should be more humorous

Some types of Drawing Power segments were more successful than others

o Superperson University was the most successful in terms
of children liking it very much, remepbering it, and
intending to do the things it suggestVd

o Professor Rutabaga and Wacky Wbrld were..the least
successful

Overall Drawing\ower seemed most appealing to and to have the greatest impact'

on children at .the younger end'of the 6-11 age range. #

Conclusions about the Play Alongs

The Play.Alangs encouraged children'g participation in activities either during

or after viewing

o 80% participated in the activities of one or more Play
Alongs while they were being broadcast

o 79% reported getting ideas for things to do after viewing
from one or more Play Alongs

o Each type' of Play AlongslA a much smaller. percentage of
- children,participatidg or getting ideas for future.activities

than.the 73-80% for all Play Alongs combined

a
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The Play Alongs did not cause children to stop watching the Flintstones Comedy
Show, but they were not as attractive to children as the cartoons

o Children Were about as likely to stop watching television
when the Flay Alongs were on as when the Flintstones
cartoons were on, and much less likely than when

. commercials, public service announcements; and other
drop-ins were on

Ito
The Play Alongs were less likely than the Flintstones
cartbons to draw inattentive childrenback to watching
television and much more likely to do so than the
commercials; public service announcements, and other
drop-ins

o Children a.e4d they liked the Play Alongs somewhat less than
the Flintstones cartoons and much more tVen the co ercials

Children and observers had a few ideas about how to improve Play Alongs

o All the Play Alongs, except the scrambled faces, were 'ore
likely to seem too fast than too slow, but more than h lf
the observers and children felt all the Play Alongs jus
about the right speed

o About half the children and observers felt the materials
were not readily available for participating in the
drawing and how to make something Play Alongs

o About half the observers felt Play Along ideas should be
presentedmore slowly and repeated more often.

o 65% of.oliservers felt the Play Alous should be longer

Some types of Play Alongs were moregsuccessful than Others

o The scrambled faces, scrambled words, and silly symphony
Play Alongs were most successful in terms of children
liking them very much, watching them attentively, partici-
pating in their activities while they were broadcast, 'and
getting ideas for other things to do

o The riddles Play Along was the least successful

There was no indication that the important findings of Elvis evaluation were
,determined by the fact that information was only obtained from parents who were
willing to participate in the study and children who had watched the Flintstones
Comedy Show a few times in the past.

Conclusiws about the How to Watch TV Drop-Ins

Children remembered and learled from the How to Watch TV Drop-ins
*

40f all children who saw How tv Watch TV drop-ins with
Drawing Power, about 80% said they remembered them and
62% of these children then correctly described something
about them

1
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o Of all children who watched the.Flintstones Comedy Show
(which had no How to Watch TV drop-ins in it),'65% Said

they remembered 'seeing timm at some other time and

30% of the children then correctly described something
' about them
o 61% of children who-saw a How to Watch TV drop-in'with

Drawing Power could correctly select its main idea from

three possibilities

\

Children felt How to Watch TV Was useful and applied to, all programming

o 81% judged the information to be worthwhile for themselves-
and other children

,o 7.4% recognized the information applied to all television
programming not just Saturday morning.

Some How to Watch TV drop-ins were more successful than others

o
. o Animals Don'e' Die was most successful in terms of

children understanding. and remembering it

o It's Good to Have Different People on TV and Why Ads
are on TV'were the least successful

I
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I. INTRODUCTION

'During the 1980-81- season NBC included a'variety of types.of prosocial

_programming in its Saturday morning schedule. A half-hour, magazine style

series, Drawing Power, was developed. Short, freestanding drop-ins like Ask

NBC News,'How to Watch TV, and Time Out were produced. Play Alongs, shoit

in§erts using Flintstones characters and broadcast during The Flintstones

Comedy Show, we developed to encourage viewer participation. NBC commissioned,.

the research r-eiaTarlig.710.5.1.1n to evalueet the app-g-a41-and impact of some of this

V.

programming and fo.obtain additional ideas about prosocial programming for next

season. Drawing Power,, How to Watch TV,'and thePlay Alongs were chosen by

NBC as the focus of the evaluaeiori

Like'the other two networks, NBC devotes only a small proportion of Saturday

morning broadcast time to programming which is manifestly prosocial (Children's

Television Task Force, 1980),. There area- variety of reasons .f his. foremost

is the belief that the appeal of prosocial 'programming is less'tha that of

"plain old entertainment." In general, ratings support this belief. When

-*g

programming is designed primarily to inform,, educate; or persuade, it is likely'
to attract fewer viewers. Thm reasons for this are largely unknowni Many argue

-

it is simply because people do not want anythini othei than entertainment from

their viewing experiences. Others counter that !'prosocial, programming" is -

produced with'smaller budgets, is broadcast in time.slOis that militate against

obtaining a large,audience, xeceives less publicity, is produced by less skilled

'and expbrienced companies, and rowly conceived .within anoveily didactic,

"hit 'em over the head with the 'prosocial-nesOr approacn. With so many

strikes against t, the argument goes, how can prosocial programmin6uccdeclf

21
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t
Lever the reasons for it, the fact that the ratings for prosocial

2

,
4

prpgramming
1
are,usually lower than these for standard entertainment programming

presents problems for those wilt choose to broadcast prosocial programming.

How can it be done without losing the a ience, never mind att acting a larger

. -
audience thad the non-prosocial competition? Will short segments interspersed

aMongjegular entertainment fare work?
0
Will prosodiaL,programming be butter if

it uses well-established characters? Can a half-hour series w rk? Is prosocial

0

programming better as one complete dramatic sivy-or as several shorter stories

and more obviously dIdactiq;inserts? .Does the use of animation help? Does

huWor increase appeal? Xhese:issues',are faced by all those who with to

,

produce programming which-is both prosocial and attractive they the

-commercial networks, ,the public broadcasting service, or those who produce,

____- .instructional programming (Le'sser, 1974; Palmer & Dorr, 1980). NBC faced °

them in devising its prosocial pftramming. In this evaluation NBC sought to

\

obtain some feedback on the effects of, the choices it made .\

041,
- ,

: presenting attractive programming and,avoiding offensive or harmful

wo.

material mustit.be major goals af, a commercial network like NBC. Yet some of its

programming admits to additional goals: to inforM, to provoke thought, to

encourage appropriate attitudeseo

to permit religious expression.

Saturday morning, weekday, early

often want to know how well they.

Do viewers remember it? Does -it
0

r behaviors, to provide aesthetic experientes,

When these goals are adopted, fdr primatime,

morning, or lite night time periods, programmrs

have beeli achieved, Is the content understood?

provoke thought, change attitudes or behaviors,

or evoke aesthetic or religious feelings? DoeS it reinforce socially-valued

knowledge, attitudese or behaVlors? NBC looked to this evaluation for answers

to some of these questions abouting Power, the Play Alongs, and How to

Match TV.

4.4
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The character of the research reported here was jointly determined. NBC

decided iv wanted Drawing Power, HowtslWatch-IV, and the Play Along5*taluated.'
,

It outlined
1
the ma a s of each type of programming and the major questions

It had abut their appeal and impact. We made suggestions about specific issues

to examine and haw ,to study them. A few 'conversations between usand NBC staff

1 -
took-place. Out of this process came the research plan. Some small changes

A

were made in it while the.work was being done, as we encountered possibilities

and problems and as NBC thought of new concerns. The primary goals of the

research weilt always to evaluate the appeal and impact, of Drawing Power and
ei

the PlayPlay Alongs and the impact of Howto Watch TV. It was assumed-t,tiat an,
A

evaluation of the past season's programming' would also 'provitte useful planning

information for next season.

It was agreed from till outset that the, evaluation Would aim for as much

external validity and individual (as opposed to focus group) assessment a5
A

possible: To this end children were only exposed to complete programs, including

commercials and all other usual nonprogram material. Even where research

focused on short segments inserted into a program, children viewed complete

programs with the appropriate inserts 6; that the segments would be experiencea
,

a

in the context in which they ar47-normally presented. Viewing was done in

4-Immironments in which children ordinarily watch television -- their o wn homes

and programs. The children were typical -of membeis of NBC's

Saturday morning audience. They were priTarily 6-11 year olds, boys and girls

°from different social classes and ethnicities. Although they ,all resided in the

greater Los Angeles area, recent work suggests that at
.

least their programming

O

preferences are not likely to differ from those of children residing in smaller;

cc:immunities (Eastman & Liss, 1980). /All children tested had seen more than one

23
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exalple of the target programming, either because they had viewed it at least

occasionally at home when it wag regularly broadcast or because they had viewed.

it a few times as part of the research project at their afterscbool care

program.

Appeal and impact of, the three types.of programming were assessed in a

variety of Ways. Soie had more external validity than others, but all provided

.-
measures for each child individually.- AsseSsment techniques included observation

by a trained parent (or other ,responsible family member) of a'child's naturally-
.

occuring behaviors while watching televiSion; a self-report questionnaire

completed by a parent (or other responsible family member) which eliciEed

4 ,^t parental opinions and information about the child's naturally-occuring behavior

attimes other than while watching TV, a questionnaire administered by a trained
.

parent (or other responsible family' member) tb an Individual child, two self-

.

report questionnaires administered by a trained researcher to-groups of 2-4.

children, and two interviews usingllystly.open-ended,ostions administered by

a trained researcher to individual children.

The results obtained with these techniques are presented in the next three

sections of the report. Each section begins by describingthe prosocial prog-'

ramming being evaluate7L4,-the particular appeal and impact issues-addressed.

This is followed[in,order by a tcription of the'methods used, a presentation

of the results, and'a short summary. Section II focuses on Drawing Power,

Section III on the Play Alongs, and Section "IV on How to Watch TV. Section V

of the report describes pilot research about prosocial programming conducted by

Catherine Doubladay as a pilot study for her doctoral dissertation. The report

ends with a brief discussion of findings and their import for network Saturday

morning prosocial programming.

2 4
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II. DRAWING POWER .

-

Drawing Power is a half-hour series first developed for the 180-81

Olson and produced by Newell, & Yohe. It has a magazine -style format with

seven typets of animated segments: 'Book Reporters introdUces children to books

they could read, Whattaya Do Mom and Dad describes adult bccupations,:Professor

5

Rutabaga,describes nutritious foods, Wacky World relates
-

Turkey of the Week describes the unpleasant .consequences

and the benefits of reform, Pet Peeves gives tips on pet

humorous, news items,

of bad personal habits

Care, and Superpe4on

University encourages roletakitsg and considering consequences to self and.

others. In an ordinary episode, five or six of these segments are shown.
----,

. . .

. __
They are interspersed with introductions, commentaries, social interaction, and

gags-by three live actors who are cast as the segment animators at work .in

their stAio. The live actors include Kari, a vivaciousyoung,blaek woman

.

given to wearing glamorous clothes; Lenny, a weird but huniOrous young white man

with unusual mannerisms, an ability to.produce strange sound effects, and an

entourage of uncommon pets; and Pop, a grumpy older white man who believes in-

old- fashioned.cartoons, sex roles, and work habits.

The series was broadcast at 11:30 this seasop It followed Jonny Quest

on NBC and ran against such programs as Tarzan/Lone Ranger and American

Bandstand, on CBS and ABC. It was frequently pre-empted on the West Coast for

the broadcasting of live sports events. Indeed, an December, January, and

February, sports programming was available in the Pacific Time Zone at 11:30

more often than was Drawing Power. The late morni4 broadcast slot meant that

,4
the avail4ple audience included many more older children and adults and fewer ;..1

younger children than would be available at an earlier hour.
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. --.7 The-goals,of the series were to entertain and inform children, andperhaps .

%,

Ito influence them. It!gas,intended that children would find the series, the

characters, the various animated segments, and-the forit characteristics

appealing, that the Series would be at least as preferred as other prosocial

and non-prosocial Saturday.morning programming, and that appeal would be

.especially strong for children in the 6-11 year age range. Programmers were.

0

concerned that, while intending simply to encourage, reinfdrce, and instruct,

the series had gone overboard and become, preachy; heavy-handed, and pedantic".

They also worried that the magazine-style format was "less appealing to children

than a continuoushalf-hour plotted story Would be, despite the fact that the

Superperson University and Turkey of the Week segments were thetselves plotted
- ,

-stories. ,Finally, they wondered if the series migbt be most

have the greatest impacton children younger than either the

appealing to and

6-11'market or the

upper end of the 6=11 range who are more likely to be watching at the time

Drawing power was broadcast.

In terms of impact of the series, programmers intended that children

would take away some good ideas from their viewing. these could be information,

or socially-valued attitudes or behaviors actually learned from'the series.

They could also be desirable infOrmation, attitipdes, or behaviors the series

reminded children about and made attractive to them. In some cases it was

, .

intended that children would be encouraged in their intentions to be "good" --

to think abouf others, tread books, to care for pets, to eat well, to have

good personal habits. Because idead' were presented by either or both the cartoons

and the liVe actors, there were interest.infidding out which of the two children
4

perceived toAbe the source of id has in Drawing Power. Finally, programmers

.11

wanted to know whom children thougJt Drawidg Power's ideas were appropriate for.

# 9 /-1
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There was concern that, although children would agree that it was a good idea

. /

to think about others, they might perceive this as appropriatelonly for those

younger than they were, and that children their age did not need to be told

things like'that Any longer.

The ways in which the data were gathered to address these issues about

Drawing Power's appeal and impact are described :n/the next section on methods.

What was learned about them is presented in the subsequent section.

Participants

/

Ninety-fodr children provided data forthe evaluation of Drawing Power

seesTable'II-l). Their ages ranged-from 5 to 12 years, with a.mean of 7.8

- . years: The sample was about evenly divided by sex, with 45 boys and 49 girls.

. .

It was also ethnically mixed.' As determin%d solely by appearance and name

Method

(which,obViously are imprecise indicators), it was 60% white,32% black,

4% atiien, 3 %hispanic, and 1%- other.

O

Children were drawn from five afterschool programs in four locations

scattered around Metropolitan Los Angeles. Three of the programs provided
e .

daily afterschool care for elementary school age children (5-12), one provided

about one hour's care for young children (6-7) prior to busing them to cheir

homes, and one provided supervised use of a school-playground by children

(5-12).. Only,the latter program was one whidh children attended' sporadically

rather than daily: In this case parents agreed to send their children to the

program each day of the research. All of the programs were ethnically mixed.

Two serviced primarily middle_class families, one serviced primarily lower and

lower middle class families, and two serviced families of mixed social class

backgrpunds.

29
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fable II-1

Drawing Power Sample

0

Basic Sample

Younger

aft&
Girls Boys

Mean age in yrs 6.3 6.3

Age, range in yrs 5-7 5-7

(N) (24) (23)

In-depth Interview Sample

Mean age in yrs 6.2 6.3

Age range in yrs 5-7 5-7

(N) (9) (8)

0

28
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Older

Girls Boys

All

Children

9.2 9.4 7.8

8-11, 8-12 5-12

(25) (22) (94)

9:3 9.9 8.1

8-11 8-12 5-12

(12) (9) (38)

L
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Children had three opportunities to provide data once in a questionnaire

and short iiterview administered the day after three days of viewing Drawing

Power, the NeW Fat Albert Show, and other prbsocial programming; once in a

questionnaire administered immediately after viewing one episode of Drawing

Power; and once in an interview conducted after the second questionnaire.

The latter interview was intended for only a subsample of children, but the

first two contacts were intended for all children. Of the total sample of

children, 71% were present and tested at both of the first two. contacts.

review of those who provided data for only one of the two contacts did no

suggest any consistent explanation for why children would appear for the first(

testing and not the second or vice versa. Of the children who completed a

questionnaire at the second contact, 46% were subsequently interviewed.

To examine age and sex differences in the appeal and impact,of Drawing

Power:the sample was divided into younger and older boys and girls. To kelp

the numbers roughly even by age, the split had to be 5-7 years and 8-12 years,

rather than the 6-8 years and 9-11 years originally planned.
2

As shown in

Table II-1, this division yielded about 20'thildren in each age and sex group

who,parti.cipated in either or both of the first two testings. The social class

and ethnic mixes in the four groups are about the same. It should be noted,

though, that the satple is relatively .young. The mean age of the younger

children was 60 yeirs; that of the older children was 9.3 years.

.J-.As Table II-1 arso shows, nearly half the children were interviewed after

the second questionnaire was administered. They too were fairly evenly

distributed by age and sex (45% younger children, 45% boys).,. Examination

indicated,thet.the four age and sex .groups were equally mixed by social class

and ethnicity.

23
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Procedures

Research procedures took fiver,days to complete (see Figure II-1). One or

more researchers visited each.-partcipating afterschool program on each of

the five days to oversee the viewing and'testing..,For four afterschool programs

these were consecutive days; for the fifth Program the visits were spread over ,

a seven-day ppiiod3 On each of the first two days children viewed an episode

of Drawing Power. Afterceach viewing children in three of the afterschool

programs were free to choose to view another prosocial program. On the third

day children viewed one episode of The New Fat Albert Shaw. Again those in

three afterschool programs were allowed to choose another prosocial program

to view. On the fourth day researchers administered the questionnaires and

shore interviews to children. On the fifth day, a third episode of Drawing

Power was shown, children completed a questionnaire, and 'about half the children'

were then interviewed. The television programs the children viewed are

described more'fully in the succeeding section.

Afterschool programs which-might participate in the project were identified

through personal contacts. None were programs with which any of the researchers

had prelliously. worked. All programs contacted agreed to participate. They .

were offered a monetary incentiye for participation, bat in Tare opinion the

incentive was not responsible, for their participation. Letters informing

parents about the project and an informed consent ship were sent,home with the

children,(see Appendix A). A more complete description of,the project was'left

with the diNector of the afterschool program (see Appendix A). Only those

children who returned a parent consent form wee allowed to complete the

questionnaires or interviews.



Day 1

View Drawing Power

View additional
prosocial program
chosen by children*

Figure II-1

Basic Procedures and Measurement-Instruments

Day 2

Vipy Drawing Power

411P Day 3

View Fat Albert

View additional _

prosocial program
. chosen by children%

.71.evvadditional

prosocial program
chosen by children*

-Day .4

Adilinister first

questionnaire
series appeal
How to Witch TV

viewing

Administer first
interview
series recall
How to Watch TV
recall

Day 5

View Drawing Power

Administer second
questionnaire
. ,episode mlpsage
'41) episode message

Alow to Watch TV
recognition

How to Watch TV

recognition
acceptance
message

evaluation

**
Administer second interview

episode message recall
epiiode message acceptance

'o series appeal
series improvement

Children in one afterschool care program did not.participat n this aspect of the project
due to piogram restrictions on amount of-time spent,viewing television.'**, .

This interview. was admihiatered to a subsample of approximately, half the children who completed

the second questionnaire. .
. . .

31
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' Three people had primary responsibility for the afterschool prOgrams

(AD, CD, and PK). Two of them worked with one program each and one (PK)

worked with three, two of which were at the same location. The responsible

individual introduced the project to children in the afterschool program,

including those without permission topricipate.. The researcher told child-
,

ren s/he and NBC were interested in their opinions about television, wanted

to show them pr rams for a few days, and planned to find out what they

thought about them. Children were told they could not give us their opinions

4
without returning the permission slip, but they could watch the program.

Children believed that their information would help people make better

'children's television programs.

The person with/ptimary responsibility.at each site went alone the first

. .

three' days and showed programs to the children. On the last two days s/he made

the primary contacts with the children, but testing was carried out.by three

to five researchers drawn from a pool of seven (two or three men, the rest

women), all either masters or docto9a1 degree candidates .or graduates. All

researchers had been trained iii administering the questionnaires and inter-
.

views. All had watched episodes of Drawing Power.

Children viewed the programs on 'a video monitot. They were in color and

r.
clearly visible and audible to all

t
children. The viewing situations were

relatively informalchildren were free to come and,go for toileting, washing

hands, disposing of trash and the like. $ometimes children ate snacks while

viewing; other times they just gathered around and watched. Occasionally a

thild'ssenthusiaOic commentary or acting out was restrained, usually, by
?

other children, so that the rest of the group could still see and hear. The

issue 'of children leaving for other forms of amusement did not arise. They
7 r
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were interested in

one shown each day

program was viewed

6
13

the programs an& chose to stay and watch at least the first

. The viewing sessions lasted about 40 minutes if one

and about 75 minutes if two..programS were viewed.

Children who participated completely in the projipt viewed at least

three episodes of Drawing Power in the afterschool program. Children who had

not seen at least two Drawing Power episodes were not,inCluded 4n the final

sample. :Forty-five per cent of the children saw at least one other prosocial

program in addition to Drawing Power and Fat Albert. Most of them chose

Vegetable Soup or Big Blue Marble. All iewing was but a small addition to

the children's television experience. All talked freely and knowledgeably

about Saturday morning children's programming. ,Some were also familiar with

children's prosocial programming broadcast at other times and by independent

or public stations. The most the research Procedures insured was that each

child had seen Drawing_Power (which was pre-empted on the West Coast most

of December,January, and,February) and one particular episode of Fat Albert

(they were already familiar with the series).

r/
Questionnaires were administered by a researcher to groups of, two to four

-

children, with groups of younger children being smaller, in number than groups

df.older children. Children were seated at tables, usually spaced out to

minimize influencing each other. Items were read aloud by the researcher Who

/
also demonstrated, as necessary, where to mark answers clothe response sheet.

Rtsearchers monitored children's responses closely to be sure they were

correctly ,entered on the response sheet. 'Whenever there was any question

1

about a child's response, the researcheestopped,to clarify it. 0c6dsionally

younger children had to be helped xo keep their responses on the right line.

.Otherwise, children had. littie difficulty selectingand entering their

opinions on the response sheet.

3.4
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The first questionnaire required 15-20 minutes to complete. At the Send

children were askedto draw a picture of their favorite Saturday morning prog7

ram. While the 'group did this, eacA child was individually interviewed for

.5-10Jminutes. The researcher wrote childrenls answer's down on their response

sheets. The second questionnaire required about 20 m utes to complete. After

completion of the second questionnaire, children i7 one afterschool, program were

. sent home on the bus. Selected children in the other four programs were
0

interviewed in-depth. The researcher wrote their answers down on the interview

schedule. Those who were not interviewed immediately were sent out to play

at three of the sites and were asked to dr'Ww a picture of their favorite part

/ of Drawing Powera the fourth site. This interviewtook 15-20 minutes to

complete. a

Stimuli

10,1,1
k

. Four episodes of Drawing Power-and one of The 'New Fat Albert Show were

used. They were taped off the air, either from the=New York feed or from the

1
,Los Angeles broadcast.' They 'included all commerciaand other non-program'

,

material which would normally be seen in the home. The order of viewing and

testing the Drawing Power episodes was rotated across the five afterschool

programs (see Table 11-2). This means that t
%
he-aggregated data from both

.
a

=;

questionnaires reflect children's general reactions to the series and its

separate elements rather than reactions to one particular program. The com-
et

ponents of the four Drawing Power episodes and the one Fat' Albert episode are

described in Appendix B.

Videocasdettes of other prosocial programs, taped off the air in

\POE, .

Los Angeles, were also available for phildren'to choose to view: There was

one episode each of Dusty's Treeha,use, Vegetable Soup, Big Blue

35
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Number of
Children Drawn .' Episodes' Viewed,

..

Site From It on Days 1 and 2

Table 11-2

'Dratting Power Episodes Viewed and Tested

vo.

Episode Viewed
on Day 5 Day 5 Episode

Segments .in

t

9'

"
4°

* \

A 13 1,2 3

'Pot

B 32 . 3,.4 1

,S\ 20 1,2 4

D 29. 3,4 2

°

f

SI

.r

4.

0

X X x. X X X --

x -- X xx X X

X X X X XX -- --

X X X . -- X -- XX
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aks, Animals, Animals. These were selected because (l) they were'pro-

soci,a1 in nature, (2) they were or reasonably, could be broadcast on Saturday

morning, (3) they were a complete half-hour show, (4) they were not excessively

didactic, and (5) they were not syndications of series which were orignally

aired during primetime. -In addition to choosing.any .of these programs to

view, children could choose to view the fourth episode of Drawing Power- (the

one not scheduled for viewing at their site) or episodes of Drawing Power

they had already been shown on a preceding day.

Instruments

Two interviews and twQ questionnaires, one with f9ur different forms,

were developed. The two questionnaires were given to all children. The

similar in form, including rating scales, yes-no-items, and multiple choice

items. The text of eachlitem was written out for the researcher. Children

were only given resppnse sheets with pictures (smiling to frowning faces) or

.simple words (YES, NO) to circle and simply labeled boxes (YES, NO, SHORT,

LONG) to placie checks in. The first questionnaire examined the appeal of the

series and its format, the -extent to which it would appeal to children older

than, younger than, andothe same age as the respondent, viewing frequenu,

and the ease with which program content could be understood. 'One question

about How to Watch TV was included at the end. Copies of this questionnaire

and response sheets are in Appendix C. The second questionnaire examined the

appeal of one Drawing Power episode and its separate segments, what length

segMents children preferred, recognition of messages in the episode, acceptance

of them, and the extent to which the messages should be..seen by children older

than, younger than, and the same age as the respondent. Several items about

38
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How to Watch TV were included at the end. Four separate forms of this quISt-

ionnaire were developed, one fob each Drawing Power episode tested. Copies

of the four forms of the questionnaire and response shedts ars in Appendix D.

The first interview was given to all chilaren (see Appendix E). It was

- very short, consisting of only two questions and related probes. Both questions

were open-ended, asking children to recount everything they remembered about

any Drawing POwer and How to Watch TV programming they had ever seen. The

'probes encouraged further recallby th children. For Drawing Power, they

also sought to elicit children's perceptions of the intended messages in

Drawing Power content. The latter probes were used only when children gave

only concrete descriptions of characters and actions which were meant also

to convey a message. F6r example, a child's description of Law and Order'

whirling their sticks and showing a street full of dogs would be,followed by

a probe to see if the child received any message such as getting a dog tag,

keeping_ one's dog at_home,_or_generally_obeying_the law and keeping_

The second interview was given to a subsample of the children <see

Appendix F). It was-highly structured. Most of the questions were open-
.

,ended, but some provided children with alternative responses from which .to

choose. The interview began by asking'for recall of content from the DriWing

Power episode children had viewed that day. The question was administered

'and probed as was the similar question,in the first interview. he interviewer

then,,,had the child 'assess which contentergad not been known befoie viewing,

and selected for further discussiolitwo-of the ideas the child had.recalled.

For each idea, the child was asked how it was presented in the program, who

ought to ,see such an idea and why,. and whether the child agreed wital or would ;

practice the idea and Why. The intsrview ended with an exploration of children's
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opinions about the segmentation and pieacIliness of Drawipg Power and any

further suggestions they had for improving Drawing Power.
0

Results

The results ,of the evaluation of Drawing Power, are reported in threemain

sections: appeal, impact, and children's suggest& improvements. The data on

appeal were obtained from items An both questionnaires and the second interview.
ft

The data on impact were obtained from bo*th questionnaires and both interviews.

Suggestions for improvement were onl elicited in the second interview. Issues

of major interest to NBC were all addressed by mode than one type of question,

. but all results are based on self7report data.

Appeal

Most-Saturday morning programming lives and dies by the ratings the

ultioiate measure of appeal. In 4n effort to move beyond the ratings and better

1"--, understand what was more and less appealing about the series and to whom,
.

various aspects of appeal were measured. These esincludid measures -for entire I
I

1 I
.

I

.

programs or for the series, for the different hypes of segments in the series, 4

and for several format characteristics.

Appeal of the series. When asked'to rate the appal of all Drawing Power

episodes they had ever seen or the appeal of the episode they had just seen,

most children said they liked it a lot. On a, four point scale, they rated,it

3.6 for the -sera as a whole and 3.7 for the program-they had just eeen. As

is evident in Table II-3,,yoUnger children liked it somewhat more than older

.

children, older boys liked it least, and the average rating f9r the series as

a whole differed little from the aggregate of four programs rated individually.

As. is usually true, we must assume that the ratings suggest more liking than

would be evident Iii children's.at -home viewing choices.



Mean liking of series

. (11)

Me4n-liking of. program
just viewed

(N)

II

Table 11-3

Rated Appeal of Drawing Power

Younger Older

Girls Boys Girls Boys

19

All
Children

3.8 3.9 3.4 3.4 3.6

(17), (20) (22) (19) (78)

3.9 3.9 3.8 3.4 3.7

(20) (22) (23) (19) (84)

Rating Scale

4

O
r.

a

1 = Like Not At All

2 =- Like Some

3 = Like A Little

4 = Like-A Lot

.4

et

t
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Some indication of comparative appeal, indicating how the series would

holdup inthe face of competition, is provided by children's stated choices to

view Drawing Power instead of another series ostensibly broadcast at the same

time. These choices are also likely to be more pro-Drawing Power than would

actual viewing choices at home. To examine them, two non-NBC prosocial series,

Fat Albert and Big Blue Marble, and three other NBC series, Flintstones, /Daffy

Duck, and Jonny Quest, were used as comparisons. Drawing Power's apparent

appeal diminished under this form of testing. As shown in Table 11-4, 71%

of the children said they would choose Drawing Power over Fat Albert and 67%

would choose it over Big Blue Marble. Drawing,POwer's greatest audience loss

would be adak,boys, especially older boys, when Fat Albert was broacast and
.

among younger children, especially girls, when Big Blu Marble was broadcast.

Drawing Power's appeal does not hold up so well when compared to other

NBC programming. This trend wbulelikely hold true for comparisons to the
4

non-prosdcial programming of the other networks, In the hypothetical choice

situation, 38% of the children chose Drawing Power over the Flintstones, 44%,

over Daffy Duck, and 607 over Jonny Quest. Drawing Power's greatest audience

retention would be among younger, boys whey the Flintstones was broadcast, among

older girls when Daffy Duck was broadcast, and among younger boys and, older

' girls when Jonny Quest was broadcast. Since the.percentage of choices for

Drawing Power is likely to be greater in the test-situation than it would be

in behavior at home, one assumes that Drawing Power would have a tough go of

it in competition-141th an ordinary Saturday morning schedule. Ratings this

season bear this out, although they are confused by the many sports programs
. .

-broadcast at the same time as DraWinglilower in many parts of the nation.

A third method for assessing Drawing POwer!"-s.appeal T.tas to measure its

estimated appear for other children. This was accomplished by asking children

42,
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Table 11-4

Appeal of Drawing Power Compared to Other Programs

21

% Children Prefer Drawing ;
Younger Older

All

Power to,Other Prosocial Girls Boys Girls Boys Children

TI22IT:'
0

Fat Alberxl

( 11 )

Blue Marble

(N)

71

33

(15)

60

68

(19)

73

(22)

77

(22)

42'

(19)'

78

(19)'

62

(78)

67

. (75)

% Children PrefIF Drawing
Power to Other NBC
Program:

Younger

Girls

Older
A11
ChildrenGirls Boys Boys,

Flintstones 29 60 36 26 38

(NY 6. (171'. (20) (22) (19) (78>

C..

Daffy Duck 29 25 68 47'. 44

(N) (17 ) (20) (22) (19) (78)

.jonny Quest 47 65 77 47 60

(N) . (17) (20)- (22) '(19) (78)

c

. 43
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(

to tell us whether Drawing. Power would be liked by children younger than,

the same age as; and older than they were. As-shown in Table 11-5, virtually

all ctildren ielieved their peers would like it. Drawing Power's adjudged

appeaDdrxrd off when children were asked about younger children's liking

of it, with only 77% saying children younger than they would like it. Appeal

dropped further when older children's liking was being judged, with only 44%

saying elder children wouldlike it. Girls, especially older girls, ,were least

likely to feek that children older'than they were would like the series.

Altogether, the children's estimates of how much other children would like the

series suggesf,.as the previously reported appeal measures did, that Drawing

Poller is attractive to children but not markedly so.

Ile data-in Table 11-5 can be used to estimate children's judgments of the

ages'of children for which DraWing Poidipi is most likely to be appealing.' In

Figure 11-2 we have graphed for the younger and older children, sample

the percentages predicting that other younger, same age, and older children

would like the series. Thpre is a line for the predictions of older children,

in our sample and one for younger children. Along the bottom of the graph",

are the approximate ages that "older," "same age,".and "younger" should refer'

to for younger and older children

that children believed the series

older than about ten (and, perhaps

p
in our sample. The tAgure clearly-indicates

if

would not be very appealing to-children

even younger). They believed appeal would
e O

hold up better for the preSchool audiefice, but they did not predict especially

high appeal. these figures suggest that the maximum appeal of Drawing Power

would be to children between the ages of approximately five and nine, certainly

not dig largest audience available at the time Drawing Power was broadcast

this season.

44
a
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Table 11-5

Estimated Appeal of Drawing Power for Other Children .

99.

A Children
Saying These
Children Will
Like Drawing,

Power:

23

Younger Older

Girls Boys Girls Boys
All

Children

Older children 47 55 18 58 .44

Same age children 100 100 100 95 99

St
Younger children 71 65 95 77

(N). (17) (20) (22) (19) (78)

1P

a

....
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N
Appeal of the segments. Since Drawing Power had a magazine format, it

had a number of identifiable types of !ontent whose appeal could be rated.

Such.ratings were obtained from the, children on the second questionnaire.

They were asked' about. liking the live actors and each animated segment in

the episode they had just'viewed. Because all types of segments are not in

all episodes of Drawing Power, the number of children rating each segment

ranges from a low,of -39 to a high of 84 for the entire sample, with a range

of 8r23 for the individual age by sex groupa.

4
As shown in'Table 11-6, the mean,ratihgs for liking the segments ranged

from 2.5 to 2.9 on'a
,

three point scale .with all children combintd. When
.- . .

children- are byen down by age and sex, average ratings aiged from 1.9 to

3.0. N In Table II-6 the types of content are ordered with the most liked at

the top and the least liked at fhe bottom. This shoiTs that Superpeesqn

ersity, Turkey of the Week, Whattaya Do Mom and Dad; and the,live actors are

the most liked types of content, while Wacky World and Professor Rutabaga are

least liked. .

The appeal of some types of content varied by children 's age and sex.

In comparison to younger children, older boys and girls liked,Tnrkey of the

Week somewhat more and Prof essOr Rutabaga somewhat less.' In both cases the

age difference is more apparent for girls than boys. Older girls liked

Wacky World less than did the Otlier- children. - Older boys liked the live

... .

actors and Book Reporters less. The low average appeal of Wacky World to the .

entire sample is clearly attributable solely to the older girleedislike of it;

iounger children and older boys all liked it quite well. ,Whattaya Do Mom

0 ,

and Dad and SuperPerson University were well liked by childr,,en
A

regardless,.

of their own sex or age.

-11
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Table 11-6

R4ted Appeal of Drawing Power,,Segments

9

Younger Older

26

-----. ,
All

1 Segment Girls Bbys Girls

' .$
.

,Super U 2.8 3.0 3.0
4

K.
6i .

- (N)

O

.

People

(N)

Whattaya Do

(N).

f (2Q).
r

2.8

(20)

' 2.9

(11)

(22) (23)

2.9

(22) (23)

2.8 2.9
- ".

(15) (16)

a
,A ,

'ru,rkey of Week 2.6 2.7 3.0

(N) (14) (13) (14)

Boys Children

2.8 2.9
f I

(19) (84)
.

(19)

2.8 2.8

(5(14) 6i

to

2

4°

.8 2.8

\
(12) (53)".

2.5 "2 2.8

(84)

r , l

Book Reporters

, )

2.8 2.9 8.

(g) q . ,(15) (16) ,),(15)

. z. r
IP.

Pet Peeves'. - 2.6, 2.6 2.8

:

(12) (

.
. (g)

.
1,0) (9)

t .

Wacky World,
L

2.7

(N). 4._ (20) (22) t'
. . N

2.8 1.9

Prof. Rutabaga. 2.7 2.6

(N) (20)
(

1(22)

V.

i.2

(22)

a

2.2

(12)

2.5

. .

2:7

.,,,, (58)

..

2.6

'(8) , (39)1°

2.6 2.,5

11
(19) (84)

.

(19,)' (83).1/2

ting Scale

1 Not Like
.2 = Not pure, or In Between,
3 = ike
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Appeal of the format. Three scharacteristics of Drawing Power's,format

can be singled,out as relatively unusual for Satorday.,morning programming:

its combination of animation with live action, its attempt to encourage,

reinforce, and instruct, and its magazine style. Children's reactions to the

tt

latter two characteristics are of special interest because of contern that

Drawing Power might go too far with each of them, becoming both preachy and

overly segmented. Care was taken in the testing to elicit any negatiye

opiniods children tight have along these lines.

Overall, children reported liking that Drawing Power had both animation \,

,and,live action: ,Ratings for the facts that it had cartoons,,live actors;

and actors who joked with each other were 2.9, 2.8, and 2.8 respeCtively on

a three point scale (see Table Ii-7). It should be'noted that the older boys

were less enthusiastic about the actors and their jokes than were the other

children. -These bays were, however,,justias enthuiiastic about the cartoons

as were the other children.

r

Intone assessment of reactions to Drawing Power's encouraging, reinforcing,

and instructing, childrensWere asked to rate how much they liked. the way fit

tried to -teach them things, the fact that people in the program told them what
,4014.

,the' cartoons were about, and the fact that the cartoons and the people gave

them the same'ideas. Mean rated liking on a three point `scale was 2.7, 2.7,

and 2.4 respectively for these items /rsee Table If-7). The data suggest that

only the younger girls,, were enthusiastic"about ha 'ving the same ideas in

cartoons and in live action Xerleast when researchers brought the repetition

to their attention): This conclusion is reinforced by the older children's

lower /airings for the fact that Drawing Power has thelive actors tell about

the cartoon content. Otherwise the ratings provide little indication that

children found Drawng Power didactic or preachy.

',NM&
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Characteristic

Table 11-7

Appeal of ntawing Power's Characteristics

Animation and Live Action

Have cartobns

*
Have live actors

*
Actors joke

(N)

O
t

28

Younger Older
All

Girls Boys' Girls, Boys Children

2.9

2.9

3.0

(17)

i

Instructing, Encouraging, Reinforcing
.

\ * -,
- .

-,
-

Teaches things 2.6

. -*APeoplea/T4out too At 2.9
. .,.,

.

Cartoon agd-people give <,
2.8'

same ideas* -

(N) (17)
.N

Magazine Style

*
Have short.,stories

(N)

% children want segments

longer -55

same length 36

horter
46

9'

IN> (22)

.

2.8

2.8
.

2.4

(20)

3.0 3.0 2.9

2.9 *9 )2.3 2.8

2.9 2.9 2.5 2.8

(20) , (22) 419) (78)

9
2.2 2.7. 2.7 2.6 -

.

(20) <224 (19) (78)

40 35 16' 37
4 4

50 61 68 54

s 10 . 4 16 0
(70) (23) (19), (84)

2.7

2.6 2.3

2.4 .2

(22) (19)

2.7 2.7

2.7

2.4

(78)

1

Rating Scale

1 = Not Like

2 = Not Sure, or In Betwee

4
3 = Like

'
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In the interview codducted on the last day wit14.2.hout half the children,

0
there was a second assessment of children's reactions to Drawing Power's

style. Three questions were asked, each becoming more assertivein quest-
6

quest

ioning whether or mot Drawing Power was didactic, and preachy. first asked

children's opinions of the waythe;series tried to teach them things, the,

second asked if it tried too hard to/tell children what was good to do, and

the third asked if it gave too many orders or lectures about has to Lt.

Children were all asked about the reasons fOr their responses to each of these

questions. None of this questioning,provided any indication that the children

found Drawing Power to be didactic, pushy, Or preachy. They all said they

liked the way it taught. Many said it showed what was good to d6 in a fun

way and did not insist that viewers follow the suggestions. Four children,

one younger boy, one older boy, and two older girls, even volunteered that

children knew they did not have to do something just because television ,

suggested they shou,ld.

Thus, there is little evidence that Drawing Power was seen as didactic

or preachy by the children. They teported they did not like its repetition'

\,..of ideas, but overall they liked the wav it teaches; Even in the interview

where it-was suggested- that the series was too preachy, chifdten failed ,to

agree that it was. It seems safe to conclude that children probably did not

,

find Drawing Power to be anything more than encouraging, reinforcing, and
A

instructing.

Children's reactions to Drawing Power's magazine style were assessed in

three ways: (1) their ratings of how much they liked that it was made Up of

r

several short stories, (2) thei choices of whether the series should remain ,%.

.

the same or be changed to more shorter stories or fewer longer ones, and

4
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(3) their reasons for these choices. The first two opinions were measured

on'the questionnaires and the last in the second. interview. Not* of the thiee

measures indicated that children strongly disliked the 'magazine format, but

the latter two suggested that longet plotted stories would be a reasonable

alternative format.

As shown in Table 11-7, the overall rated liking for the fact that °

Drawing Power was made up of several shore stories was 2.6 on a three point

scale. Younger boys did not like thia characteristic irery well,'but the

younger girls and older boys and girls ail liked it reasonably well. However,

their ratings are not as high as they were for the cartoons and4actors.10
it

reasonable conclusion is that children liked this aspect of the series somewhat

less than they liked otherd.

When children were asked whether the magazine format should be changed,

54% said it should remain the same, 10% said it should change to more, shorter

stories, and 37% said it should change to few, longer stories (see Table 11-7).

Younger'children were more likely than older children to say they wanted longer

stories. Older children were more likely to want the series to remainDas is.

Subsequent interviews suggested that among the children_who wanted longer

stories some actually meant they liked longer stories. Others meant that they

wanted Drawing Power to last lOnser than half = n hour Or that.they wanted more

of the stores they liked. Children who want shorter stories never meant
0 4

.'

theylwanted less Drawing Power or fewer of the segments they disliked. Rat en

they meant they warded more changes or more i eas in the same amount-Of-time.

illowever, very, few of the Children wanted more 7gMentation in the seria.

Overall the.data,do not provide a Clear indication that childreewould
j

/ .

prefer a half-hour otted program to a segmented one, nor do' they suggest that

the segmented format is'heavily preferred. The magazine style received

reasonable support from:the children, but longer stories ran a close second.
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Impact

.. .

Drawing Power is different from most Saturday morning network series in
. .

. .,
.... .

that it intends to present, encourage, and reinforce prosocial information,

attitudes, and,behaVior as well as to entertain. To assess how the series

fared with these extra goals, measures examined how much children learned from

Drawing Power's content, what content was new to them, where in the program

they felt ideas were presented to them, how much they agreed with or intended

to do the things suggested in the series, and who they felt should receive 4

-.Drawing Power's messages. Results are presented in the following five sections.

40'5'
Learning content. Children found it easy,to learn at least some ofDrawing 4

Poiwer's-ideaS. Rating the series as a whole, 88% of-the children repTtzi.:AHUa.---s

it was easy to understand the ideas presented, with Older children'finding it

'somewhat easier (93%) than younger children (84%). Children's measured success

*(reported next),in vcogpidzing ideas presented in one. episode, distinguishing

them from similar ideas nor presented in the episode; andirecalling program

content all corroborate their report that the ideas were easy to understand

and obviously show that ideas were easily remembered.
_ .

Children's recognition of 'messages in Drawing Power was tested'only

immediately after viewing one episode. Of the six or seven messages presented

to the children lithe questionnaire, one came from Fat Albert episode viewed

two days earlier, one was a contradiction of an°Idea presented- in.fthe ,Drawing

Power episode they liSd just seen, and the rest were from four or five different

ta
segments in the episode they had just seen. Where only four Drawing Power

ideas water those children s scores were adjusted to make them'comparable

to the scores of children tested on five ideas. /The number of items for testing
s

varied due to, the different number and type cif segments in each episode.

53 /
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On the average, children' (N=84) correctly identified 4.2 of 5 messages

as coming from Drawing Power. There were no age or sex dlfferences in
-

- +.
. .

children's recognition scores for ideas from'the series., They misidentified

an average of 0.6 of,2 messages as coming from 'Drawing Power when they did not.

Misidentification was greater for the wrong idea based on a Drawing Power

segment (4i %) than it was fot the rieLidea from Fat Albert (17 %). Younger

and older children did not differ in their misidentification rates. Girls

were more likely to misidentify ideas not coming froM Drawing Poweethan were

bos (mean scores of .74 and .44 respectively).

When children wereioresented with an idea and asked to indicate whether

it came from Drawing Power, ideas taken from certain segments were more likely

to be recognized than were ideas from other types of segments. As Table

;bows, the percentage of children correctly identifyikg an idea as coming irom

Drawing Power ranged from a high of 96% for Wbattaya Do Mom and Dad segments

to a low of 70% for Turkey of the Week segments. Recognition scores for

Whattaya Do Mom and Dad (96%), Book Reporters (90%), Pet Peeves (90%), and

Professor Rutabaga (85%) segments were all quite good. Those for Superperson A

University. (74%) and Turkey of the'Week <70%) are not as good considering that
A ' .

guessing probability-would be 50%. It is interesting, though not surprising,

that the four segmeas'which are more didactic and cognitive present ideas

which-were more easily recognIzed later. The two segments whose ideas were ,

less easilyreco ized later both rely more opaa storyline to convey the
. ,

.

message, use the strategy of presenting "bad".behavior and its consequences

before presenting "good" behavior, and deal more ,with social behavipr. These

findings emphasize again the difficulties face in dealing

efficaciously with social behavior. ' e
e

rs,



% Children Cqrrectly
Recognizing Message
In Segment:

.;.-

OWhattaya Po

0

Book Reporters

Pet Peeves

(N)

Prof-. Rutab7a

,(N)
\

\

Super U

(N)
. .

Turkey of. Week

(N)

4

A

Table 11-8
2

4.1r
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Recognition of Messages in Drawing Power Segments

Younger . Older
All
ChildrenGirls Boys Girls Boys

100 100. 87 , 10

t

'96

(11) -(15) rj16) (14) (56)

87 88 93 92 90

(15) (16) (15) (12) (58)

92 90 100 75 90

(12) (10) (9) (8) (39)

1

90' 82 87 79 85

(20) .(22) (23) (19) (84)

AMP

70 '77 65 '84 74

,(20) (22) (23) (19) (84)

57 62 80 83 70

(14) (13) (15) (12) (54)

4

LS,

55 V
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% There were few age or sex differences in children's recognition of

ideas from different Drawing Power segments (see Table 11-8). Older boys were

somewhat less likely than were other children to recognize ideas from Pet

Peeves segments. Girls were somewhat more likely than boys to recognize

ideas from Professor Rutabaga segments. Younger children were less likely to

.recognize ideas from Turkey of the Week segments than were older children.

This last finding parallels the previously reported lower appet. of Turke4of

the Week segments for younger children.

Children's recall of messages in Drawing Power was tested with all

children on the fourth day of the project. On days ate and two they had seen

two different episodes of Drawing Power, and on day three, one episode of

Fat Albert. On all those days, some children saw additional Drawing Power

episodes or other prosocial programming. On the day recall was tested, no

programs were viewed. About half the children were also tested for recall in

the interview on the fifthday. These children were asked to recall ideas,

only from the episode they had just seen, while children at the first testing

were asked to recall ideas from any of the Drawing Power episodes they had

seen in the afterschool center or at home. The first recall data pr:esented

here was obtained from all children interviewed without having just seen a

Drawing PoWerepisode. The data from he subsample of,children who were

interviewed after having seen one e isode

On the average, children we e able to recall 3.7 separate content items

from Driiging.Power (see Table 1-9). Only two children, one younger boy and

ore youtger girl, could not recall anything from the series, while three

children recalledas man, as 9 or 10 items each. Not surprisingly, older

children recalled mor ideas overall.' The items children recalled Were

50

4
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Table 11-9

.

Recall of Drawing Power Messages Two Days After Viewing It

Ilk

/

35

,,=1,..

Mean number

Younger Older
All
Children

Q

Girls Boys Girls Boys

messages recallee- 2.7 3.4 4.4 4.1 3.7

Range A 0-8 '0-9 1-9 1-10 ' 0-10

.

Mean number morals or
main points 0.4 0.5 1:4 1.7, 1.0

.
Mean number descriptions 2.3 2.9 3.0 2.4 2.7

(N), /

. .
1

(16) (17) (22) (19) (74)

II

a

o

4)

57

r .

1=-
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separated into those which captured the messages, moral, or main point of

the segment (e.g., eat fibeip old people can_do a lot, dgn't tattle)' and

those which simply' described characters, settings, or actions (e.g., there

was thiS than with a magic folding table, an old lady danced real fast, he

always told on people). Older children recalled messages or points of stories

more than dill younger children. Chldren did not ..iffer by age or sex in

the number of recalled ideas which were simple descriptions characters,

settings, or actions. All children were likely tb recall m re of this simple

descriptive content than of morals.

All the different types of Drawing Power segments were represented in

ideas recalled by at least,dne child in the sample, but some types were more

likely than others to have ideas recalled'from them. As shown in Table II-10,

the live actors and Superperson University were likely and Pet Peeves and

Professor Rutabaga were unlikely to provide ideas Which children recalled.

Ideas from Whattaya Do'Mom'and Dad; Wacky World, Turkey of the Week, and Book

Reporters were recalled by 10-20% of the children. Children were unlikely to

recall more than cope idea from any type of content except Superperson University

and the live actors, although a very few children recalled more than one idea

from Whattaya. Do Mom and Dad and Book Reporters. The ideas recalled from

the live actors were almost exclusively descriptions of clothing, mannerisms,

possestions, and behavior. Ideas recalled from Whattaya Do Mom and Dad,

Wacky World, and Book Reporters were mostly descriptions of their factual

content. Ideas retailed from Superperson University, Turkey of the Week, Pet

Peeves, and Professor-Rutabaga were a mix of descriptions of characters and

actions andl:f morals about good and bad behavior. Older children recalled

more from each type of animated segment, but younger children recalled more
p

about the live actors. The only sex difference was bays' greater recall of

ideas from the Book Reporters segments:N.



Table II-10

Recall of Messages From Drawing Power Segments
Two Days After Viewing It

P
% Children

.Giving One or More
Ideas From:

2.1.9212g.tE

Girls Boys

Live actors 75 76

Super U 44 65

Whattaya Do , 25, 6

Wacky World

ti

6 6

Book Report4rs 6 18*

Turkey of Week 6 6

e

Pet Peeves 0 0

Prof. Rutabaga 0 0

(N) (16) (17)

37

Older
All
ChildrenGirls Boys

0

68 68 72

82 68 68

18 26 19

,

27 . 32 '19

18 le 19

14 21 12

dl

18 0 5

9 11 5

(22) (19) (74)

53
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_Children who were asked to recall ideas from one Drawing Power episode

,soon after viewing it volunteered more ideas than did children asked to recall

ideas from earlier days' viewing (see Table II-11). However, the range in
.0

number of ideas volunteered after viewing one episode was constricted from

0-10 to 2-7. lso children differed in what they recalled, giving more morals

than simple descriptions, recalling more ideas from more different types of

'segments, and reporting less about the live actors.

As shown in Table II-11, the average number of ideas recalled was 3.4

which does not differ substantially from the 3.7 ideas recalled by children

who hid not just watched a Drawing Power episode. Again, older children

recalledmore ideas and more-ideas which were moralskthan did younger children, .-

although most of the fge difference is accounted for by the girls. The only

notable differendes betweerecall measures in Tables 11-9 and )1I-11 is in

recall of the moralor point of a segment versus simple description of .As

content. When recall was assessed soon after viewing, all childr were more

likely to recall the morals presented, in segments. As the t between viewing

and recall lengthened,' children in the.age range tested forgot the morals in

the stories and remembered more about characters and their actions.

The two testingrsituations also produced differences in the segments from

which ideas were recalled. More children recalled ideas from each type of

segment when they were tested soom after Viewing. As shown in Table 11-12,

at least 30% recalled something' from each-of the eight types of segments.

When. testing was a day or two after viewing, only two of the eight segment

types had such recall rates. Ideas from the other six types were recalled

by less than 20% of the children (see Table 11-16). Superperson University

.remained the major source of ideas which children recalled. Live actors

becamea minor source, shifting from the most frequent to the next to least

GO
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Table II-11

. Reca4-Of Drawing Power Messages Right After Viewing It

-

(

Mean number

Younger

Girls

Older
All
dhildrenGirls Boys Boys

messages recalled 2.9 3,9 4.1 3.4 3.4

Range. 2-5 3-7 3-7 2-5 2-7

4
:

'Mean number morals
or main points 1.0 1.9 3.4 2.2

Mean number descriptibns 1.9 2.0 0.7 1.2

t.

L

(N) (9) (7) (11) (9) (36)

1.*

1

st,

6
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Table 11-12

Recall of Messages from Drawing Power Segmentt Right After
Viewing It

Children
Giving One or
More Ideas From:

Younger Older

Girls Boys

.All

ChildrenGirls Boys

7844. 86 100 89Super U
°

(N) (9) (7). .(11) (9) (3)

.

Turkey, of Week 0, 71 50° 89 60 74

(N) (7) (2) (9) (5) (23)

. e ...
.

.,

Pat Peeves
'.

0 75 , 50 52

(N) ... ''''-'s (3), (8) (6) (25)

1.
.

Whattaya Do
A

33 0
.

80 80 50

(N) (3,) (5) (55 Q8)

,6

Piof:Illutai3aga ' 12 , 57 64 33 4.3

(N) ° ° (8) (7) (11) (9),, (35)

Book Reporters, 56 43 ' 12 38

9)

38

(N) (9) (7) I (8) (8) (32)

Live Actors
-,

33 57
...i

45 12

.

37

(N) (9) (7) (11) (8) , (35)

Wacky Woild 22 29 36 33 31

(N) (9) (7) (11) (9) (36)'

62

1

4

4
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frequent. Ideas recalled from the live actors were still:primarily descriptions

of clothing.; mannerisms:possessions, and behaviors, -but a greater proportion

ofthe ideas were morals about behaliior (e.g.; Pop shouldn't be grumpy).

, .Superperson University, Pet Peeves, Turkey of the Week, and Professor Rutabaga

were all likely,to be the source of recalled morals about good and bad

behavior. Whattaya Do Mom and Dad, Wacky World, and Book Reporters were likely

to have theirfactual content dessribed. Just as with the delayed recall

measure, younger children recalled more about the live actors and -- with one

to

exception -- older children recalled more from each type-of animated segment"

The one exception is Book:Reporters, from which younger children recalled

more ideas than did older children when recall was assessed soon after viewing.

The sex difference indelayed recall of ideas from the Book Reporters

disappeared in immediate recall. Two new sex differences appeared. Girls

recalled mote ideas from Turkey of the Week and Pet Peeves than did boys.

Altogether the recognition and recall measures suggest that children

profited from Drawing PoWer. They felt, the series was easy to understand, they

recognized most of itslideas when they heard themgain, and they were able to

recall content on their own. The ideas4 children, obtained from the series are
o

generally valued in our society. They learned aboutbooks, occupations, and

foods. They wereencouraged to think of others, think before acting, care

for pets, be neat and clean, obey the law, and the like. Clearly, Drawing

a

Power succeeded in its goal of providing children with prosocial messages.

New content.-'Children believed that most of the ideas they recalled from

Drawing Power were knoWn to them before they were seen onttlevision., As

shown in,Iable children reported in the in-depth interview that an

average of 1.2 of the 3.4-ideas they-recalled-ware-not-previously know-to-
.

them. Of the total number of ideas recalled, children said about ode quarter



Mean number idea's
reported as not
known befbre

% children reporting
any ideas as not
known before

1

(N)

Vat
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Table 11-13

New Ideas Reported Learned from Drawing Power

Younger , Older

k'Childrene Girls Boys Girls Boys

1.1 0.9 1.4 1.1 1.2

\56 57 ' 73 '56 61

(9) (7) (11) (9) (36)

r

4

te`

0

O
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4(of them were new. Shifting t e focus from ideas to children, data show that

61% of the children reported at least one recalled idea wa not preV.ously

known to them. Older children in general and especially older girls'were

more aware of having learned something new from, Drawing Power. This is

probably because they are more aware of what they do and do not know, mote

self - reflective, tha Are younger children. They can therefore know they

have learned something new and report that to the researcher whereas younger

children will not recognize they have learned something.

A sample
e.

of the ideas children reported not having known before is pro-
.

Nvided in Table 11-14. It is apparent that children believed they obtained

new ideas from all types of segments. This is certainly a desirable achieve-
A

ment of the series, but our focus should not be restricted/Itlely to learning

new ideas. Drawing-Power reinforced many soci-kly valued icts they already

knew, ideas they felt were worth hearing again. This, too, is a desirable

*It

achievement. i
Where ideas presented. Many of Drawing Power's messages are reported

in both the animated and live actiqn segments. Those that,are not are somaj "

times presented in animation and sometimes by the cast. The extent to which'
4 A

children realized that messages were presented by both the cartoons anethe

cast was examined in the testing on the fifth day. In response to a mqltiplex
a.

choice question about all Drawing Power ideas consildered together, 83% of
t 4,

r'k,
a

the children said messages were presented b3eboth cartoons and t'ime,actors.

The remaining children were'about evenly split in nominating people or

cartoons as the major source of ideas see Table:II-15). Older children were
. 17.

more likely than younger children to feel tat ideas came from both source..4-,
e

Younger children, w re more lit,,to fee that ideas came from the live actors.

o

Su



Tablet

Sample of New Ideas 'Reported Learned from.Drawing Power

Segment Ideas

Book Reporters good to read each book

Pet Peeves

Proof. Rutabaga

Super U

ow.

chick grows up

goof to eat peas, celery, fibe

shouldn't use too much salt

old people can do'a lot

should think about how others feel

Turkey-of the Week should\keep self and room clean

should think before tattle

Wacky World bttd can sing opera

ape can'paint

Whattaya Do what meteorologist, orthopedist,
dairy farmer do

.

Live-Actors... . distance of lightning by counting
m . ..between light and thunder

44

oar
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Table 11-15

Perceived Sources of'Ideas
(Measured by Multiple Choice Item in Questionnaire)

4

Children
Saying Ideas
Presented By:

Younker Older -

All
Children .

.,

Girls Boys Girls Boys

Cartoons 5 10 4 16 8

Live actors 10 19 4- 0 8

Both 85 71 91 84 83

(N) (20) (21) (23) (19) (8i)

A

fp.

4,1

/ *4 6r

p
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Children's ideas about essage sources in Drawing Power were.also

explored in the in=depth interview, with different results. In _the interview, .

*

children were, asked about the, source of-two specific ideas, rather than *about_
. r .

all Drawing Power ideas considered togetherfas in the questionnai7e. The

two ideas were chosen by the interviewer from those recalled by the child.

As is apparent from'Table 11-16, under, this type of questioning children were

!much less likely to feel that ideas came from both the cartoons and the cast.

and more likely to feel they came from the cartoong. examination o the

specific ideas children reported as .only, being presented in the cartoons

indicated that, indeed, 83% of them were not also presented by` live

- actors. Thus the differing results froth the questionnaire and interview both
N

.b
-Q

seem accurate: viewed overall, ideas in Drawing Power are likely to be . ,

presentcby both the cartoons' and the actors but many ideas are not. Whe4n

th&se specific loleas are discussed, as they were in the interview, children
Is. A

correctly perceived them to have been presented only in the-tartoons.

t A
Acceptance of ideas. Regardless cf.the degree to which Dtawing'PolAr's

prosocial,ideas were new to children or how much they recognized the sources

of the.. ideas, the messages s-could impact children's aptitudes orvintended

behav s. Such impact was assessed in the second questionn'aireend the

second interview.. In the questiofinaire, children were presented/ with four

or five possible behaviors they might reasonably perform after viewing a

Drawing Power 'episode and asked'if. they would do 'each one iiithefuturd.
o 4

The suggested behaviors were taken from each animated segment in the episode

eXcept*I.lacky World; one per segmerit. Most of the children saw an episode
..-

with five such segments. The scores of chipren-who saw an episode with only
A

four were adjusted to make them comparable. er all children, six_types of

6(3



Table 11-16

Perceived Sources of Ideas
(Measured by Open-and Closed-Ended Items in IntervieTd)

% Children
-Saying Ideas
Presented By:

. Cartoons

Younger

Girls Boys

Older

Girls Boys

47

All
Children

44 64 50 47 51/

Live actors 19' 14 32 12 20

I

Both 38 21 18 41
A

'(N) (9) V.) (11) (9)

ti

.? .

e it
/

29

(36)

\
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egments were tested. In the interview, children were asked about their

acceptance of twoideas they recalled from the Drawing Power episode they

had just watched. The measure of acceptance depended on the idea being

discussed: endorsing an attitude or intending to perform a behavior.

In the questionnaire 'measure, children reported intentions-to perform

an average of 3.3 of 5 suggested behaviors (see Table II-17). The percentage

of children intending to perform behaviors advocated in any particular type

of segment ragged from 41% to 92% (see Table'II-18). At least 70% of the

cW.ldren intended to perform behaviws from each type of segment except

Whattaya Do Mom and Dad, which obtained 41% acceptance. Except,for the

Whattaya Do Mom and Dad percentage, these acceptance rates compare quite well

to those obtained in the interview. Here the acceptanCe rate was Calculated
r

for the first and second ideas discussed, po matter what segment.they came

f rota (see Table 11-17). The number of children per segment.type was too

small. to do otherwise. Despite the different methods of testing and calcu-

lating acceptance,.the obtained acceptance rates of 83% and 80% for the first

and second ideas respectively are comparable to the ratet shown in Table 11-18

N.

for all but the segments.on occupation..

There was no difference by age or see in the average number of behaviors

children accepted in the questionnaire measure (see Table 11-17). In the

interview measure there were some age and sex differences in acceptance, with

the percentage of children accepting ideas increasing from older boys to
16,

younger girls to older girls to younger boys. The number oTckIldren is too

small and the number of different ideas too large to determine the reasons
' *

for obtaining age and sex differences in acceptance rates in the intervid

not in the questionnaire. The questionnaire data make it clear that the ideas
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Table 11-17

Acceptance of Behaviors Suggested in Drawing Power

From Questionnaire: °

Younger

\. -

Older
All
ChildrenGirls Boys Girls Boys

(20)

78

(9).

78

(9)

78

3.0

(22)

86

(7).

100

(7)

93

3.5

(23)

(11)

80

(10)

85

'3.3

(19)

78

(9

67

(9)

72

3

4 84)

83,

(36)

80

(35)

82

"nen,

Mean number of
accepted behaviors
(of 5 given)

(N)

From Interview

% children accepting
first idea given,

01)

% childr.en accepting
second idea given

(N)

Mean % acceptance
Of two ideas



Table 11-18

Acceptance of Behaviors Suggested in Drawing Power Segments

% Children Accepting
Behavior Suggested in:

.50

Yoiger Older ,
All

Girls- Boyd Girls Boys Children

Pet Peeves 83 100 100

Care for grown pets;
feed pet and clean
cage

,(N) (12) (10) (9)

(N)

(N)

`

Turkey of tgeek 100 69 100

Keep-cleah; not tattle

(14) (13) (15)

Super U . 55 59 91 89

Think before act;
follow rules; ask : 0

elderly for help; be in
other's sho6s

(11) (22) (23)

4

Prof. gutabaga 75' 77 65

Eat peas; eat fiber; A

taste before salting

(g) (20) . (22) (23)'

Book Reporters , 47 75
.

87

Read specific books

. (N) (15) (12) (15)

Whattaya Do 54 . 53 .44

Think about specific Yob

(N) (11) (15) (16)

88

(8)

58

(12)

. (19)

84

(19)

58

(12)

14

(14)

92

It

(39)

83

(54)

83

'.

(75)

75

(84) *.

72

(54)

41

(56)
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from some segments are differentially acceptable to children by age and sex

(see Table 11-18). Older children accepted the ideas from Superperson

University more and. those from Whattaya Do Mom and Dad less than did younger

children. Girls more than boys accepted the ideas,from Turkey of the Week.

Older girls, accepted the ideas from Professor.Rutabagac.less than did older

boys. Inspection of the interview data does not suggest that the age and

sex differences in acceptance rates obtained there are due to differences by

age and sex in the frequency with which ideas from differentially acceptable

segments were as ed about,.

Altogether ese data suggest that the messages in Drawing Power were

well accepted by children. They generally believed the facts presented,

endorsed the attitudes, and intended to perforb the behaviors. The only°

possible exception to this conclusion is acceptanCe of ideas from the Whattaya(

Do Mom and Dad segments. The items for this segment asked children if they

would think about being an orthopedist, meteorologist, and dairy farmer.

Interview responses suggestbd that children scored as not accepting this idea

responded "No" because they had tade'up their minds about future carews. The

0
children are obviously unrealistic, but maybe our measure'of acceptance was

too. The data on recognition of ideas (see Table 11-8) showed that most

children learned about careers from this segment. Probably this is more than

enough impact to expect from-it.

Who ideas are good for. The preceding section suggests that children

found Drawing Power's messages appropriate for themselves. As another way of

assessing this and to determine hot apprqpriate children felt the messages

were for,othdr children, they were'all asked whether they thought children

older than, the same age as, and younger than they should see Drawing Power's
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messages. This question was asked for each of the different types of segments

in the episode children viewed just before responding to the second question-

naire. Similar questions were asked in the subsequent in-depth interview.

They focussed on the appropriateness for othei children of two messages

__J-
children recalled from the program.

Fs

(

As shown in Table 11-19, children thought the ideas in most of the

i
different ty es of segments should be seen by their peers, older children,

and younger children. As with the similar appeal measure, chtyren found the

greatest number of segments to be appropriate for their peers, the next

number for children younger than they were, and the smallest number for

children Older than they. Older children found the messages from fewer

segment types to be worthwhile for their peers than did younger children.

As compared to older children, younger children found messages from more

segment types to be worthwhile for children older than they were. Looking

at the estimates of,the older and younger children in our sample aggregated

over all segments (see Table II-20-and'Figure1I-3), one sees that the children

found Drawing Power's messages to to most worthwhile for an audience skewed

toward the younger end, of the 6-11 market.

-.The interview data, presented in Table 11-21, show similar patterns.

The percentage of children feeling an idea was worthwhile for another group

of viewers was greatest for peers, intermediate fps children younger than
- .

they were, and smallest for children older than they were. When children

felt it was worthwhile for younger children to bb exposed to Drawing Power's

,messages, it was usually because they believed younger children did not yet

know them. When ideas were judged worthwhile for peers, it was either because

they were not known or because peers needed to be reminded of them. When ideas

were judged worthwhile for older children, it was almdst always because they

needed to be reminded of them (e.g., to think about others).

.76



% Children Saying These
Children Should See
Messages In:

Book Reporters

(N)

Turkey of Week

(N)

'WbattaYa Do

(N)

Prof..Rutabaga'

(N)

Super U

(N)

\ Wacky Oorld
/

01)

Pet Peeves

(N)

People

(N)

Table 11-19

Adjudged Appropriateness of Messages in Drawing Power Segments for Other Children

G i(r 1 s

u n g e r

Boys

10 'i

4
0

0

60 93 47 69 94 81

(15) (16)

22 56 78 57 100 71

(9) (7)

50 83 100 44 100' 67

(6) (9)

40 87 67 '62 94

(15) (16)

60 87 60 87 75 87

a
1

(15) (16)

73 80 80 I 62 81

(15) (16)

50 75 75 90 90 80

(12) (10)

73 87 80 94 87 87

(15)

a0 lder

Girls

Qo

Boys

ti 411

40
1st Q1

A-/

tf
0

ai

53

08.

_100

(15)

t9

67

100

(13)

36' 93 86

(14)

33 57 76

(21)

52 . 95 86

(21)

29 81 62

(21).
t Aft

67 100 89

. (9)

67 100 81

(21)

oo

58 75

(12)

75

33 78 89

(9)

36 82 64
.

(11)

44 75 81

'(16)

50 87 75

(16)

50 62 87

(16) \

25 37 100

(8)

50 81 -94

16).

A 1 1

Children

60 91 67

(58)

26 74 87

(38)

40 90 77

(40)

44 76 .W4

(68)

62 87 78

(68)

51 78 76

(68)

59 77 85

(39)

71 90 85

(68)

71;



Table 11-20

Who Drawing Power's Messages Should be Seen By
(From Questionnaire Responses)

Mean Numbei' of

Segments (Max=7)
Judged Worthwhile
For:

't

Younger
Girls Boys

Older children 4.0

Same age children 5.8 6.3

Younger children 5.0, 5.6

(N) (15) (16)

A

54

44

Older All'

Girls Boys Children

2.9 3.2 3.7

6.0 5.2 5.8

'5.5 5.8.

(21) (16).'

..*

4

0

.

-

4
f68)

. . -.

. ` 77

0.

4 -
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% Chilaren.Reporting

Appropriate f(:1

Message

'Older children

"%Same-age children

,

er childten

(N)

-r -4

i

el. 4
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Table 11-21

Who Drawing Power's Messages,Should Be Seen By
.

(From Interview-asponses)
0

'

71 71 37
,.-..

(9) (7) '

,

° 'Younger

Girls Boys.

76 100

76 79

A

J.

'4-

.o,

0

Older

Girls Boys

56.,E

.

All
Children.

-64 53 67

,95 76 87

a

) 94. 9.

(11)1.,(9.)
-

(36)

4

61
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Children's Suggested.Improvements

At the end of the in-dvth interview conducted during the last contact

with the'children,.they were asked if there was anything else they would

like NBC to do .to improve Drawing Power and other programming for children.

Forty-one percent of the children sa id they had no. recommendations at all.

As shown in Table II-22, about half the older.ohildren and the younger girls

had no recommednations

ations.-

01

e all but one of the younger boys-had rgcommend-

4

ildren made concrete suggestions about how to improve Drawing

Power, focussing on making segments fewer in number and longer and inter-

.P jecting more humor and Lun into the episodes.. Younger. ch ildren were more
°

diffuse in their suggestions: Two of the sever younger boys suggested making

the program longer, two watnted it funnier or more excitint, and two suggested

it should produce content,which would be even more successful in influencing

people.to be good. Among the yqunger girls who made recRmmendations, one 1*

suggested that Drawing Power show more things io learn andsanother suggested

that it be broadcast more. Two suggested changes unrelated to Drawing Power.

One wanted more Bugs Bunny and Scooby Doo and Flintstones; tHe other wanted

more cartoons and sitcoms and no crime.dramAs or news programs.

These data suggest two things. First, many Children ve no suggestions '

,....

. or only rather general suggestions for how to improve programming directed
.. .

to them. this paucity of ideas may have been caused by fatigue at the end
. .

of testing, satisfaceion with Drawing,Lapr and children's programmingas
p

the. are, or inability to imagine what improvements might be like. It seems
1 .

f. 4

unlikely that/general satisfaction 'with programming is responsible for the

lack of concrete suggestions. Fatigue dertainly is partially responsible.
. .

4.
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Table, 11-22

Recommendations fol Improving Drawing Power and
Programming Directed to Children

Younger Girls 3 :
1 .

(N=7) 1 .

1 .

1 .

/

Younger Boys
1 .

\.
(N=7) 1 .

1 .

1

1 .

1

Older GirlS 6 .

1 .

(N=11) 1 .

1

1

1

014.7. Boys . 4 .

1

(N=9) 1 .

58

e
. . None . .

.% More things to learn .
.

. :More Drawing POwer

.% More cartoons and sitcoms, no news and crime drama,

. . More Bugs Bunny, Scooby Doo, and F,lintstones

et

. . None

. . Longer

. . Longer, funnier

. . More action and excitement
More about Gulliver and apes painting

. More to make people eat well, obey rules; etc.
I. More to get people to act better

. . None

. . Longer shoWs without ads
. More, jokes and cartoons

. Funnier blit Still educational
Talk about religion

.,. Get parents and kids to watch together

. . None ..

Not asked

.,. Only 2-3 ideas or segments per show ,

1.. . . Longer series, more'Wacky World., more true7to -life,

fewer Turkey of the Week
....,

1 More fun and more cartoons
I . . . More Wacky World,-wacky things, and jokes

., .
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Also, given earlier findings that adults cannot suggest many improvements

for television other than broadcasting more of eir favorite plogramming

(Steiner, 1963), it is likely that children's inability to imagine

ments partially accounts for the lack of recommendations. Where children

did suggest improvements, the most common were increases in length, more

°
humor and fun, and more attention to and success in encouraging prosocial

attitudes and behavior. This second finding from the data may not surprise

broadcasters. It may only reinforce the directions they ordinarily have

chosen.'

Conclusions

-/

The. results that have just becn presented demonstrate that Drawing Power

achieved several things. Children who watch learned facts about

occupations, foods, and boo0; learned

habits and how to get along with others

such information, attitudes and actions

t-,

the °series and 'did net find it overly d

Drawing Power exposed children to many,

tv
them. Children believed that the major

them but nonetheles

worthwhile fi)r othe

or were reminded about good personal

; and were encouraged to incorporate

into theit own lives. ,Children liked

idactic; eichOrtative, or segmented.

ideas' that adults judge beneficial for °

ityOf these.ideas were not new to

s thought they Were worth seeing:v They also feltit was
leq

r children to Wexpose& to tliege-ideas:
c<':=

Children were ableto recognize ideas they had seen in Drawing Power when

such ideas were described tothem, and all of
4.
them could recall something they

.

had seen in previous episodes of the series. , As the time between viewing

-

Drawing Sower and discussing its-content increased, there were changes in

what children recalled about it. When they were tested right, after viewing,
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they were likely to remember the main points of most animated segments, to

say little about the live characters, and to-give few simple descriptions of

characters, sittings, and actions. When they were tested two or more days

after viewing, they r6called fewer main points of fewer animated segments,

much more about the'live characters', and many more specifies about the.

chaiacters, settings, and actions. These differences suggest that over the

long run it is easier for young children to remember simple descriptive

characteristics of television programming and harder to remember a main

point, message, or moral. Thus, a programmer who wishes to convey a moral

needs to make the point in several ways'and to demonstrate it in the actions-

and dialogue of the characters. The programmer should also be aware that

live actors may be more potent than animation for conveying messages which

children will recall over the long term.

No matter how Drawing Power's ideas were presented, children generally

believed the)% tould ollow-up on or act in accordance with them.' They

4,-

indicated they intended to care for pets, think of others, respect the

abilities of oldapeOple, and so on. Acceptance was greatest for those

ideas which arekmost widely valued in our society. Acceptance was less for

.:
4oseideas for whichomore-individual choice is common. For instance, the

- 4

proportions of childA4,agreeing to read a particular book, eat a p)rticular
-

food, & think.AOut hdlding*Atparticular jOb were generally less than the

propgrtions of children agreeing' to. have good personal habits, to care for

peta, and to take vhers into account. This difference in acceptance rates

, .

is not remarkable. Rather it'is.somet ing to be aware of in deciding how well

different types of cOneent succeeded. 31 influencing children's, ideas about

what they WouldlidO iii 'the future.

.1*

1
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a.

Turning from impact, where Drawing Power did rather well, to appeal,

one finds that it did not achieve as much as one would hope. Children

certainly liked the series. When they were asked to rate it on its own,

nearly all said th4liked it very much. However, its apparent appeal did

not hold up well when children had to choose between viewing it and viewing

another prosocial series. 'Drawing Power held up even less well when compared'

with a nonprosocial series. Nor did children believe that children younger'

and older than they were would alilike it. Children older than those we

tested were judged especially less likely to find the series appealing. All

thesefindings suggest that in and of itself the series was reasonably

attractive to children, or at least it was not unattractive to them. It was

not, however, consistently more attractive 'than other programming which is

also broadcast on Saturday morning.

The reasons for Drawing Power's moderate appeal to children are unclear.

Although many have speculated that children simply do not enjoy being "taught"

or "preached to" in children's programming, this opinion' was not voiced by

any of the wide range Of children who participated in the present evaluation.

They would not even agree the series was too preachy or heavy-handed when

researchers suggested that Alp was. On the other hand, some children did suggest

that the series could be improved by adding more humor or making the series

even "wackier." Thusx-It is possible that Drawing Power, which did not opt

for a strong dramatic approach, would benefit from including more humor in

order to be attractive to children.

In' designing Drawing Power,. programmers chose a segmented format with

six animated elements surrounded by live actio Such a magazine'format

provides the programmer with more opportunities for variety and change and
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more chances to re-use segments that work especially well. On the other hand,

this approach seems to be less appealing to older children who are most likely

to,be viewing at the hour Drawing Power was broadcast. A magazine format may

also not be especially conducive to conveying well certain ideas about social

behavior. This evaluation provided no evidence that children found Drawing

Power to be overly segmented. They clearly did not want the series to be

further segmented, but they were not strongly in favor of less segmentation.
me-

This finding should be treated as tentative, because the evaluation may.

not have explored children's preferences well enough. There were only a few*

questions which addressed this issue, and several of them did not presept

children with concrete options for proaociar progra
\
mmihg which was less

segmented or not at all segmented. Future research might focus on thii

issue, as there are.other indications that children, would prefer a dTamatit

story-line to a magazine format. These indications include increased viewing

of plotted programming during the elementary school years, the continued

popularity of Fat Albert, formative research for Freestyle which showed that

fourth to sixth graders markedly preferred a half-hour dramatic series to

a magazine format (Williams, LaRose, Smith, Frost, Se:Eastman 1977), and

.children's greater preference for those Drawing.Power segments which were.

longer and plotted over those which were shorter and less plotted (e.g.,

greater preference for Superperson University and Whattaya Do than for Professor

Rut'abaga and Wacky World).

The choice of a magazine format versus a longer plotted piece looms as

an even larger issue when one considers the relative appeal.of these two

formats for younger and older children. In general, it is younger children who

are more likely to find the magazine format appealing. This corresponds with
,.

it

4
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the finding that Drawing Power was more appealing to the younger children in

our sample. .It was also judged by all children tested to be moreoupealing

to younger than older children,'and to have ideas which were more'worthwhile

for younger than older children. Furthermore, the series and its live

characters were least appealing to older boys, whose negativity cannot be

° dismissed as simply a less positive attitude to all the items in thequestion-

nairds.

These findings suggest that Drawing Power appealed most to the younger

end of the 6-14year old market,. There is certainly nothing the matter, with

.this. It is only problematic when the series is broadcast, as it was, late.

1-
in the morningwhen-a higher proportion of olde444±1dren, Adolescents, and

adults is in the audience and just before Jonny Quest, which should be most

attractive to older,boys -- the very group that found Drawing Power least

attractive.

The discussion so far has focussed on Drawing Power as a series rather

than the particular types Of content which comprised it or the chdnges which

may have occurred in it over the course of'production. The view has been

Molar. It will now become molecular. Hopefully, this more microscopic view

will.provide further understanding of Drawing Po$er's achievement.

One question a programther may raise is,whetber some types of,otntent in
-.-,.% "

.:0N-1. .. ,.

Drawing Power are generally better than others -- mippv lqpaning more appealing
'AN,,,",:' A'...'t' ''':::J. ,:. '

and more impactful. Tip explore this issue, each type of 'd?.0enein Drawing
- ..

, 1,

Power was rated on a three-point scale for each of seVeral dependent laeasures.
.v

. ., .",

used in the evaluation. The rating was done-informally by the Senior inves-

tigator. rThe three research assistants concurred with'it... The results.are'

shol4ivin Table 11-23. They show that Superperson Un iversity is the one type
. /1

A



Table 11-23

Investigator's Ratings of Drawing Pdwer's
Performance by Segments

'APPEAL
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4

Turkey of Week 0 - - + + 0 - 4:

t

Whattaya Do ., + + - 0 - - . '0
f;

%.,

\ Book Reporters 0 t - - 0 'a + 0 -

- , .k.
Wacky World - NA - ... - ) NA 0 0 0

i
Prof. Rutabaga - 0 - 0 0 0 - 0

. .

. : .
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Rating Scale

+ = High

0 = Medium

- = Low

NA = Not.Applicable
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of content which stands out from the others as a model to follow. In

comparison to other segments, Superperson University was especially appealing,

well recalled by the children, and accepted by them. 'Its ideas were in the

Middle range of adjudged worth for other viewers. The only area in which it

failed to achieve a superior or moderate rating was in recognitioo)of its

messages. Obviously this ought to be improved, but is not a major failing
A

since its content and messages were at least well recalledLby the children.

At the opposite end of overall performance are the Professor Rutabaga

and Wacky World segments. These received moderate or inferior ratings inall

and

k

areas of appeal, iessage

adjudged value fo

more mixed rating

favorable' after t

recognition, message recall, message acceptance,

other children. The remaining types of content received

.with those for the live actors probably the next most

ose for Superperson University.

'ust

.

as different types of content may produce different results with

viewers, So may content produced at different times during the season. Thit

possibility was examined, at the request of NBC, for three Professor Rutabaga

/ segments. NBC's feeling was that those segments produced first lacked certain
o,.

. -

qualities of enthusiasm and salesmanship displayed in segments produced later.

A partial test of this wasmade by.comparing thAegment about celery, produced

later Lithe season, to those about peas and fiber, produced earlier. As shown
1.4

in Table 11-24, NBC's hunch was probably right. As compared to the segments

about peas and thethe one abOlUt celery'was liked better, recognized by

more children, and accepted'-by more of .them, These findings suggest that! a

productionseries may change for the better pthe roduction period as programmers

become mare adept at implementing their concepts.
a.

All findings of the Drawing 'Power evaluation are derived from the self

reports of children whose sole or primary exposure to the series tended to 13'.

A



.Table 11-24

Analysis of Children's Responses to Three Professor Rutabaga Segments

Produced at Different Times-

Children's Mean
Liking Score

66

Produced Earlier Produced Later.

Peas Fiber Celery

2.4 2.3 2.7

(N) (28) (10),

% Children Recognize r
I 79 82..

Message

% Children Accept
68 .- 55

Message

(N) (28) (11

4

.4;

(19)

Rating Scale

1 = Don't Like

. 2 = Not Sure

.14,

.

3 .= 'Like

100

89

(19)

.
.160

4.,

a
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in the viewing situations for this research project during their afterschool

care programs. These factors produce some limitations on the data. Self-:

.report data may be inaccurate- because it is easier to bias answers to questions
'4(

than to bias actual behavior, because one is sometimes unaware of one's actual
A.MO I.. IP

feelings, knowledge, or behaviore or because on.&is not always able to

describe these well,. Also, the viewing situation, while largely voluntary'and

relaxed, was probably more obligatory and restrained than SatAday, mprning

viewing would be. Also, viewing was a group situation rather than with family

or alone. Finally, although many of the children watched television during the

afterschool program, the evaluation viewing situation was unusual and therefore

more notable than would be any home viewing of the'series. Although we cannot

be Certain about the effects of these factors on the obtained data, we can o %

:guess that they would' increase the apparent appeal of the series and increase

learning or remembering of its content. It seems likely that they would also

increase reported acceptance of Drawing Power ideas, but this is less certain

\

than the two other possible effects.

While the results of the evaluation may be colored somewhat by the

reliance on,self-reportmeasures and center viewing, there are other factors
,,,,

1
t 9 - ,:,,,

which strengthen the data. One is that children were exposed to several

)(
episodes of Dthwing Power in reasonably-relaxed viewing situations prior to

testing. A second is that children were tested about both the series overall
zQ

and one particular episode in it. A third is that the episode tested varied

over fokir possible episodes. 'A fourthqs that children's opinions were
/

4
Assessed ipdividually rather than in groups. A fifth is that information was

obtained from children. via both questionnaires and interviews. A sixth is

th,it several afterachool.careprograms participated. And a seventh is that

rt
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'several experimenters participated., Altogether, these factors make one more

confident that findings which ate consistent across children, measurement

techniques, afterschook-programs, exP'erimente s and references to the

series'or to an individual episode are likely to be.accurate. ,They -are

unlikely to-have bean determined by the characteristics of children in a

particular setting, of particular expeimenters, of particular group dynamics,

of a particular episode of the series, or,of a particular method.4 questioning:
.

9hearing in mind these aspects of the evaluation process, certain

conclusions seem warranted. Drawing Power was a'Moderately attractive series

for children. It succeeded in presenting worthwhile content in, tgays childien

could understand and remember. 'Many of its ideas were ones children intenj4d,

to use in the future. Some of its segments were more successful than others,

and the success of segments probably changed over the season as changes were

. made in the way they were produced. Finally, the series is most appropriate.

for the younger part of the 6.711 audience.

0--
t

Gy

0

y.

.
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. III. PLAY ALONGS '4
ss4".

O b ,, 41 "
4 e,

1 p,
t , '

. e
le

,$

The.PIay Alongs dre,drop-ins to the Flintstanes,,,,comegY Show which were
.1..,

developed t courage viewer participation:on Saturday morning. They fgature
.,. 'F. .. 2 4

. . eA..

many of the Flintstones ch aracters, as well as'a few char2ttrs cfegted .

. , ..
14"- .,

4
, J. Gcr , el.

especially for the.Play 4longs. There arse eight dif4ei,ent types. One was-
' ,sit

.
. . ' m
designed to expose children to clastical.mysic. Five encourage chirdren to

.. .. .. % .
.

participate with activities on:the screen. By dancing, guessipg riddles., ./,

..0. .0. ..
c

...

- . 4. * .

guessing shorter words spelled with the letters from lowr words, identifYini:.
61

.
. fa wk,.

,s1P

famous personalities from their scrambled faces, and 'performing physical 4, )

, V . k ..

fitness,exercises. None of these require chirdreniao have any material's

a

sy... .

nearby2in order to participate. .The remaining two Play Alongs also,encourage
,.

participation from children but they require access to various materials.

,

One shows.how to draw various things, and the ciipher how,to make simpletoys,

, , . . I
0

musical instruments, and
N
household objects: Each drop-in is two minutes or I_®

,
\

.s.",

lesS in.,length.

In an ordinary episode of theoFlintstones Comedy Showthere are eleven

\
14

Play Along inserts. There are three Riddlas, one each of Faces, Words, Draw,
filit

*nce, Fitness, and Symphony, and one How To broadcast in two parts. These

4. .4...

ti

inserts are interspersed among the regular cartoons, commercials, other drip- '"! %

ins, and public service announcements that make up the Flintstones Comedy Show

'which airs this season from 8:00 to 9:30 A.M. Saturdays. The early morning

broadcast hour means that the audience is composed of-pfopoitionally more '

younger qhildren than it will be at a later hourin the morning.
-

Thermajor goalof the Play Alongs was 'to encourage children's active

participation in an otherwise apparently passive viewing experience.- To this -
t

end programmers sought activities which wouldbe interesting to the early
Aft
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--\)
elementary School age thila and" which could be done in the 'home as they are

70

_.....
broadcast ontelevision. They also sought, as a secondary goal, activities
.., ...

. ,
.

.

:..; . which children might perf6rm after viewing or which might stimulate similar
- _______________--------...--
0

1.

ial7iTi ere was some question about ,w1" such mactivities
,

. k

might be and about present them so that children could actually

- N S7

.:v
.

participate in them. AmongthAlproblems anticipated for the Play Alongs,,
.- ..

. . .

-the two most common w%re that they would go too fast for children to participate
.

r ,
% easily and

b.-
that they would require,materials to children,. did not have.

%

4.

'
% . .6-

ft

easy and immediate as.y.e.4.

As one would anlicipate, given that the Play Alongs do not confine them-

\.. . ,
selves to pure entertainment, there was also concern that they would not be

appealing to children. In_particular, some worried that the Play Alongs might

cause children who, would otherwise be confirmed Flintstones Comedy Show
.

viewers to switch to another,channei. At the least there was fear that children

might become inattentive to the television' lile they Play Alongs were being

broadcast.

The evaluation of the. .Play Alongs'Was designed to address these issues .

of appeal and impact. The strong Interest in the Play AlongS' appeal and in

ti

children's participation with them led to three important methodological

choices. The first was that only children who had viewed several episodes of

the Flintstones Comedy Sh6 this season would participate. This choice was

made in the belief that participation should only reasonably be expected from

children famiriar with le Play Alongs. The'vsecond choice was to actually
071,

observe children's behavior while viewing rather tha4simply asking them or

othersabout this behavior. This seemed the most certain method for obtaining

reasonable aSsLsments of how much children enjoyed watching'the Play Alongs

and whether they actuAlly participated in them. Inc' addition to collecting
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these observational measures, questionnaires about appeal and participation

were completed by children and by those who observed them. The third choice was

to carry out these activities in the child's home and to'have them done by a'

parent or other.responsible family member. Thi Seemed most likely to put

the child in a familiar viewing siivation and to remo ossible Contri-

bution of strangers or a strange environment to the child's4beaviors. A more'

complete description of how these three choices were operationalized and of all

evaluation rree--EhOd-iii presented in the next sect-Ton, The results and conclusions

are presented in subsequent sections.

Participants

Method

Data for the evaluation of the Play Alongs were provided by 4'6 children

(see Table III-1) and 76 family okservers (see Table 111-2). The age range

for the sample of children was from 5 to 12 years, with a mean age of 8.6 years.

The sample was about evenly divided by sex, with 41 bays and 45 girls. Based

on the ethItticttles'A the school populations from which the sample was drawn,

the sample is assumed to have been ethnically mixed. However, since data on

ethnicity were not collected and since the researchers never met most partici-

pating children or parents, the ethnic composition of the sample cannot be

conclusively determined.

Families(were primarily recruited 'from three elementary schools, tWo public

and one private, in metropolitan Los Angeles. Nine percent of the sample was

recruited from other miscellaneous sources, usually through acquaintances of
..t

the researchers. All three participating schools are ethnically Talked. Two

are attended by childrenof pritarily middle class families and one is

attended by children of predominantly lower middle class families:IL

(1-4



Table III-1

Play Alortgs Sample

721,

Younger Older
All

Girls Boys Girls Boys Children

Basic Sample

Mean age in years

Age range in years

6.9

1/A(3...

7.1

5-8

9.7

9-11

10.4

9-12

8.6

5-12

(N) (24) (18) (21) (23) (86)

Sources of Families
I-

Sciool
1

6
_...

a
3 6 . 2 17

School2 0 .12' 6 14. 11 43

School3 3 7 1 7' 18

Other sources 3 '2 0 8

Number of Activity Sheets per Child

1

2/

18

6

16

, 2

16 ,

5

20

3

70

16

1

(
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Table 111-2k

Family Observers Sample for Play Alongs

-

Family Participants Condpcting
Observation and Child Questionnaire

73

Younger Older
/

. All

Girls Boys Girls -Boys Children
)

ae

va

% Mothers
(N)

L

% Fathers
co_

(N)

Ea.

% Both mothers and fathers
(N) , )

88 \ 83 81 74

(21) (15) , ,(17) (17)
.00

8 11 10 9

(2) (2) 4 (2) (2)

% Brothers or sisters
...

0 6 5 13 -

(N) . (O (1) (1) (3),

% Both mothers and fathers 4 b 5 4

(N) (1) (0) (1) (1)

Family Participants Utilized
for Observer Questionnaire

7.Mothers ' 'c 89 82 80 74

-(N) . (16) -(14) (15) (14)
.

% Fath'er,s 6 . 12 11 11
(N) (1) (2) (2) (2)

% Brothers Or sisters
..

0 6 5 11
,

.

6 :--) 0 5. 5.

(3:) (0)
.( (1/ (1),

e

A,

si

t

I . c-

9

(8)'

6

(5)

3

(3)

8.1

(59)

10

(7)

'5

4'

(3)

('
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Agg and'sex differences in appeal and impact, including participation in

the Play Alongs, were exapined by diViding'the sample4into groups of younger-,

and older boys and, girls. The age slit for younger and older children was

5-8 years and 9-12 years. Table III -1 Shows that the division yielded about

20 children in each agg by sex group. Based on-the sources from which these

children were drawn,.the age by Sex groups should be reasonably equivalent in

.

their ethnic and social class mix. P.

The sample of.family observers was composed almost exclusively
4,

of parents

* (or parent surrogates such as girl friends and step-parents) of the children

.

in the sample (see Table 111-2).
4

Of the 76
.
faMily observers, 72 or 95% of them,

. -

were parents or parent surrogates. The remaining four observers were teenage
,

brothers and sisters of the children. The,total number of family observers (76)

is lessthan the total number of participating children (86), because some

kople hgd two particinating children in their family and one even had three.

When this occurred observations and questionnaires for both children were

included in the data. This means that indescriliing who completed the obser-

,
vations of the children and administered questionnaires to them some observers

)
will-becounted twice and bne counted thrice -= once for each participating

- 110

, .

child. Under these circumstances; Table 111-2 shows that fathers completed
. .

about 9% of the'oliservations and Child questionnaires, motherb'completed about

81%, siblings completed 6%, and 'the remaining,3% were completed by mothefs

1

and fathers together. Older boys were more likely to have their data collected

or

by siblings and less likely to haye it done by mothers than were other children.

As will Be explained in the section' on procedures, each family observer
'

'also completed a questionnaire Ilimsel 'herself. FOr these data we did not

allow one Observer more than once to contribute data about his or her opinions.

4

. Y Q

*1/4
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Instead one questionnaire from each observer (or two questionnaires in one

instance) was dropped so as to provide roughly equal numbers of observers across.

the age and sex groups. This was done after an inspection o data from those

observers who filled out more than one obseiver questionnaire. Since responses

on the questionnaires were virtually identical, each observer's questionnaire

responses were only tallied once. , The only exception to this is responses about

children's viewing patterns and Play Along activities at times other than viewing.

Reassoning that the observer answered these items for each child individually,

data for both (or all three) children were retained.

Table 111-2 shows the distribution of.observers when data from on1e of two

or three participating children are removed. Itis apparent that all of the ,

observers" of two or three children were mothers except for one father and one

sibling.' The distribution of types of observers across age by sex groups and

.overall remains quite similar to that in the first part of the table for all

observations and questionnaire's completed. It is also still-true that older

boys were less likely Ihan other children to have their mothers as a family

observer and more likely to have an older sibling as observer.

Procedures

1

The major steps in obtaining data for the evaluation of the Play Alongs

were recruiting participants; instructing participants in data gathering

techniques, having participants gather the data, collecting the data, and

expressing appreciation to participants'. These steps will.be-explained in

what foll(Ws.

Most participants were recruited %through three elementary schools. Two

?

schools were also par(p.cipating in the evaluation of Drawing Power. All the

schools were identified through personal contacts of the researchers, but none

kis.)
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were places where researchers had previously worked. Each school administrator

contacted readily agreed to allow recruittent of participats through the

school. Administrators were offered the choice of monetary gift for the

school (equivalent to ten times the number of participating fami.J.iesftom.the

school) as an incentive for participaion by the families or a monetary

-incentive to each family. All chose the latter, although one school permitted

parents to designate their incentive for the school, and some parents did that.

As with the Drawing Power evaluation, it,does not seem that the monetary

Jo ,

incentive was primarily responsible for families' p'articipation in the.project.

Letters describing the project and informed consent slipd werdr.sent home

from schools with the children, and a more complete description of the project

was left in the-administrator's office (see Appendix G). At two schools,

school personnel handled this entire process. At the other, a research
31.

assistant (CD) arso returned to the classrooms to encourage participation in

the project. Only those parents who returned a signed parent consent form

, were contacted with further instructions for participating,in the project.

t-

*One researcher had primary responsibility for each of the participating

schools (CD, pK, and PK). She or he made the initial contact with the school

administrator, supervised the distribution of letters, collected consent forms,

organized training sessions for family observers, supervised later 'training

,sessions condUcted by telephone, and distributed and collected pac1ets containing

instructions and measurement instruments. At the first two schools contacted

(those of CD and PK), two one-hour observer training sessions were conducted.

These attracted a small percentage of the parents who had returned signed

consent forms. After several telephone calls confirmed that those not in

attendarie were still interested in participating in the project, alternative
4

,

training procedures were instituted'in all three schools. Packets containing

9:)

A
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detailed instructions and'all measuring instruments were sent home' with each

child who had4returned a signed consent form (see Appendix H for.cover letter).

Several days later and just before the weeken , each parent was contacted by

telephone. If the parent had not read the mat4rials, a time for a return-call

was established. If the parent had read-them, all questions were answered

and pointers were given about the most importarit parts of the procedures. 0

This procedures met, we believe, with a good deal of success. Subject loss was

minimal. Parentseasked.questions- when we called,'the questions could be

satisfactorily answered by telep4one,'and the questions reflected careful

reeding of tie instructions and instruments.\ Returned observation sheets and

questionnaires showed that parents and siblings by and large had no trouble
, I.,

4
completing them. -

Partioipants who were retuited through personal networks were contacted

by telephone or in a personal meeting. The project was explained and partici-
_

pation was requested. For-those parents who agreed, a packet of instructions

and instruments was delivered to the home and explained eithei at that time

,or later by telephone.

Each participating family carried out several activities in its home once

training was completed. First, the Flintstones Comedy Show was viewed by the

4,-,
participating child on,either,one 'pr two consecutive Satuidaj mornings. The

child's activities during this period were observed and recorded by the

obserlitr. The family observer mas:instructed to turn on tFe television set

or to.switch the channel to the Fl4ntstones Comedy Show jusi'as it began. If
. .

necessary, the child was encouraged, to watch about the first five minutes of
Ira

the series. After'that the child was free to change the channel, leave the room,

or otherwise not attend to the program. The child was also free? should any of
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these things occur, to return to viewing the Flintstones Comedy Show. For

../

.

this reason, family observers were requested to remain ready to resume.

observing should the child resume owing the program.

.The original plan was Jo have all children watch the Flintstones Comedy

ShoW on two consecutive Saturday mornings. As.shown in Table III-1, 19% of

the children in the sample did watch two episodes of the Flintstones. The rest

of the'children watched only one. This was because there was more subject'loss

when,two.observations were requested and there was insufficient time both to

Collect two weeks of observations and to present NBC with preliminary °results

on the schedule agreed to.

Once the only or last obsgrvation had been completed, the.family observer-

immediatelyradminisared a questionnaire to the child. It took about 15 minutes'

to adMinister. When it was done, the observer completed a questionnaiie himself

or herself. This took about 10 minutes to cOmpletS.

After children viewed the Flintstones and family:observers collected all

0
data, parents 'were expected td return all completed (instruments to the school

with their child. Packets were collected by classroom teachers. Those_ few,

parenls wha neglected to follow this procedure were either contacted and

reminded to send the instruments to school or wer\visited by a researcher who

collected them oh, the spot. Families recruited through interpersonal networks

returned their paOketS tb'the researcher whO recruited them.

After all packets were collected,faMilies.Were sent thank -you letters

'
and'checks for the monetary incentive which they had been offered. .Parent,

were also told that a summary of the results would be, available in their.

100

school office after the fival.report.kwas submitted to NBC.
ti

10
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Stimuli consisted of the eleven Play Along inserts and all other material

broadcast during the FlintsTnes Comedy Show. Since different children viewed

the series on different Saturday mornings, several instances of each of the

different Play Alongs are inclhded in the evaluation. Iii particular, at least

,sipme children in the sample viewed on each of the following Saturday mornings:

February 7, 14, and 21, and March 7, 14,' and 21: This means that the evaluation

results for any particular type of Play. Along, say Draw, deflect the performance.

0

of six separate Draw segments rather than just one or two, say drawing Fred.

Instruments
11.

Measurement instruments consisted of one observation 'form and two question

naires. The observation form was used by .41 family observervto record the.

activities of the children while they watched the Flintsionds Comedy.Show.

One questionnaire was administered by the family observer to the,child when

s/he had,finiShed viewing the 'Flintstones. The other questionnaire was completed

0
.by the observer, after all other activities were finished.

.

The observation" form or-Activity Sheet, is it was titled, provided. space

for the family obseyver to'record the child's activities during each program

element and program content actually being broadcast' as the'child performed

Ais or her-hotivities (see Appendix The form was, ten pages long and listed

sequentially all program elements by title and by the approximate time each'should

occur. Program elements were broken'down into specin.c cartoons (e.g., D,ino

.and Cavemotse), the Play AlongS' (e.g., Scrambled Faces), commercials,station

breaks, public service announcements, -Ask'NBC News, an

1

Time Out. Fgm4ly.
. .

-observers'were instructed to enter the child's activities in the space No

provided adjacentadjacehi to the description of the program element during which the

.10
" 0

0
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activities occurred and to be as oaticrete, explicit, and poninferential as

possible in their descriptions. ObServers were all provided with/descriptions

of the types of program elements they would encounter and of likely activities

by the children, as well as a sample observation sheet with the first page,

completed.

The Child Questionnaire and Interview consisted of a series of primarily

close-ended questions designed to tap children's learning from and liking of

the Play Alongs (see Appendix J). The heart of the questionnaire ras a series

of tequestions asking about each of the eight types of Play Alongs children

could recall viewing. Issues addressed in these items -- besides recognition

oflthe type.of Play Along, recall of messages, and liking -- included whether

4ft
the P Alongs gave children ideas for similar activities to be done when not.

viewing and how well paced they were. Additional questions about availability

of materials for participating in the Draw and HOW To Play Alongs were asked

A for these segments. At the beginning and end of the questionnaire, children

were also asked about their liking of the FlinttoneS Comedy Show and the

commercials included in it. Finally, they were asked which parts of the

Flintstones -- ads, cartoons, or Play Alongs -- theyliked best and second'

best. When, all these questions were completed children were asked two

questions about the How to Watch TV drop-ins. These question's and the einciggs

from'them'are described in Section.IV.
t

The ObserverQuestionnaire was a relatively short instrument made up

almost entirely of close - elided questions (see.Appendix K). In it, observers

were asked to report their child,'s viewing frequency fot
,

the Flintstones on'

KNBC and on an independent station in the Los Angeles area. Observers'were

" .
.

,

also asked to report the child's interest in Play Along activities expressed

1.9

"to
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at times other than while viewing the series. Additional evaluative judgments

were tben,requested'about the desirability of various types of programming, the

characteristics of the Play'Alongs, and the ways in which the Play Alongs

could be improved. Finally, the observers were invited to append any comments

they wished about any of the programming being eval..uated or about the research

project itself.

Data Reduction

Little or no reduction was done to the data from the
/
questionnaltes.

kesponses were transformed into numerical scores, lists, or percentages of

respondents, and wi]l be presented as such in the results section. 'The obser-
,

vation form, however- required considerable time and effort to reduce its data

to'usable forms. Reduction was:11one so as to proyide data pertinent to three

issues: how and to whatextent children's attention to the Play Alongs and
r

all other parts of the Flintstone's changed during'the broadcast, haw often and .
-

during what segments chtldien switched channels, and how often and In What ways

children responded to and participated- in the Play Alongs.

-,

After perusal of boipleted Activity Sheets and consideration of the issues

being addressed by the evaluation, definitiops of pertinent variables and

exemplars ofthem were developed. Th'iee types'of variables were developed:

changing the chalel, ,changing attention, andresponding to and participating

in the Play Alongs. Changing the channel had three possible values: not ehanging

the channel, switching the channel.to KNBC, or switching the channel away from

KNBC, Changing attention had fSur possible values: shifting attention to theChanging

programm/ng, switching attention away from the programming, watching the entiri

. .

a time, or not watching the entire time. Responding and participating had four

.
O

u ./
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possible.values:

82

no response, making a negative evaluative response, making

a'positive evaluative response,

including complete definitions

is fully. describea in Appendix

and participating. The entire coding system,

for and examples, of variables and their values,

L.

Coding of responding and participating was done.for each Play Along insert

only. A child received only one of the four possible scares for each Play Along

insert. When more than one Score could be given, the one chosen was highest

in the hierarchy of, in descending order, (1) .participation, (2) positive;
A

, '

response, (3) negative response, and (4) no xespOnse.. For Riddies,'where three

were broadcast each Saturday, for How To which came in two parts, and for'

children whc7viewed two Saturday mornings, children's'scores were combined to 6. 4

yield.one score per type of Play Along. The Same hierarchy of,preferred scores

was used. c'
f

Coding of attedElan changes was done for' each type of program element

each time it occurred during the Flintstones Comedy Show. ActiAy Sheets

were blocked out into cartoons, individual Play Alongs, commercials, NBC

drop-ins such as Time Out and Ask NBC News, and otherPSAs ill the order in

which they were broadcast. 'The coder then moved through the blocked out Activity

Sheet and coded each block for attention._ If'the child did not watch any

of a block, that was indicated: If the child watched.all of it, that was

indicated. If the child's attention changed once ot more, all atttntiori

..44z

'changes within the block were noted.

Where there was-more Ehan'one attention change during a program element

block, a single score was arrived at-by comparing the child's attention at the

beginning of the block with attention at the end. If' it was the same,.no

matter how many changes occurred In between ddring thltblock, the child was

given a final score of not having changed4attention,during the block. If "

4
4 1
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attention was different at the beginhing and end of the block, A was scored,
. .t 1 s

either as a loss or gain in attention.' This coding decision is discussed .

further in the section on the appeal of the Play Alongs (pp. 86-89) and data

,

are presented there on the frequency of multiple changes in attention during

one program element block.

Eor Riddlgs, where three were broadcast each Saturday, forflow To which

' came in two parts, and for children who viewed two. Saturday mornings, children's

scores were combined to yield one score. per program block or type of Play

Along. ighis score was ;no change" if the separate elements were all "no change"

. ,
-or were equal numbers of losing and gaining attention. The score was "attention

%

loss" if one ormore scores wee loss and the rest were no change, if all were

loss, or if ,the numbers of losses were greater thanot4e nuitbers of gains. The

criteria for a score_of gaining attention were similar to those for losing

attention except, of course, teat scores were in the opposite direction of

attention change.
. .

Coding of chatting the channel Was done,analogously to that for changing
.

attention. HoWever, there were very few instances of changing the channel, and

all but one of these were 1witching'fralif KNBC to another station. For this

reason none of the issues arose for obtaining a single score for multiple

changes of the channel, multiple inserts of one type of Play Along, and multiple

v iewings.

/
Results

The results of the evaluation\of the Play Alongs .are reported in four

Rain sections: appeal, impact, effects of viewing frequency and paren(tal
4 \

opinion,,and problems and improvements. The data On appeal and impact were

\

e
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.

obtained both from-observers' reports (Activity Sheet) and the Child Question
...

naires.' The data on effects of viewing frequency and parental opinion Were
.

obtained from the Activity Sheet, Child Quebtionnaire,'and 'observer Questionnaire.'

4
41.

Thesdato onproblems and improvements were obta}ned from the Child QuestionnAre

and Observer Questionnaire.
. an

A

Appeal*

I . A

,
% 411* _.

.

As. the' avowed intent of the Play Alongs 'was to involvechild vieliirs in
.i. ,..

.
. . .

* . _ ... .

activities which require more than MerevisAl and aural orientation tsetbe

set, it was assumed that a necessary condition.fotkchildreil to participate in

,
some active way was that the Play Alongs be appealing tethem. Appeal was

measured in a number.of ways. First, measures of attention were calculated

=to

using the behavioral data from the Activity Sheets. These measures permitted

4

comparisons between types-of content (Play.Alongs, ads, cartoons, and other

programming) for losing and gaining attention and switching, channels and

comparisons between the individual Play Alongs for losing and attracting

children's attention. Second, on the child questionnaire, 'stated appeal was

A
-y

measured on a five point scale for each Play Along, for the Flintstones Comedy

Show as a whole, and for the product commercials in the program. Finally,

children were asked to indicate which of the three types of program elements,

(Play Alongs, cartoons, and ads) they liked best and which'second best.

Loss of-attention. A concefn of NBC was that the Play Alongs might be

insufficiently appealing to maintain attention to the Flintstone s Comedy Show

as a whole, which might explain the somewhat lower ratings the series has

recelvV this year. The data do not readily indicate such a trend. As is

evident in Table 11173, 6% of the children ever stopped' watching while a-

,'

Play Along was being broadcast. This comP6res,favorably to the fineings'of
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I % Children Who Are
WatChing and Stop
Watching During:

Play Alongs

(N)

Ads

(N)

\*ae

Cartoons

(N)

**
Other

(N)

4

- :
S.

85

----

Al
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Table 111-3 .

9 . '.- / :
.

,

Losing Childien's Attention by Type of ..
Program Content in the FlintstoneS '

Younger

Girls Boys

Old4r
All

Girls Boys Children

7 6 6 7. 6

(23) (18) (21) (23) (85)

16 16 15 . 16

(24) (18) (21) (2* (86)

,

, 9 a . -

*
6

.

. .

9 8
,

(23). (18) (20) (23) . (841,
. . 4 i

*
'

:

1
,....) N.

. 21 4: 5, 9 ' 10

(23) -(16) (19) (23) (81)

t \At
. ,

Percentages for thi:SFtable were:calculated.by first calculating
a percentage score of attention loss fOr each child for each
pivgram content type. . Then for each type of .program' content, ,

the average percentage of attention loss across all Children in
each sex-age group w calculated. - Thus N's`equal the total 1".

number of children for each sekheg.groups who' had one or more,
opportunities to frdvide a negatiVe attention shift score for
that type of program iontent., (' .s...

.. ...

** , .,

.
Other = Time Out, Ask NBC.News, PSAsi and, other drop -ins; if any

.. (..

k

4 ..- .

I / ,,

1 , x . .1.- , . ,
.,,

. ,
, I 1 )...,s

. \ . t - kJ

10....-

r
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.8% for cartoons and 10% for other'non-Commercial segments (Time Out, Ask NBC
4

News, other PSA's) and is. considerably less than the finding that 16% of the

children stopped watching while ads were being broadcast. This finding is

based on treating the segments -- Play Alongs', cartoons, commercial blocks,.

.and other -- as units and on assigning a single score for attention shift each

time one is broadcast. That is, each time one Of the four'types of content

was broadcast,' overchild was assigned one of four scores aggregating over

all behavior changes during that time: did not watch entire time, no change

(either was or was not watching at beginning and end bf time), watching at

beginning and not watching at end,'and not watching at beginning and watching

at en4.

There are potential problems with these choices. First,. the four types

of content differ in the total amount of broadcast time they occupy. Cartoons

occupy about 56 minutes of the Flintstones Comedy Show, Play Alongs about

JO minutes, commercials about 13 minutea4 and other drop-ins and public service

announcements about 3 minutes. There is, therefore, more cartoon time during

which children may stop watching cartoons than there is time during whichtl

child could Stop watching the Play Alongs, commercials, and other drop-ins

,
1

and PSAs. Similarly, there is more time for the child to shift attention

more than once. Second, assigning one score per child far each segment of

content masks those times when a.chite changes his or her attention more than

once *tine, it is being broadcast. That is, Child A who watched, did not watch,

watched main, and then did not watch during Dino and Cavemouse received thei

same score for attention loss as Child B who watched and ten did not watch.

Despite these potential problems, the choice of a single score per segment

was made for three reasons. Fird(, examination of the data indicated that

multiple changes in attention -- the proportion of segments where children

1O
a

a
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behaved in ways like Child A and not Child B -.,:- occurred for only a small
4

propc:mtion.of the segments (see-Table 111-4). The percentage seemed small'

enough that the potential loss of information from a single summary score

.
did not outweigh the greater ease:of presentation of data based on a single

score. Second, there is no gocid estimate of the amount of time during which
.-7 .
- I .

a child dld or'did not attend to any segment. Such yl,estimate, which we felt

ft.

was too complex to ask of lamily observers, is really necessary to make-"sense

of data on mu?tfple changes in attention.. Third, the crucial question seemed

to be whether the Play Alongs caused children to stop watching the Flintstones.

This could be answered well enough by the simplersummary score.

As suggested by,the data in Tables 111-3, 4, and 6, loss of attention

measures pro bably reflect contributions from both the type of content being

broadcast and,the amount of brOadcast time per content type. The facts that

cartoons were most likely to have multiple changes in attention (8% of Segments,

as shown .in Table III1.4) and children resuming viewing (see Table 111-6)

suggest that any content which occurs more often and for longer periods of,

time may produce more attention shift's. However, attention shifts are also

determined by the type of content being broadcast. As indicated by the data,
/

per5entages of multiple attention shifts (see Table 111-4), atten on losses

(see Table 111-3), and attention gains (see Table III -6) differed be ween Play
, 6,:,,, -,, .

4 ,

y
--- .

Alongs and commercials which had similar amounts of broadcast time. Also, the

other drop-ins and PSAs, which took very little, broadcast time; had higher
a

scores for attention change than did types of content which had more broadcast

time. Specifically, other drop-ins and PSAs lost more attention than cartoons

. .4

and Play Alongs (see Table III-3), had more multiple attention 'shifts than

' Play Alongs (see Table 111-4), and gained more,attention than commercials (see

Table 111-6).

1 0
9
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Table 111-4 ,

Attracting and Losing Children's, Attention More Than
.Once During Program Segments by Type of Program Content

In the Flintstones

,
.

7.-of"Segments'Watched and/or
Younger Older

. All

Not Watched More Than (4-Lce Girls Boys Girls Boys Children

During: -
tt

Play Alongs 01 00 -'01 01 01

e Ads

(N)

Cartoons

(N)

(264) (198) (231) '.(253)
_

-

x(946)

.

03 '06 02 05 04

(264) (198) , (231) (2.53) (946)

0

. 1

' . ' 08 '08 07 Oti '08

(216) (162) (189) (207) (774)

**
Other 03 03 03 00 02

(N) (144) 408) (126) '(138) (516)

* *

*
N = number,of segments, not number of children

I-

Other = Time Out, Ask NBC News, PSAs, and other drop-ins, if any

44,

AF
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: to be' inconsequential.., Children did not differ by age or sex in their frequency

89

I

It appears then that the PiayAlongs lose the attention of viewers more fre-

quently than the cartoons, based on the amount of time available for viewing each

type of content. Children overall stop watching comth*rcials with the greatest

frequency and cartoons with the least, with Play Alongs somewhere in 10114(ween. The

Play Alongs are probably closer to cartoons in the rate of attention loss, and the

other programming is closer to the commercials. Older children and younger boys

all were most likely to stop viewing while commercials were being broadcast. They

0

were about equally likely to stop viewing during cartoons as during Play Alongs and

as during other*drop-ins and PSAs, although some adjustment of these-figures needs

to be made because of the different amounts of time the threl types of content were

broadcast. Younger girls, however, tend to stop watching the "other" category of,

programming somewhat mom than commercials. As this category included the'Time-Out

drop-ins, which do not seem to-be as appealing to younger girls as they a

4.46

other children, this latter finding is not surprising.

SwAching the channel. A special case of loss of attention is changing the

channel. While loss of attention to the Flintstones Comedy Show due to hunger,

alternative available activities, need to use the bathr , and the like, is

important to know about, suchd7ta are only indicative f the relative appeal of

qualitatively different activities., It is important to programmers also to know

about .appeal relative to other availabl;\t4levision fare.

Channel switching gives this information. The instances of channel changing,

as indicated by observer report, were so rare that they are reported as number

of instances, rather thin percentages, in Table 111-5. As is evident in_the

table, children switched away from KNBC only nine times during the mdre than

three-thousand segments they viewed. This frequency is, of course, so low as

of slOtching, although older children are much more likely to switc duringthe

commercials t1 an- other times.
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. Table 111-5

Children's SwitChing of Channels by Type of Program Content in the Flintstones

-'4 Number of Times Children ..,'
Younger Older

Switched Channels* All .

During: Girl's Bo'y's Girls Boys Children
I

8

1 0 ,O I*

.

2

1

Play Alongs

**
(N)

Ads
.

(N)

(264)

0

(264)

(198)

2

(198)

(231)

2

(231)

(253)

3

(253)

L.,(946)

7
,,.

(946)

Cartoons 0 0

(N) (216) (162)

Other
***

1 0

(N) (144) (108)

4

0 0 '0

0 s

(189) '(207) (774)

I

0 0 1
r\

(l26) (138) (516)

the numbers in the cells indicate the nuEber of times
children switched charnels away from KNBC, except for
the "older boys/Play Al ng" cell which .indicQ one
channel switch to KNBC om another station

**
N =number of possible segments in each Flintstones Comedy

Show of that content type X number of children in that
sex-age group

***
Other =Time Out, Ask NBC News, PSAs, and other droi-ins, if any

11^3
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Although it is possible that the impulse to change channels was suppressed

due to children's beliefs that they are not supposed to do so as a condition of

the study, the-greater loss of attention by other means reported in Table 111-3

suggests otherwise. 'Children did feel free .o leave the room,lay with toys,

talk to brothers, sisters, and observers, and in general not pay attention to

theprogrM for periods of time. Since observers were tdld explicitly that

children should be allowed to change channels or otherwise stop viewing after

the^first five minutes, to assume that the low incidence of switching channels

is (per sous seems unwarranted.

Attracting attention. The observational data also allowed examination of the

frequency with which children who were not paying attention to a segment at

its beginning turned their attention to it sometime later. Before reporting

these findings, it is important to note.Olat the must be treated with caution

because of a.limitation in the observers' data. Program segments which were not

attended to were often missed because children were entirely out of the .

viewing room. In these circumstances and becausewe did not ask observers to

tell us whether children could still hear or see anything when they were out

of the room, it is impossible to judge whether a resumption of attention to4the

television Was due to the attractiveness'of the segmerct'being broadcast at the

time tr was simply, due, circumstantially, to the child's readiness to return Ilto

viewing.

:
k

pith the above caution in mind, it is evident from Table 111-6 that children

returned to viewing most often when\tartoons were being broadcast.- The percentage

of children who resumed :viewing While cartoons were on (62%) is larger tha;

that for children resuming while ter Play Alongs were on (47%). The percentage

of children resuming viewing while commercials or, other programming were being'

"
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Table 111-6

Attracting Children's Attention by Type of

% Children Who
Were Not Watching
and Start Watching
During:

Program Content

Younger

in the Flint9tones

ti

Girls

Older
All

1 ChildrenGirls .13Joys Boys'

Play Alongs 62 24 65 34 47

(N) (13) (10) (13) (16) (52)

Ads 20 22 25 ' 23 22

(N) (18) (16) (17) (18) (69)

.

Cartoons s 71 57 70 49 62

(N) . '(20). (18) ' (14) (18) (70)

.

**
Other 15 18 . 38 24 24

(N) (18) (15).. "(10 (18) (70),

* *

Percentages for-this table were calculated by,first calculating
a percentage score of attracting attention for ach child for
eac1.6rogram content type. Then for eactl type of program content,

the average percentage of attracting attention across all, children
in each sex -age g"rouP was calculated. anus N's equal the total
number of children for each age-'sex grip who had one or more
opportunities tsa provide a positivesttention shift score for that
type of progr corftent..

Other = Time Out, Ask NBC,News, PSAs, and other drop -ins, if any

3
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broadcast is even lower than that for Play Alongs (22% and 24% fespectively),

In considering this issue, it is appropriate to-again look at the amount of time

available for each type of segment.. Since it is far more likely that cartoons

are being broadcast than any other type of Content, it should'not be surprising

that children most often returned their attention to the Flint,stones Comedy Show

while cartoons were being broadcast.

If return of attention was due entirely to chance and overall differencet
.

between types of programming were du'e to the pioportion of time each occupiied

in an episode, one would be unlikely.to find any age or sex differences in the

5

data. However, the data in Table 111-6 show some age and sex differences. Older

children were more likely to resume viewing while the Flay Alongs and other'

drop-ins and .$As were being broadcast. Younger children were more likely to

resume viewing while the cartoons were on. Girls were more likely to do so while

1114.

the Play Alongs and cartoons were on. T-tese data suggest that resumption of viewing

is not tirely unrelated to the content being broadcast apd thathe Play

ongs function better than commercialu_other drop -ins, And PSAs to attract_

children' back to viewing. 1 .

,-.. ..

q,
Attention to each Play Alo4. Although Play Alongs as a type of program

element compare favorably to other types of progrImming in their ability td

attract and maintain an audiepce, it is poisitle that individual play Alongs
.

.4 -
1 . .

varied in how well they did this. To explore this possibility, the,same measures

of attention changes as reported in precbding sections were uged:

Table 11110 indidates theta= type of Play Along lost'a very 'ETD per-

.

centageof children overall,: the highest loss being ).5% for Riddles .- However,

there were} differences between Play Alongs, Faces, Word, and Dancerclearly

\lost the fewest thildzep; Draw and Symphony lost.somewhat more; and How To,

a

a °
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Table

Losing Children's AttenticIn'By Type of Play,Along

94

% Children Who
Were Watching and
Watching During:

Stop
Younger

wa

Older
All
ChildrenGirls Boys Girls Boys. `

.

. ...

..Symphony 09. 07 06 . 05
acr

07

(N) (72)

.......

Fitness 22 07 : .'10 09 13

(N)
ic

t..

.,

(213) (15) (19) (22) (79)

Riddles 13 12 t 16 17 15,

(N) (23) (16) (19) (23) (81)

,

Faces 0 0 L 0 0 0

(N). (19) (16) . (15) (15) i.- (65)

Words t 0 06
., \

04,...*
'L

03

'(N) (19) '(11) (18) 1(23) , (71)

. Dance 0 07
-0

0 07 03

,(N) ' (20) '(14) (18) (15) (67)

1

;I f

Draw ro' -9 , . 06. 14 08

(N) ' (L9) (12) (18) (14) (63)

How To 08 06 p26 05 12

(N) (24) '(16) (19) (19) (78)

-
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. .

Fitness, ari4 Riddles loSt the most. There were minimal or no differences
, .. -_

. ,
..

. 4.

in
.

loss -among the different age and sex groups. for Faces, Words, Symphaty,

and Riddles, indicating that tome.Play Alongs (Faces,and Words) held most

children's attention and some phony and Riddles) lost a consistent' per-

centage of younger alid'olter girls"`- and boys.
0

, 46:

There are some comparatively larger differences in attention loss among

the age and sex groups for the rest of the Pin. Alongs. Most of Fitness' loss

of attention was due to 1psing younger girls a finding which corresponds

4
to their previously reported distaste for Time Out. Draw lost a moderate

4 b\ 4

number of all children except younger boys',.who never stopped watching when it

, . .
.

was on. How-To had an
.'

almost opposite effect. It lost a moderate number'
. . .

N ,

(6-8%) of younger children°and older boys (5%) and a relatively larger number
... .

...

(26%) of older girls.' Dance lost some boys (7%) but no girls.

Table 111-8 indicates that the Play Alongs varied considerably in the

extent to which children resumOviewing while they were on.° These data must
. ...- .--

be viewed cautiously not only becau44 se we cannot' 'be certain the children knew

I .
.

.=,
.).. .

what Baas on the screen when they'resumed viewing but also because in some cases
.

the number of children, 'especiailytby age.and sex, who could possibly resume
'

- 4 -.
viewing was'small. With such a

I

small denominator, the percetage estimate of
. ,.. .

attracting viewers is quite uns'tahle. Nonetheless, the data give some indications

of which Play Alongs were better able to atract children's attention back to

the screen.

Faces, Words, Riddles; and,'How To all were relatively successful in attracting

children's attention. Dance, Symphony, Draw, and Fitness were relatively un-

successful. Although the data in Table 111-8 include figures for the extent to

which the different. Play Alongs succee
,16

d in attracting the attention of children

divided 'by age and sex, they will not be commented on here. In almost all cases

f '
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rChildren:

Table 111-8

Attracting ChildeR's Attention By Type of ,Play Along

V

96

4

4

Who Were Not Watching Younger Older
and Start Watching

.. All

During: -
Girls Boys Girls Boys Children

... ,..

..

Symphony
.1) 50 0 40

'(N) ,- (2). (4) 0)

ed "c-

Fitness 0

(1'4'
(1)

0
Riddles '100

(N) (1)

.
Faces 60'

(N) e (5)

...

Words
.,. 100

(N) r : (5)

'0

(3)

50' 100

(2)

50

(;)

57 -

(7)

50/

0(2)

(2)

.0
83

,p,

, 67 36

(3) ,
(14)'

-t0 . /32

(1) (7) 4

- 0 80
4.

(0) (5)

.
-75 - 71

(6) (8) (21)

67 0 73

(3) (0) (1.5)

Dance . 75 0 67 25

v-- (N) .. (4) (4) 43) (8)

Draw 60 , 33 67. 11

(N) I (5) (6) (3) (§)

C
.

A

How To 0 50 2.. 100 75

(N) (0) (2) (2) (4)

I

a

-1V)
.

37-

(19)

35

en)

75

(8)

4
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the numtler of children on which the'percentage is calculated is too small to

provide a stable estimate. The only clear age or sex difference in the data is

one already remarked:on, that girls were more likely to resume viewing while

the Play Alongs were on than were boys, except for Firness.

These data, in conjunction with those on losing children's attention,

suggest that some types of Play Alongs are better than others at retaining

-
and re-establishing an audience. -In particular, Faces. and Words had very

low rates of losing children's attention and Very high rates of regaining it
.

when it had been lost by other types of program content (not the- Play Alongs).

-

Physical Fitness had a high rate of attention loss and a low rate of regainilig

an aulk,nce. The other five types of'Play Alongs were more mixed in their

performance.

c.

Liking types of programming. An entirely different approach to assessing

the-appeal of the Play Alongs was to ask childrento rate 'their appeal and to
1,4

compare these rating to the appeal of'the FlintStoneS cartoons acid the

commercials broadcao(during the episode.. A second, similar approach was to
I

ask children to rank these three types of programming in terms.of liking.

Both indicate that chi+dten like the Flintstones cartoons best, thePlay Alongs

.

second best, and the commercials least. As shown in Table the average

rating of all Play Alongs combined indicated that children liked them a little

and liked the cartoons.rItght'in the middle of a little and a lot. Children

liked commercials right in the middle of not sure and a l'ittl'e. These patterns

were generally maintained for each of the fodr age V sex groups, with'younger

boys showing the gr test spread in their opinions of the three types of

content and older bo s the least spread. Older boys alsp were unique in the

equal rating given for the appeal of thePlay Aligigs and the Flintstones cartoons.

00

**.
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Aveage Reported
Liking of 4:

el

---,,
Table 111-9.

x

Children's Reported Likin of:Play Alorigs, Flintstones

C9medy St w (FSC), andAds

All Play Alongs combined
0. .

FSC

Ads

(N)
c

I

.

, )

. 98

.

I

.

Younger
.'

Gitls Boys.

4.5 4°.6 ! 4.8 4:0 4.4

(.31

3.6 3.0

1r 11

(24) (18)

, ---.

4.

4.1 4.0 it.' 4.0
,

3'.51

. \

Older
All

Boys' Children

4.1

'3.1 - - 3.5

(21) (23) (86)'

.
c

i.

I

,.

f

...----".

. 1 4.r) .1_i.

Air

\

Rating Stale

i

5--
1 = Not Like,.A Lot

2 = Not Like, A Little

.3 = Not Sure i

'4 = Like, A Little

5 = Like, A Lot

I

I

I

I

....t I___
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1

At-

11.

n) confirmed
V

....

Children's rankings of these three types of progia a ne the ,.

. --0,
.......

..- .

,.. . -

appeal ratings (see Table III-10)'. Sixty -seven percent of the children ch8se.
,

99-

the cartoons as the best 'liked program element and 28% cbos'e'the Play Alongs.

.
.

. These figur were virtually reversed for children's choices of second most
/ .

.
.

. N.

liked program elements. .Commercials were chosen as most liked ty only.5%,of'the

children and as second most'lliked by only 37.E There were no very consiftent

age or sex differences in children's ranked liking of progran( elements, although

younger girls and older boys were the most favorable toward the -Play Alongs.

Liking of each Play Along. The rated appeal which has just been discussed

was calculated as an averagg of the rated appeal of each separie type of Play

:Along. Here we examine the appeal of each type individually (see Table III-11).

. The appeal ratings of the iniiiidual types of Play Alongs, averaged over all

children, range from a high of 4.5, as high as the average-appeal for the

Flintstones cartoons, to a low of 3.8, still slightly above the average appeal

,for commercials appearing in. the Flintstones Comedi7 Show., Those Play Alongs

with high rated appeal were Faces, How To, and Draw. Those falling in the

middle range of rated appeal were Riddles, Symphony, and Words. Those obtaining

the loWest appeal ratings were Fitness and Dance..N,

As in previous data, girlsIlhgeneraI rated the .PlaycAlongs more favorably:

thap did the boys. The only Play Alongs for. which the appeal ratings are .

revgrsed for the sexes are Riddles, while the ratings for daces, Draw, and

How To show opposite sex differences for- older and younger children. Some csf

the Play Alongs were better liked 'by younger than older children. Falling

into this category are Symphony and Riddles. Fitness and Words tre better

liked by older dhildren. The otter Play Alongs produced minimAl age and sex

differences in rated appeal.



% Children Liking:

Best

Cartoons

Ads .

Play Alongs

',.2nd Best

! Cartoons-
,

Ads

Play Alongs

(N)

Table III-10

Children's Ranked Liking of Flinthtones Program Elements

'Younger Older,

Girls Boys. 'Girls Boys

69

6

36 25

(22) (16)

41
i

0

...1. 4 , 7

48 86

/ (23) (14)

J.

100

All

Children

84

0

64

5

, -67
'4

5

16 32 28

(19)

tot,

(22)

O

(79)

11. 32 23

0 14 3

89 55 66

(18) (22) (77)

Children were asked what they liked best about the w3ole Flintstones Show:

the cartoons, the commercials or the Play Alongs. They were then asked which

of these program elements they liked second best.

V

I
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Table III-11

Children's Reported Liking of Play Alongs

Average Reported Liking of:

Younger

Girls Boys

Symphony 4.4 4.0

(N) (21). (16)

Fitness, 4.0 3.5

(N) (22) (13)

Riddles 4.4 4.6

(N)
____i

(18) (11)

Faces 4.1 4.8'4

(N)
. (22) (17)

.

Words 4.0 3.5

(N) (21) (15)

Dance 4.2 3.2

(N) (19) (14)

Draw 0" 4.1 4.4

(N) C (20) (14)

How To 4.3 4.,4

(N)4' (22) (17)

as

101

Older All

Girls, Boys Children

4.4 3.6 4.1

(20) (21) (78)

4.1 3.5 , 3.8

(18) (17) (70)

3.7 3.9 4.1

(16) (17) (62)

4.6 4.5 4.5

(19) (21) (79)

4.0 4.1 4',

(19) (22) (77),

3.8 3.7 3.8

(19) (16) (68)

4.6 4.2 4.3

(18) (18) (70)

4.7 4.2 4.4

(17) . .(22) (78) 7

4

Rating Scale

1 = Not Like, A Lot,

2'=. Not Like, A Little.

3 = Not Sure

4 = Like,'A Little

14= Like, A Lot

121
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Responses while viewing, There were several,instances in the observational

records of children expressing, either verbally'Or behaviorally, evaluative
.%

responses to the Play Alongs. These included positive expressions of liking,

interest, or amusement or negative expressions of dislike, disinterest or

boredom. These responses may also serve as clues to the appeal of the different .

types of Play Alongs for the children. At fhe request of NBC, following a

report 'of preliminary findiAgs, they have been coded and analyzed. Evaluative

responses were scored along with participation in a Play Along activity such

that only oneof four possible scores was given. The score was chosen

hierarchically, it ascending order, from: no response, negative response,

positive response, and participation.

As shown in Table 111-12, the percentage of children expre.ssing a positive

response varied from a low of 11% for Words to a high of 28% for Fitness, with

most percentages averaging around 20%. Only Fitness is remarkable for a high

percentage of positve responses, while Faces and Words had the lowest percentage

of positive responses. All other Alongs fell close together, with around

20% of the children responding positively. 'There were some age and sex

differences in these findings. Younger children responded more positively to

Faces and Draw. Older children responded somewhat more poSitively to Symphony

and How To. Older girls responded more positively to Riddles, Words, and Dance.

Appeal of the Play Alongs was also approached from the opposite pith,

looking at the extent to which they elicited negative rather than positiTvel.,

responses. As shown in Table 111-13, many fewer children expressed negative

responses to the Play Alongs than expressed positive responses.' The percentages---1

range from a low of 0% for'Fitness to a high of 10% for Dance, which is just

slightly below the smallest percentage of children expressing positive responses
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Table 111-12

Children's Positive Respon;es to Play Alongs

% Children Responding.

Positively During:

Younger Older

,Girls Boys Girls Boys

1.9

Symphony
.c

26 14 28. 19

(g) (23) (14) (18) (21)

Fitness 30 27 25 30

(N)
. 0 (23) (15) (20 (23)

Riddles 24 33 17

(N) 24) (17) (21) (23)

Faces

iir,7

18' 24 5, 0

(N) (22) (17) (21) © (21)

Words
*"...8

7 20 - 9

(N)
e .(24) (15) (20) (23)

Dance 22 14 30 12

(N) (23) (14) (20) (16)

Draw 32 21 15 L2

-(N) .(22) (14) (20) , (16)

How To 21 12 ' 28 14'

.(N) (24) ' (17) (21) (22)

_

Positive responsA were ended when children expressed,eithei'

verbally or behaviorally, liking, interest, oroamusement in, .

response ,to a Play Along.

12

Cs
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All
Children

22

(76)

28

(81)

23

,Y1(85)

12

(81).

11

(82)

a

20

(73)

20

(72)

19

(84)

9,9
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Table 111-13

Children's Ndgative Responses to Play Alongs

1-
C.

% Children Responding
Younger Older

All

Negatively During: Girls Boys - Girls Boys Children

Symphony 0 0 .6 5 3

(N)
\

(23) (14) (18) (21) (76)

pteneis 0 0 0 0 0

0 'i) * (23) (15) (20) (23) (81)

Riddles f 8 0 10 9 7

(N) (24) (17) (21) '' (23) (85).

104

Faces 0 0 5 0 1

(N) (22) (17) (21) (21) (81)

Words 0 7 5 0 3

(N) (24) (15) (20) (23) 4 (82)
,,.

Dance 4 '' 14 10 12' ' 10

(N)
N

(23) (14) (20) (16)
_.

(73)

.

Draw 0 7 5 19
.

(N) (22) (1'4) ( : , (20) (16) (72)

How To- 0 0 . 0 14- 4

(N) (24) (17) (21) (22) (84)

.

Negative r.esponse4 were coded when children expressed, either

verbally'or behaviorally, dislike, disinterese or boredom in

response to a Play Along.
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1

to any one of the Play Alongs. The Play Alongs which received the smallest

percentages of negative responses were Fitness, Faces, Symphony, Words, and How

To. Those which received the most negative'responses were Dance, Draw, and

Riddles. There were none which sell in between these two groups; Some of ehe

Play Alongs elicited more negativi-"ieSponses from the older children (Symphony,

Riddles, Faces, and Draw) or from the older boys (How To). Boys in general

responded more rieg tively to Draw and Dance than did the girls. There were no

.ii.Play Ail.ongs that 'rls responded more negatively than did boys. .

These data suggest that the Play Alongs el*

(
ited relatively few negative

responses from children and several positive responses. Responsiveness or

positivity did not depend on the sex or age of the children, but it did vary

by the type of Play Along. Fitness is the one Play Along that elicited poSitive

responses from a high percentage of children and negative response from a loW_

percentage. As will be seen later (see Table III-14), it also elicited a

relatively high rate of participation. (All of which stands in contrast to ft6

lower rated.appeal-.) Symphony should be placed in the. middle range for appeal

when data on negative evaluations, positive evaluations, and participation are

al) considered. How To should be placed imthe middle range toward being

unsuccessful in alipeal. The remaining Play Alongs were mixed in the participation,

positive responses, and negative respdnses they evoked. Of thoqe with mixed

scores, only Faces can still be.said to be an unqualified success in terms of

appeal.. It elicited negative re4onses)friam only 1% of the children and, while

-it elicWted positive responses from only 12%,(a low percentage), it elicited

'participation from 63%. This means it elicited participation or positive

responses from 75% of the children. The next closest Play Along was Fitness

which elicited Such responses from only 56%of the children,
a

I 1tirU

1
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Table III -14

,Children's Participatory Responses to Play Alongs

106

'Younger Older
All
-ChildrenGirls , Girls .Boys

9

toys

'36 16 14 19
(14) (18) (21) (76)

35 13 50 9 28

(23) (15)
. e

(20) .(23) (81)

21 6 ... ,1.4 13 .14
(24) ,(17) (21) (23) (85)

50
,..

47 85 71 63

(22) - (17..) (21) (21) (81)

21 7 30 22 - 20

. % Children
Participating During:

t

Symphony
L(N) (23)

Fitness
(N) ,

.

Riddles
(N)

. Fces
(N)

Words . .

(N)
,

.

Dance
&

(N)

, (24)

26'

(23)

(15)

. 14

(14)

(20)

I

50

(20)

- (23)

38

(16)

(82)

32'

(73)

4 . .
Draw 21 7 . 15 0 12

(N) (22)c (14) (201 (16) (72)

.10'How To ° 29 6 1 0 11

/(N) (24) (17) (21) (22) (84)

iAs

. t

'Participation was coded whelithildren car'ied out activities

suggested by Play Along or verbally expressed the wish or

intent to do so sometime in the future.
.a.

00.

A

414
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Summary. All the,appeal data combined, suggest several things about the Play*

Alongs. First, they are'tttractive to children, not as attractive as the Elintstones

cartoons, but more attractive than other drop-ins an much more attractive than

commercials. Second, they cannot be considered to be the cause of any loss in

, audience for the Flintstones Comedy Show. Third, the individpal types of

L4
Play)Alongs differed in the extent to which children said they liked them, made

positive Or negative evaluative comments while watching them, and stopped or

started watching while they were on. ese individual differences among the

Pray Alongs 14111 be discussedMore fully in the Conclustbns section. Finally,

the self-report and observational measures of appeal presented essentially,

similar results whn the Play Alongs as

to other types of programming, but they

the different types of Play Along' were

one.type of programming were compared

presented some different findings when

compared. These different findi*gs

will also be discussed in the Conclusions section where the types of Play

Alongs'are,evaluated for overall performance.

Impact

-The Primary purposes oftthe Play Alongis were to make children's Saturday

, 0
morning viewing experiences more active and to suggest activities they could

pursue sometime after viewing. The extent to which theipplay Alongs succeeded

in these goals was assessed in three ways.. First, children's participation in,

the Play,Alongs was observed during viet7ing. Second, children were asked to

recall Play Along content describe siffiilar activities participated in at times

_
other than viewing, and estimate, their interest in more such activities. t

0

.'Third, family observers were asked to report any conversation or activity by the

children which was related to the Play Albngs and occurred at a time other than

1P
while viewing..

n
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Participation while viewin...t Children were scored as participating in a

Play Along while it was eing broadcast if they carried outthe activity V
4

suggested by the Play Alo g as. it was being broadcasto So as not to penalize

children who could A t a'rry out the Play Along acti, i y right at that time

(because of lack of materials or space or for oth r reasong),.those who, while

the Play Along was being broadcAst, verbally expressed the wish or intent to

perform the activity sometime in the ,future were also giye credit for parti-

cipation. This choice was made when preliminary data were presented to NBC.

Carrying out.i?f the activity included keeping time to Symphpny music or

imitating, the characters, doing a'Fitness exercise, guessing at Riddles,
.114

Y ,

guessing at Who had scrambled Faces, guessing Words, doing a Dance, Drawing or
, a

getting materials or trying to remember instructions, and getting materials Or
, .. ,,,,Ir., tr t I t I 44,

or trying to remember instructions for HowTo make something (see Appendix 1.1.or

111.

make
,

4
6complete desc 'on). Most of the Play Alongs elicited one or both kinds Of

,participationfrom onequarter or less of the children (see Table 111-14).

Between10% and 15% of the child viewers participated in Draw, How To, and

Riddles, 20% participated it Words, and 28% participated in Fitness. Somewhat

more children participated in Dance (32%). But the outstanding eliciter of

participation was Faces, with 63% of the ihildren participating in it.

ghere are some differences among the Play Alongs in bow much participation

they elicited from younger and older boys and girls.. Draw _arid How To were more

effective with younger than'older children. Faces, Wordi, and Dance were more

effective with older children. All of the Play Alongs except Symphony were

4
somewhat or markedly more effective with girls han boys. _Those for which there

was_a marked sex difference were_ Fitness, Wor , DanceADraw, and How To. For

,

Symphony, younger- boys.participated much more than younger girls, and older

boys and girls did not differ A ,their participation.
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Recall. Even though most children did not activarticipate in most

Play<klongs while they were broadca t, Most remembered them. As shown in

Table 111-15, a very high proporti of all children said they recalled seeing

each Play Along. Most children whosaid they recalled seeing a flay Along

could describe its content (see Table III-16).
5

The only Play Along which

children did not seem to remember all that well was Riddles. 'The pertentage

of children saying they remembered seeing it (72%) was, comparatively low, and

the percentage of those children who could actually describe its content was
0

even lower (66%). Otherwise, the Play Alongs -- especially Faces, Dance, Draw,

and How To -- were.verywell remembered by the children.

.Not surprisingly, more older than younger child en generallilellieved

they remembered seeing the Play Alongs. They also were, better able to recall

,what the Play Alongs were about. However, only, for Words and Draw was the age

,

difference in actual recall of Play Along content apparent for both boys and

girls. For other Play Alongs, the age difference was due to differences in one

sex or the other:.'girl for Riddles nd Faces, and boys for Dance. Fitness

and How To showed minimal age differen Only one Play Along showed any

sex difference in children's beliefs that they had seen it. Only two Play

Alongs showed any sex differenNes in,hOw well their content was recalled.

_ _

Girls were more likely to believe they had seen a 'Fitness Play Along, but -- of
o

the children who said they had seen it -- boys were somewhat more likely to
Pei

recall its content. Boys were also more likely to reel]. How To content.

Participation while not viewing. n addition to remembering the Play

Alongswell,_maeLJ:hil*ma. said_Itheyhad par_ticipated in activities_similar lo

them when they were not watching television (gee Table 111-17). It was not

v.
possible to ascertain whether the activities were stimulated by previous

viewing of the Play,Alongs or occurred just because they are an ordinary part

t

.. `)
4.) A.s/



o % Children Report
Recognition of:

Symphony
(N)

Fitness
(N)

'Riddle
(N)

Faces
(N)

.

Words.
(N)

Dance
7--

(N)

.Draw

(N)

How To
(N)

110

/.

Table 111-15

Children's Reported Recognition of Play Alongs

Younger Older
All

ChildrenGirls Boys Girls Boys

88

(24)

92

(24)

a
75

89

(18)

76

(17)

65

95

(21)

95

(20)

73

91

(23)

7

7

91

(86)

85

(84)

72

(24) (17) (21) (23) (85)

92 94 100 91 94
o (24) (18) , (20) (23) (85)

A

Vt
1

88 88 9 5 96 92

(24) (17) (20) (23) (84),

79 82 100 81 85

(24) (17) (20) (21) (82)

11-

83 7 8,2 86 86 85

(24) r (17) (20) (21) (82°)

. 92 100' 95' 97 95.

(24) (17) (15) (23) (83)

AP.

Recognition was measured by asking the children whether they

remembered seeing each segment, describing the general

characteristics of each segment twice, if necessary,

1 33
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Table 111-16

Children's Recollection of Play Along Content

% Children -Who

Recall Content
Message For:

Could

or

1

Younger

Girls Boys

Fitness
(N)

Riddle
(N)

Faces
(N) ,

77

(22)
..,

50

(18)

67
(21)

85

-(13)

64

(11)

100

S (17)

Words 67 73

(N) (21) (15)

Dance 89 57

(N) (19) (14)

I

Draw 86 86

' (N) (21) (14)

How To 73 100

(,N) (22) (17)

Older

Girls Boys

79 82

(19) (17)

88 63

(16) (16)

*5 90

(20) (21)

95' 82 4-

(19) (22)

85 - 94 83

(69)

111

All
Children

80

(71)

66

(61)

87

(79)

(20) (16)

94 94

(18 (18)

88 95

(17) (22)

Recollection was measured by asking'the children who reported

remepberinga Play'Along to tell about what happened in-it, and
1

then evaluating the acctkracy of that report. No recall

question for the "Symphony" Play Along wasasked because we

did not judge that the content was of a type which could be

-' verbally described by most children.

90

(71)

88

(78)
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Table 111-17

Children's Reporteddarticipatitn in Activities Similar to Play Alongs
When Not Viewing

% Children Reporting
.

Participation in Activity Like:

N,

Younger--;

-Girls

Older
All

*

ChildrenGirls Boys Boys

Symphony
?

(N)

Fitness
(N)-

r.

Ai

.

. ,

62

(21)

89

(1 )

50

(16)

92

(13)

70

(20)

100

, (19)

67

(21)

82

(17.)

64

(77)

, 91

,(68)

Riddle 89 91 , 94 88 90

(N) (18) (11) (16) (16) '(61)

Faces 39' 24 60 57 46 *

(N) t (23) (17) (20) (21) (81)

Words
N.-.

89. 71 100 91 89

(N)
. .

(19) (14) (19)
*

(22) (74)

Dance 74 54 70 63 '66

(N) (19) (13) (20) (16) (68)

Draw 60 69 89 78 74

(N) (20) (13) (18) (18) (69)

How To. 36 65 . 71 71 60

(N)
ve--

(22) (17) (17) 21) (77)

partic4ration when not viewing was measured by asking children

whether they ever did anythikr-like the Play Along activities

when they were not viewing.

I
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of childhood. At any rate, it is instructive to note t-h61 about 90% of the

children had participated in activities like those of Fitness, Riddles, d

'Words. About 75% had participated in activities like Draw. About 60-66%

had participated in activities like Symphony, Dance, and How To. Interestingly,

. .

only 46% reported preyious participation in activities like Faces. Given the

44

popularity and memorability of this Play Along, this small percentage seeps

to indicate that Xfie measure of previous participation is-tapping more about

what children normally do than it is about what children have dome as a

consequence of previous viewing'. If the measure tapped activities performed

as a consequence of viewing, then many more children than 46% should have

reported engaging in an activity as popular as that of Faces was.

Some of the Play Alongs depicted activities which older children were

more likely than younger children to have already done. These were Symphony,

'Faces Words, Draw,,'and How,To. No Play Alongs showed activities whichyounger

children were more likely to havd done. Girls were'more likely than boys to

have,previously done activities similar to those in Faces, Words, and Dance.

There were no Play Alongs bays were more likleTy'than girls to have done.

As Table;II-17 indicates; the majority of children (except for Faces)

believed they had pirticipated in activities similar to those in the Play

Alongs at some tim efore they were given the question Family observers

did not agree (see Table -18). Only 14% indicated that children had parti-f

cipated in Play Along activities at some timeother than while viewing, and

only 11% indicated children had talked

markedly lower tha

child

We beli

hem. These pe

ose obtained rom the children.

entages are

e there ate three-causes for the disparity in Obse

s reports of non-viewing participation. First, the ques

the family observers specified Play Alongractivities only, but t

1 I)

ers' and

ion put to

put to

4.
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% Observers
Reporting:

Table 111-18

Observer s Reports of Chi1dren's Participation in and Talk About
PlayAlong Activities When Not Viewing

Participation

114

Younger Older,
All

Girls Boys Girls Boys Children

a

11 12 16 , 16 14

Talk about 11 12 16 5 6' -11

(N) (18) (17) (19) (19) , (73)

Observers reports of children's participation were Measured

by asking observers whether therchild they observed-had

engaghd in or talked about any of the Play Along activities

at any time other than while viewing.

4

0

,?

O
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k

children specified activities like those shown in the Play Alongs. Children

could Therefore'rightly tell us they hadessed at riddles in school, while

the familyobserver,would omit this, experiencd because it did not\involve
f.

Play Along riddles or riddles stimulated by the Play Alongs. Second, the family
F

observers are probably unaware of some of, the activities in.which children

engage. For example, they may not realize-that activities like those in Words

are common school. experiences for children. 'Third, children probably over
,

report their experience with activities like those in the Play Alongs. These'

are three good explanations for the differences between children's and observers'

reports. Because of these factors, additional data are needed to establish

a conclusive estimate of children's participation in Play Along activities,

outside of the viewing situation.

. Interest in future participation. Whether or- not the Play Alongs provoked

4 participation while children were viewing or afterwards, the great majority

reported at least some inferest'in participating in more activities Similar to

k.
those in the Play Alongs. As shown in Table 111-19, at least 70% of all children

reported a little or a lot of interest in further activities. Those that

provoked more interest were Riddles, Faces, Draw, and How To. ThOse that

provoked less interest were Symphony, Fitness, Words, and Dance. There were

few age or sex differences in children's reported interest in further activities

similar to those in the Play Alongs. Younger children were somewhat more

interested than older children in activities'like thoiel- SymphOny, Riddles,

re .
.

Words, and How To, Older children were,somewhat more interested in activities

e

like those in Draw. The only apparent agx difference was boys' greater interest

in activities like those in Riddles. These'results_demonstrete that the Play

Alongs depicted activities whioh children found interesting enough to want,to

do more al- some future time.

-e
1

)

Ale
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Table 111-19

Children's Reported Tnterest in Paticipation in Further Activities

%.1Children -Reporting

Further Interest In:

i

Symphony
.A Little

4,1,,_,A Lot

(N)

Fitqlrg .

A Little
ot

(N

Riddle
A.Lit
A Lot
(N)

Faces
L- A Little

A Lot
:(N)

Words
A Little
A Lot
(N)

Dance
AfLittle
A Lot
(NY-

Draw
A Little
A Lot
(N)

, How To
.

A Little
A Lot
*(N).

Similar

a

to Play Alongs

Younger

'

Older
All

ChildrenGirls Boys Girls Boys

38 31 75 67 50

\\8 44 20 14 28

(21) (16) (20) (21) (78)

-68 23 37 47 46

18 46 47 29 34

(22) (13) (19) (17) (71)

33 9 56 56 41

56 82 18 . 44 52

(18) (11) (16) (16) (61)

26 35 50 37

57 59 53 ,-40 52.

(23) (17) (19) (20) (79)

47 40 58 68 55

43 40. 37- 27 36

. (21) (15) . (19) (22) (77)

t
37 14. 4 44 c 37

37 4 36 . - 30 31 33

(19) (14) (20) (16) (69)

, ,

- 40 43 44 77 39

40 43 50 67 50.

(20) (14)` (18) (18) (70)

451 29 53 47 45

55 ' 53 . 41 48 49 -
(22) (17) (17) (21), (77)

1 1 3 3

Rating Scale

0 = Note

1 = A Little

',24.,Fr A Lot.
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The Play Alongs also gveseveral children ideas for other activities

in which they could'engage (see Table 111-20). '-Overall,..79% of the children

tiia^

reported having at least one idea fer another activity. The individual Play

Alongs varletl considerably in the proportion of children in whom they sparked

such ideas. Dance sparked ideas in the smallest percentage of children, 28%,

and Draw, in the largest, 57%. How To and Fitness sparked ideas in 40% and

45% of-the children respectively; the other four Play Alongs sparked ideas in

34-39% of the children. Fitness and How To stimulated ideas from older more

than younger children, while Words stimulated them more from younger children.

Girls more than boys had ideas for other activities like those in Words and

Dan& while boys got more ideas frbm How To. .Older girls were much more

likely than other children to have ideas for other activities like those in

Draw. Although the percentage of chilAen having ideas varied among the Play

Alongs and for some Play Alongs by age or sex of the, children, th42-inds of

ideas they suggested. did not differ Much. As shown-in Table 111-21, the

X
kinds of ideas children had'for other activities are clearly.derivative from

the Play Alongp. Based on these data one can conclude that the Play Alongs

41!, -did give many children ideas for other activities in which they could partici-
.

pate when not patching television.

Summary. Altogether these data on the impact of. the Play Alorigs,suggest

that 06Y were a positive experience in children's lives. They presented

relatively familiar activities,in ways which made them easily remembered. The

A

activities were such that many children were interested in doing similar things

at some time other than while watching television, and they stimulated ideas

for further activities in about three-quarters of them. They even managed to

provoke active participation in 80% of the childrensometime during their

"viewlkg of the Flintstones Comedy Show.
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Table III4N-N==2

Childen's Reports of Play Alongs as Sources of Ideas for Other Activities'

% Children Reporting They
Receive Ideas From:

Younger

Girls

Older
All

,ChildrenGirls Boys. Boys

-Symphony
,

38 31
.

35 40 . 36
(N) (21) (16) (20) (20) (77)

Fitness . 36 46 53 a.. 45
() (22) (13) (19) (17) (71)

Riddle 0
39 30 31 38 35 A

(N) (18) (10) . (16) (16)
%

. (60)

Faces 41 35 35 43 39
(N) (22) (17) (20) X21) (80)

S.

Words 48 40 37 14 34
(N) (21) (15) (19) (22) (77)

.

Dance '' 37 14 30 25
(N) ' e (19) (14) (20) (16) (69)

'Draw 55 50 72 50 ° 57 .

(N) (20) (14) (18) (18) (70)

How To 29 41 50 40
(N) (21) (17) (1 (22) (77)

O

.Ideas for other activities was measured by asking- children

who reported remembering seeing each Play Along whether

it gave them any ideas for other things to do.,

141
6

jJ
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Table 111-21

Children's Reported Ideas for Other Activities

4

amplCs of Ideas From:

Symphony

,Fitness

Riddle

Faces

4.

play instrument

/make' instrument

ma pown music and play it

doing exercises [general response]
do pushups, jumping jacks, ride bike [specific examples]

make Upown,riddles..

makepface puzzles 4

make crossword puzzles
make puzzles

Words make own scrambled words
make sentences from words
make word puzzles

Dance dance [general response]
square dance, elephant dance [sp ecific examples]`

make up own danced

Draw draw [general response]
draw trains, faces, Horse, turkey, Flintstones

o [specific .examples]

How Tb make things [general response]
make instruments, buildings, things with sticks,

moccasins, music, pictures [specific examples)

I

Ideas for other activities were measured by Asking the children who
reported getting ideas to tell about them. Almost all children whb

'reported getting ideas gave examples ,04%). The types ,of, examples

were fairly uniform across age and sex groups and were not too surp.,
'rising.IThe-Most common examples are reported in the table.

Y
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Effects of Viewing Frequency and Parental Opinion

The results reported in the previous two sections suggest that at least

some of the Play Alongs have the desired appeal and impact. One is tempted

to attribute the findings to characteristics ofthe Play Alongs and the prog

ramming which surrounded them, but there are two other factors which may have

conbrilputed to the reported findings.. One ip the requirement that participating

children had,yiewed the Flintstones Comedy Sbow,prior to participating in this

study. This may have biased the sample toward children who liked the ser.14's.

, v C
.

All other children would haves not watched severaa l times and,therefore,gonld not

be able to participate in-the study. A second.factor that may have influenced
o

the dat<ls that only those families ilyahich parents (especially the mothers),

were positive about the Flintstones and/or the Play Alongs concept would agree

to all the work involved.in this project. Certainly the monetary incentive

was not very large, especially in relation to the number of. person tours

required. ,To explore the possible effects of these two factors on the appeal

and impact data just reported, several analyses were carried aut.

To address the first of these issues some of the data already presented

about the appeal and impact of the Play Alongs'have ben,reanalyzed according

to observers' reports-on a fourpoint scale of howfrequtntly the child(ren)
4.

they observed hated viewed The Flintstones Comedy Show on KNBC since September,.

1980.
6

Two groups of viewers were created, one composed of those children who

were reported tb watch the Flintstones about once a month or less (called

Infrequent Viewers), and the other composed of children who watched a couple

of times a moth or more (called Frequent Viewers). The.distribution of

Younger and older girls and boys in each group was roughly equivalent. These

groups w re then used to reanalyze some of the 'data Od appeal and impact.

.

1 3 `2

; -
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Exploring the possibility that the sample of volunteering parents,was

biased in favor of the Flintstones and Play Alongs concept was more complex.

Three approaChes were used. One was simply to examine the favorability of

'comments observers added to thd.end of their questionnaires to see if the

sample was indeed especially positive. In a second approach, a subsample of

children of favorably and unfavorably disposed obSerVers was selected. The

appeal and impact data of these two grOups of children were compared to see if

thdre was'a relationship between observers'' cpinoris.and children's opinions

and behaviors. In a third approach, the dataAbf the, entire sample of children

S

were compared to, the data from the children offavorable and unfavorable

.

. Observers to see if the data from the full sample fell more in iine _with that/

of childrenof favorable or unfavorable. observers.

.

.A. Viewirig-ftEquency and appeal. By dividing the childrei into tyo grobps,
. 1 ,

.

%
Viewers,

.,

Frequent Viewers and Infrequdrit Viewers, it was possible to compare appeal of

.

the Play Alongs and the Flintstones Comedy Show between the two groups of

viewers. As-Zahre III-22' indicatesFrequerit View jendtolike hoth_the.
.i ,

Flintstones prog m as a whole and the Play A1.ongs- better than Infrequent.)

Vieweri. This cli erence is much g

1
4

ft f.
Play Alongs.

, . ,

4, , I

This suggests two conclusions. First, and most obvious, childrenAo.,
.

eater fliv- the entire prograd than fOr the

watch the Flintstones Comedy Show on a fairly regular basis

0 b
and Play hrAlongs dara than those who do not watch regularly.

. 111- .

Frequent
.

Viewers do not lik the Play Alongs as much ,A they 'do the pro ram 4

as a whole, that they continue to VCregq1ar viewers indicates thatgthe lesser
. v.

,<e
like its-Cartoons

AethOugh these'

appeal of the Play Alongs is not preventing them from dewing. The second
. (

conclusion sugg sted by the data is Char dislike of the

0 *.

(

t

lay Apngs by less
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Table 'III-22

Children's Reported Liking of Play Alongs and Flintstones Comedy Show (FSC)
By Viewing Frequendy

Average Repotted
tiking of: - Infrequent'Viewers

Play Alongs

FSC

(N)

.

1

(41)

Frequent Viewers

Viewing frequency was reported by observers and measured as:

1 = Just a few times since September

2 = About once a month

3 = A couple of times a week

4 = About once a week

S

Liking of the Play Alongs and FCS was measured as:

1 = Not Like, A Lot

2 = Not Like, A Little

3 = /bt Sure

4 = Like, A Little

5 ='Like, A Lot

4

1 4 5

441

4.2

/'

/.7

02)
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frequent viewers is probably Apt related to their viewing pattern. If it were,

Infrequent Viewers' liking for the Play-Alongs could have been expected to be

much lower than itwas, rtaphing at least the same T&portional relationship to

liking of the Flintstones as that for Frequent Viewers. The proportional

difference between liking.qf the Play Alcings and the Flintstones Comedy Show

fOr Infrequent Viewers actually less than, that for,FrequentwViewers, which

sugsests that lack of appeal of the Play Alongs_is4itobably not a cause for

infrequent viewing.

Although stated appeal of the Play Alongs did not. seem to be a factor

determining viewing frequency, the observationalmeasures of loss 'of attention

and of, .positive and negative evaluative responses allowed further search for

. this posshsility. Of greatest concern for evaluating the Play Alongs is loss

, \

>-
- ,

, of atte$Q and b'ldren's negative responses. It will be recalled that

attentri loss, as calculated^as the number of times a child turned his/her

- _

a attention to another activity uring a program element type, divided by the
0 . . . _.0.._ _ 0 -..._ .

. , >

.

number oftiMes s/he.had an hportunity to-do so (for that element type), and

that negative respasea to the Play Alongs were those verbal or behavioral

,
t.;

. 0

expressions which indired dislike, disinterest, or boredom. If the Play

'Alongs were at least partly-responsible for decreasing viewing or interest in
r

viewing, then Infrequent Vikwers should have more attention loss and negative

responses to at least some of the Play Alongs.

Looking at the attention loss data when partitioned by viewing frequency

'(see Table III-23) it is clear that there Were no differences in loss of attention

between' Infrequent and Frequent Viewers for the Play Alongs or cartoons.

There were very slight differences in the Ads and Other (other drop-ins and PSAs),

with Frequent Viewers slightly more often directing their attention to something

tU



Table 111-23

Losing Children's Attention for Different Types of Program Content
by Viewing Frequency.

% Children Who Are
Watching and Stop'
Watching During:

Play Alongs
(N) I

Ads
(N)

Cartoons
(N)

Other
(N)

Y

Infrequent Viewers

124

Frequent Viewers

7 7

(40) (42)

17 15
(41) (42)

8 8

'(40) (42)

10

(37)

13

(42)

16.
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else than did Infrequent Viewers for Other and slightly loss often for Ads. The

results for each group were virtually identical to the totals for all children,

as reported in Table 111-3). Of course, the'same cautions as advanced earlier
0

(pp. 84-89) must be kept in mind in interpreting the meaning of all these

percentage scores, due to differing amounts of broadcast time for each program

element. Overall, thoUgh, the cartoons and Play Alongs were able,to maintain

the attention of Frequent and Infrequent Viewers equally, providing further

evidence that requiring participating children to have viewed the Flintstones

Comedy Show recently probably did not,bias findings about appeal of prograrilling:

As Table 111-24 indicates, the percentage differences in negative responses .

of Frequent and Infrequent Viewers are small for all of the Play Alongs. For

three of the Play Alodgs there are clearly no differences in the pecentages

of Frequent and Infrequent Viewers making negative evaluative responses. For

four there are small differences, with Infrequent. Viewers being more negative.
.,,

s

,
For one,,Frequent Viewers are more negative. In no case does a percentage

r

difference represent more than three more children expressing a negative

evanation. These results provide, further evidence that the Play Alongs are

not likely to have caused a decrease0in the audience for the'Flintstones Comedy

Show.

The data for positive evaluative reiponse (see Table gre somewhat

4

different. Frequent Viewers evidence as many, or. more, positive evalliativ

responses than do Infrequent Viewers. This may reflect the Frequent Viewers'

greater familiarity with the Play Alongs, or it may suggest that children who

watch more freq ently, come to like the Play Alongs better (although the self-
, ,

. reported ratings, they like the Play Alongs only slightly more than do the'

Infrequent Viewers).

113

I' I



Table 111-24

Children's Negative Responses to Play Alongs by Viewing Frequency

% Children Responding
Negatively During:

SyrnphOrif

(N)-

126"

Infrequent Viewers Frequent Viewers

5 0

.(39) (35)

Fitness 0 0

(N) (37) (40)
.4-

Riddle 8 7

(N) (40) (41).

Faces . 3 -" ' 0 -4

_(N) (38) ,(40)

Words 5 0

(N) (38) (41)

Dance 9 10

(N) (33)-
4

(39)

Draw 5

(N) (33). (38)

How To
(N)

0

(40)

Negative responses were coded when children-expressed,
either,verbally or behaviorally, dislike, disinterest,-
or boredom in response.to a Play AfOng.

113
A

8

(40) ,

4

4
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'Table 111-25
9

Children's Positive Responses to Play AloRgs ly Viewing Frequency

% Children Responding
Potitively,During:

127-

MID

Infrequent Viewers Frequent Viewers

Symphony 13 34

(N) (39) (35)

Fitness, 24' 33

M (37) (40)

Riddle 13'= 32
...

(N) (40) c41)

Faces 8' 0 13

(N)- (38) (40)
. ,

Words 8 ak 15

(N) (38) (4 1.)

( ) (33) (39)

nce 21

a "

26 '

,

Draw 6 26

(N) (33) (38)

How To Y 18 20

(N) (40) (40)

Positivp,responses werecoded when children. expressed,
either verbally or behaviorally, liking, interest, or,
amusement in response to a Play Along.-

coo

130. ,,.
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Viewing frequency and impact. As suggestbd iwthe introduction to

Section III, it was assumed that a fair test of the Play Alongs' ability to

evoke participation in child viewers coldid 9.24y be made with children who had

some prior familiarity with them. For this reason, we asked parents to

volunteer to participate only if their children had watched the Flint4tones

Comedy Show several times. in the recent past. Dividilltchildren into Frequent

and Infrequent Viewers provided an opportunity to test the accuracy of this

assumption.

I

4

As indicated by the data in Table the assumption is more correct

than incorrect. For four of the Play Alongs SlItphony; Dance, Draw, and How

To -- a notably larger percentage of Frequent than Infrequent,Viewers participated

in their activities. Ws finding was reversed, but the percentage difference
...

/;'

was mueh xeduced, for Fitness and Faces. For the remaining two Play Alongs,
c

4 4
Riddles and Words, there were nb differences in participation rates of Frequent

and Infrequent Viewers. Frequent Viewers were, as hypothesized, more likely to

participate ilighPlay Along activities than were Infrequent Viewert.
.

Observer opinionse All three approaches to ascertaining'whether the

..evaluat4n of the Play Alongs wasbiased because of which parents were willing

to participate required that parents (or observers) be classified as to their

4
opinions. 'This was done uting the open-ended comments at the end of the

:4*

I

observer questionnaire. First, observers Kezedeleted as necessary in cases

where they had observed more than one child (see pp. 73-75). Then observers'

4
comments were classified as positive, negative, mixed, and none. The majority-

(58%) of observers either made no comment at all or,dxpressed both positive

4

gative opinicins. .Fifteen percent were primarily positive and 27%

primarily negative in their opinions. This is prima facie evidence that thy

40,

1 t)4.

V
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Table 111-26

Children's Participatory Responses to Play Alongs by Viewing Frequency

% Children
Participating During: Infrequent Viewers Frequent Viewers

Symphony
(N)416.,

Fitness
(N)

8
(39)

30

(37)

29

(35)

25

(40)

Riddle 13 12

(N) (40) (41)

Faces 66 °60

(N) (38) (40)

Words 21 22

(N) (38) (41)
°

Dance 21 36

(N) (33) (39)

Draw 9 24

(N) (33) (38)

How To 8 15

(N) (40) (40)

a

Participation was coded when children carried out
activity suggested by Play Along or ver,bally
express.ed the wish or intent to do so sometime

in the future.
0

1 - 2
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sample was not overly biased in favor of the Flintstones or the Play Alongs

concept, nor was it overly biased against them.

Despite this reassuring finding, the-possibility that observers' opinions -/

were relatid to children's opinions and behaviors was still examined. To do

__so a sample of cETTTren of clearly paSiti0e-and clearly negative observers

was formed. Since in twoage by sex groups the number of observers making

favorable comments was only two, the number, of positively' and negatively

disposed observers in each age by sex group was limited to two each. Thus,

the comparisons were made between eight children with favorably disposed

observers,and eight with unfavorably disposed observers. All observers

selected qr available to be selected, were parents.

There are three factors which make this test of the relationship between

observer opinion and child performance a good one. First, the two groups of

children were balanced by sex and age. Second, the two groups were Approximately

equal in the reported frequency of viewing the Flintstones Comedy Show. Third,

the opinions utilized to form the two groups of children were those of parents

rather than siblings. Since it was parents rather than siblings who consented

to have the family participate in the study, groups formed on the basis of

parental opinion permit a better test of the possibility that the data reflect

biases due to who would consent to participate in the research,.

'Respite these strengths, there are several reasons to be cautious in

,iterpreting any results which may be found. First, the sample is a small

one. Second, it is possible that parental opinions were formed or changed by

their children ratherthan_vire versa.--Evenif it waspr-imarily highly
o

sitive parents who agreed to participate -- and we know it was not -- they

cold have become positive because their children were positive. Given the

AO;

153
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*correlational nature of our data, there is no way to determine -- should

'observer opinion and child opinion and behavior 'be found to be related

who influenced whom. Third, it is possible that parental opinion changed as a
0

consequence of having observed the child watch the Flintstones Com dy Show and

having administered the questionnaire to him or her. Since the rental

a

opinions were provided only after all these activities were com leted, we
.

cannot be certain that the opinions were the sae as those whi h would have

been expressed at the time the parent agreed to participate i the study. With

all these caveats in mind, let us turn to the findings of-:the second and third

approaches for assessing the possibility the evaluation data are biased.

Observer opinion and appeal. ExaMination of children's appeal ratings

indicated that there was some relationship between observers' opinions,and

children's statedi,liking of the Play Alongs and the Flintstones Comedy Show.

Children questioned by a positive observer obtained mean liking scores of 4.7

for the Play Alongs and 4.9 for the Flintstones on a five point scale. Children

questioned by a negative observer obtained scores of 3.8 and 4.0 respectively.

Thus, children of more positive parents were themselves more positive about the

Flintstones and the Play Alongs.

A comparison of these scores to those obtained from the'entire sample of

86 children is instructive. Appeal ratings for the entire sample were 4.1

for the Play,Alongs and 4.4 for the Flintstones, on the same five point scale.

The 4.4 rating for the Flintstones is virtually inAithe middle between the 4.0

rating from children with negative observers and the 4.9 rating from children

with positive observers. The same is true of the 4.1 rating-Of the Play Alongs
t

by the entire sample. If one assumes that all children's ratings were correlated

with the observers'' opinions, as apparently were those in the subsample of

151
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16 analyzed here,, one would then have to conclude that the total Play Alongs

evaluation sampip,is relatively balanced among observers*who were positive,

negative, neptral, and mixed about the Flintstones and the.Play Alongs. How

else can one explain the fact that the appeal ratings by the entire sample

fall right in'between those from children of highly positive observers and

those from children Of highly negative observers? Certainly the data do not

suggest that the sample was drawn entirely from families in which the parents
oar

were rabidly pro(or con) the Flintstones and.the Play Alongs concept.

While the finding indicates that children's ratings of the appeal of the

Flintstones and the Play Alongs and their observers' apparent opinions covary,

three qualifications should be kept in mind. First, there are only eight

children in each group, so the means reported in the table are less stable

estimates than one would wish. Second, the measures of appeal were self-

reports in response to questioning by the observer, a situation which may

encourage children to reflect what they perceive to be the observers' opinions.

Third, children may have influenced observers' opinions of the Play Alongs and,of
ft,

the Flintstones, not the other way around.

To gain a clearer impression of how observers' attitudes might be influencing

the children, the scores for attention and evaluative responses were examined

for the same sample. These observational measures tell a somewhat different

story. As indicated in Table 111-27, a marginally larger percentage of children

observed by favorably inclined people stopped watching each type of program

element than did their counterparts. As the differences are not large and'the

sample is smalA, this finding should be'conservatively interpreted'as suggesting

that observers' attitudes toward programming do not seem to be related to

children's attention to that programming while viewing.
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Table.III-27

."' , .

Loss of Attention by Children of Observers Who Liked
And Did Not Like Play Alongs and The Flintstones

Average % Children
Who Stop Watching During:

Play Alongs

4t$

'Ads

,

Cartoons

Othei=

(N).

c

133

With

Positive Observers,

With

Negative Observers

9 6

17

an

12

9 5

I
14 . 5

.

(8) (8)

'\

r 4

,..

/

N
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To further explore the relationship between observers' attitudes and the ',

appeal/of the Play Alongs to children, the negative and positive re-aponses of

each group while viewing were compared (see Table 111-28). Again assuming 6

.4

negative responses to be especially critical, since they may indieatefa'loss

r

of audience, it can be seen that there is only a small dgf'ference'betweefethe

two groups: Ten percent of. the children of negative observers %press negative

I
evaluations during the Play Alongs and six percent of children of positive

observers do sufik" There is a somewhat larger difference between the groups'

positive evaluative responses, with children observed by favorably people

exhibiting mare behavior which indicated favorable evaluative responses to

l

the Play Alongs. The average percent of positive responses 10 all Play Alongs

for the entire sample is 19% to which the score for children of positive

observers is clearly closer than the score for children of negative observers.

The percept of- negative responses for the sample is 4%, which is less than

either group. The actual frequency of negative responses by the sub-sample is

so low that an increase or decrease-of one child could make a noticeable

difference in the avetagepercent reported in Table 111-28. This requires
.

fi

that the two groups' scores be treated as similar, and not far removed

from the entire sample.

Observer opinion and impact. The data presented in TableIII-28 indicate

-that children with parent observers who were more favorably disposed to the

.
Flintstones and Play Alongs were more likely to participate in the Play Along

activities. Comparing the pe.rcentage ofithildren participating when their

observers were positive or negative to the percentage of children'in the entire

sample who participated in Play Along activities, it is apparent that children',

of positive parents were closer to the participation average for the entire

sample (25%) than were those of negative parents.

I.
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0 Table-TII-28

de 135.
V

Participation in Play Along4Activities byChildren
clf Observers Who Liked and Did Not Like

Play Alongs and The Flintstones

Average % Children
Across All Plly Alongs

.Showing:

P*

. With

Positive Observers

With'

Negative Observers

Negative response
o

5 10

'Positive response 21 16

40

Participatory response k 27 17

a

153
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Again it should be noted that the number of children in the sub-sample

. is small, so the percentages are not as stable a one would like. For this

. reason, and since positive parent comprised a smaller proportion of all the

136

observers than negative parents, it seems appropriate to look at the findings

for positive.responses and participation as indicating that 'the simple as a

whole falls between the two extremes, rather than being clearly biased in favor

of the Play Alongs and, Flintstones.

Summa y. Tentatively, than, the data indicate that the two'factors of

viewing frequency and family opinions could influence data like that obtolined

in this study of the Play Alpngst.appeal and impact. As compared to Infrequent

Viewers, Frequent Viewers liked the Flintstones and the Play Alongs better and

theyparticipated in the Play Alongs more. yet Infrequent Viewers evidenced no

greater loss of attention or negative responses to the Play Alongs than did 1ft

Frequght Viewers. As compared to children whose observers held negative

opinions of the Flintstones and P ay Alongs, children whose observers held

positive opinions liked the Flint tones and, Play Alongs more and participated

in the Play Along more. However, they also stopped watching more often.

Despite the'evidence that viewing.frequency and observer opinion can 'be related

to appeal and impact measures, there is no indication that either factor

ope4ed present study to invalidate the findings that (1) the Play

Alongs are unlikely to cause or have, caused childien to stop watching the

Flintstones Comedy Show. and (2) the sample _o_f_,_children_and familieswas_ not

biased in favor of the Flintstones and the Play Alongs.

Problems and Improvements

However appealing and impactful the Play Alongs might be, it seemed likely

that there would be some room for improving them,.either individually or as a
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group. To this end several Potential problem areas were addressed by questions

in the Child and Obseiver Questionnaires. These issues included whether the

.
,Play Alongs are too fast, whether Drawfand. How To require materials which'are

not easily available, whether the Play Alongs are not easily distinguishable

from the rest-Of the Flin stones Comedy Show programming, and whether they

require too much attention on the part of children. Observers were also given

an opportunity tckomment evaluatively on several aspects of the Play Alongs in

' ..4.

a section asking their opinions o possible improvements of the Play Alongs.

:Pace. Asked whether the Pla Alongs were paced too fast,,too slow orslow,.̂.,

about right, most observers (56%) said they were about night (see Table 111-29).

However, most of the remainin observers (43%) thought thyt the Play Alongs were

too fast. Not surprisingly, more observers of younger children thought the

Play Alongs were too fastpaced than did observers of older children. There

were no strong differences in the opinions".of those who.observed boys and those

who observed girls. Although such a large proportion of observers expressing,

the opinion that the Play Alongs are paced too fast is some cause for concern,

it is of course children'who constitute most of the audienste for the Flinstones

"'Comedy Show. 'Their judgments of each ,individual Play Along must be Considered

also.

The data reported in Table 111-30 indicate'that a greater proportion of

children judge.the Play Alongs to be paced at,the right speed than do observers.

-.
Looked at individually, there is a fairly substantial kg between the Play

ALQng most often judged to be too fast (the construction part of How To -- 38%)

.

Sand the Play Along least often judged to be too fast (Faces -- 7%). Only for

Faces do more children judge it to be just right. Symphony and Fitness also

evoke comparatively few judgments of be too fast, though interpreting these

1G0
O
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Table III-29

Observers' Judgments of"Aisedof Play Alongs,

er Older.
% Observers Judging

Younger
'All

Play Alongs To Be: Girls Boys Girls -Boys Children

o

Too fast

(i..00 slow e.

56 53 33 29

A

6 0 0 0

(18) (17) (18) (17)

-7*

4

43

9

vie

1

(70)
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Table III -30

Children's Judgments-of Speed '$f Play Alongs,

1/4

Play Alongs To Be
Children Judging

ik

Symphony
., Too fast

Too slow
(N) .

Fitness
Too fast
Tooslow
(N)

-

Riddle -'

Too fast
Too slow
(N)

Faces
Too fast

itio slow
(N)

Words.
:Too fast
Too slow
(N)

_Dance
Too fast

Girls .Boys

14 19

0 0

(21) (16)

--'--)

.4 17 17

18 0

, (22) (12)
.

17 27

0 9 ',

(18) (11)s-,./

9 6

, 17 12

(23)' (17)
\.

16 50

21

k (19) (14)

26 36

Older
All

Girls Boys. Children

-,

20 10

10 10

.(20) (21)

16 ]8

11 12

\(19) (17)

38 27

IL.. 7
(16) (15)

10 5

15 14

GO) (21) (81)

Too slow 0 7

(N) (19) . (14)

Draw
Too fast . 19 50

Too spw 10 0

(N) (21) (14)

30
How To (1)

.

Too fast 32 29 35

Too slow 5 0

(N) (22) (17).

How To (2)
Too fast 43 .31

Too slow 5 0

(N) (21) (16)

15

5

27

3

(60)

7

15

42 32

0 0 7

(19) (24) (74)

25 29 - 29

5 0 3

(20) (17) (70)

28 22 28

6 0 4

(18) (18) (71)

18 4'28

0 _ 5 3

(17) (22) (78)

41 36 38

6' 0 3

(17) (22) (76)

The "How To" Play Alongs occur in two separate parts, the first telling 0ildren
what materialivthey will need for the project,-and the second what to do 41th

thg materials.
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figures is difficult, since Symphony makes fewer self-evident demands on the

viewer than do the other Play Alongs, And. Fitness was not especially well-liked

(see Table III-11). The remaining Play Alongs' -- Riddles, Words, Dance, Draw,

and the How To instructions for getting materials -- all areltported to be

too'fast by slightly fewer than a third of ,the childreir. While sudh.a

proportion is not vast, it-end the judgments of obseiverssuggest that slowing

'

down the Play Alongs might be desirable.

The three Play Alongs which the smallest percentages of children rate as

too °fast Faces Symphony, And Fitness -- reveal very little variation between

children of the different age and sex groups. The Dante Play Along, although

rated by almost a third of the children as being too fast, also showed only minor

variation between the different age and sex groups. For Riddle, the percentage
0

of younger girls who find it too fast is less than half the percentage of older

giils who find it so (17% to 38%); boys fall in between the extreme's'eand remain

constaA across ages (27%). The responses to Words and Draw were similar to

each other and somewhat difficult to explain. In both cases 50% of the younger

-boys found the Play Alongs too fast, while only16-19%of the younger girls did.

A
,..

I.-

For older boys and girls, the relationship was reversed and the difference between

the; reduced to 6%. Finally, girls more often than boys found both portions of

the How To Play Along too fast. For the introductory segment, the difference

between younger boys and girl small while that for older boys and girls,was

la40.--The reverse was true for the segment which gave the

/actual

instructions

about how to make something.
.0

It is difficult to make any broad generalizations about these results. It

4

4

.1

appears, though, that as the 'Play Alongs differ in the amount of mental or physical 4

.
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.action necessary to participate,,-so do the judgments of whether they are too

fast. Thus, the How Co Play Along in which directions are given for construction .
*

.of some object requires children.to,thinKgbout or manipulate a number of

materials in relation to each Other in a particular sequence, all orwhich. may be

new ideas. Itwas likely to be judged too fast by childrent Faces, on tJe other

hand, presents one object (a face), which is probably already familiar to children,

in a puzzle format nth which most children are likely to have had some experience.

It was unlikely to be judged too fast. Future Play Alongs could be paced with,

even more consideration given to what they are asking of children. If, however,

a single guideline were chosen for all Play Alongs, it would be tcenever go

_faster and to try to slow diem down a little.

Availability of materials. The Drawing and How To Play Alongs require

various ma4rials (paper, pencil,' glasses, popsidle sticks, etc.) if children
4

are to participateein the activity being described. There was swe concern
Ir A

that at least some of the materials might not be readily avairgiale to some

, A

children. Asked whether the Play.Alongs requireckmaterials children were likely

to have nearby, 47% of the observers indicated that the children were not

likely to_have the materials ('see Tpble About.a third ofvthe observers

ofkyoung children endorsed this view, but observers of older 'children were

more varied, with about half the observers of older-boys'and about three-

.

fourths the observers of older girls agreeing that materials were unavailable.
la ...

Since childfents perceptions Of the availability of materials are likely.
14,

. . I, 4

'..to4influence their attempts tp participate in' the Play Alongs requiring them,
-,^

children were questioned about Draw and How To materials, separately. As can

i

be seen in Table 111-31, slightly more than tVthirds of the children reported

'

.

that they did not have things for
ar
drawing nearby This proportion is fairly

conatant for all age and sex groups, though' girls tend to reponot materials being
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Table 111-31

Observers' and Children's Judgments of Availability of Materials for Play Alongs

% Observers Reporting
Materials Genetally
Unavailable for May Alongs:

Younger _

All
ChildrenGirls Boys Girls Boys

Observers

(N)

33

(18)

31

(16)

74

(19)

47

(17)

47

(70)

% Children Reporting
Materials Unavailable For I

Draw 70 64 A. 72 67 '69

(N) (20) (14) (18) (18) (70)

Hoc:, To 67 50 51

(10 (21) (16) (20) (21) (78)

\
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unavailable slightly more often than-boys. For the How To, about half the children

reportedmaterials to be unavailable, with only younger girls substantially above

that figure (67%).

That 'children should report materials were unavailable in at least as

great a percentage as did observers is not too surprising. Most observers.kere

parents and therefore.more likely,to know whether materials were genuinely

available and whether they would permit chiliEen to use them. That a higher

percentage of chhtren thought materials were unavailable for Draw than for How

To is somewhat surprising, since the Draw Play Alongs primarily require only

pencils and paper. The higher percentage for Draw may be due to the wording of

the question on the questionnaire, children's belief that they were supposed to

be drawing while the Play Along was being broadcast, or some other reason.

Regardless of the measured difference in the vailability of materials foT

Draw and How To,that nearly half the children found both Play Alongs required

4
unavailable materials is some cause for concern.

Distinguishable as program elements. Since the Play Alongs require more

active involvement from viewers than the other programming on The Flintstones
1.

' Comedy Show, some recognition that the Play Alongs are not "Pist anothe,, cartoon

or commercial" may be important if children are to participate. If the Play

,Alongs cannot be distinguished from cartoons or commercials, then children may

be less likely to participate in them.

Observers -were asked whether the Play Alongs were easily distinguished from

theregular program content and ads. In Table 111-32 it can be se that

observers reported that children cogd more easily distinguish the Play Alongs

from commercials than from the regular program content., both cases observers

judge that older children make t*diStinctions better than ,hunger children, and

there is a tendency to report that boys make the distinctions better than girls.



Table 111-32

Observers' Judgments of play Alongs
As Not Easily Distinguished by Children Frout Other Program Content

% Observers. Reporting
Play Alongs As Not Easily
Distinguishable by
Children From;

Flintstones Comedy Show

Ads

(N)

t

Younger

Girls , Boys ,

56
_

.44

3139

(18) (16)

v.

144

Older
All

Girls Boys Children

1

.37 35 43 I

26 18 29

I

(19) (17) ,(7,0)

I)
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To gain some measure of children's ability to distinguish between the

Play Alongs and other program elements, they were asked to label the Play Alongs.

The results in Table III-33 indicate that, consistent with observer reports,

children tended to label the Play Alongs as cartoons more often than. ads.

However, the frequency with which they did either is ljs than the observers

seemed to expect. While it may be that the categories of 'Games" and "Something

Else" to which 76% of theochildren assign the Play Alongs are not sufficiently

well=defined to be considered appropriate labels, the Play Alongs were nonetheless

not-usually confused with either ads or cartoons when children were asked to tell

what kind of content they are. As might be expected by observers, older children

less often, labeled the Play Alongs incorrectly thandid younger children.

Unlike observers' expectations, girls tended to .label the Play AlOngs as cartoons

more oftenthan-boss, and as ads less often than boys.

These data suggest,that children understood the Play Along6 are distinct

from the carOons and.commercials with which they are broadcast. The data say

nothinvabout children's ability to distinguish Play Alongs as they are actually: '

being broadcast. If itis this 7e.xperience that observers had in mind when 43%

of the them estimated that children confused the Play Alongs with car toons, then

that might explain the difference.between the data from children and observers:

Observers may have watched children have some difficulty distinguishing Play.

Alongs as they are. broadcast and so responded'that, indeed, many children would

have difficulty telling Play Alongs from commercials and cartoons.

4

If this were the correct explanation for the disparity in children's and

observers' data, then one would experct observers to report that the Play Alongs

required too much attention fiOm children. As the data in Table 111-34 show,

this is not the case. Eleven percent of the observers felt the Play Alongs

7
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Table 111-33

Children's Perceptions of Play Alongs as Discrete Program Elements

% Children Describing
Play Alongs As:

Younger Older
All

ChildrenGirls Boys Girls Boys

Cartoons 30 13 11 5 15

Games 22 38 44 45 37.

Ads 9 19' 0 5 8

News 0 0 0 5 1

Something Else 39 31, 44 41 .39

0,

(N) (23) (16) (18) (22) (79)



Table 111-34

Observers' Judgmerits of Attention Required by Play Alongs

% Observers Judging
Attention 4equired By
Play Alongs To Be:

Younger

Girls Boys

147

Older All

Girls Boys Children

Too much 18 21 12 2028

Too little 11 12 11 12

(N) (18) (17) (19) (17) (71)

a

'a)

Nr

V
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required too little attention, 69% felt they required the right amount, and
P'

20% felt they required too much. Although onefifth of the observers felt

the Play Alongs required too much attention, and percentages were again greater

for,youlnger than older children and for girls than boys, 20% is not high enough

to explain the observers' opinions that it was difficult for children to

distinguish the Play Alongs from ads and cartoons. Therefore, there is little

indication now that children had excessive difficulty distinguishing the Play

Alongs from their broadcast environment. the same time, an observational

assessment of children's ability to distinguish the Play Alongs as they are

broadcast inlay be in"order before any conclusions are reached about their

distinctiveness for children.

Observer evaluations and suggested improvements. AC the end of the

Observer Questionnaire, patticipants were given an opportunity to evaluate the

major cpncepts of the Flintstones Comedy Show. Specifically, they were asked

-10"
how good an idea they felt it was to broadcast the Play Alongs, to'broadcast

segmented programs like the Flintstones Comedy Show, and to opt in the-future

for programs with longer stories and fewer segments. Using a five point scale,

observers indicated they felt thePlay.Alongs were a very good idea, segmented
. .

programs were a moderately good idea, and longer stories with fewer segments

were something they were unsure about (see Table 111-35). Observers of/older

4
children were somewhat more favorable toward segmented programs, while obser

vers of younger children Were somewhat more favorable toward longer stories

and fewer segments -- just the opposite of the common wisdom about what to

.
produce for older and younger children. .There were no differences in

observers' opinions about the desirability of the Play Alongs for younger and

older children. -Finally, there were no differences at all in the opinions of

04serverlil of girlstand boys.

II

-r\
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Table 11:-35
.

Observers' Evaluation of Flintstones Comedy Show Characteristics

(N)

Segmented Programs

Average Evaluation By. :

Younger

Observers For: Girls Boys

Play AlOngs 4.67 4.47

(N) (18) (17)

4.11 4.00

(18) (17) (19)

r

Long storfesfew segments

(N)

N,

3.22 3.29

Older

,Girls Boys

149

All

Children.

4.53 4.50 ° ,454

(19) (U) (72)-

4.R 4.37 . 4.23

(19) (73)

3.00 2.95 3.11

(18) (17). (19) (19) (73)

.

a

Rating Scale

1 = A very bad idea

2 = Amoderateiy bad idea

3 Not sure

4 = A.moderately good idea

5 = A very good' idea:

1 "" )

4
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Despite the fact that observers were quite favorable toward the idea of

including the Play Alongs in the Saturday morning schedule, they did endorse

some of the improvements suggested to them as possibilities. As reported in

Table 111-36, the most frequently endorsed ideas for improving the Play Alongs

were to make sure needed materials are available (endorsed by 67% of observers),

to present longer Play Alongs (65%), to repeat ideas-more (56%), and-to present

4

ideas more slowly (54%), The remaining suggested improvements of preeentingj

fewer ideas, presenting shorter Play Alongs, and grouping the Play Alongs

together were riot endorsed by. even one quarter of the observers.

There were some differences in the improvements observers wire likely to

endorse for younger and older children. As might be anticipated, observers were
'

more likely to feel that ideas should be presented more slowly, that there

( A

should be fewer ideas, and that they should be repeated for younger viewers.

For older viewers, observers were more likely to feel that the-Piay Alongs

could be shorter, although it is still a very small Percentage of observers

who advocate this. Observers of older girls were more likely tb endorse making

sure that materials were available than obiervers of any of the other 4e by
_ .

sex groups. ;Observers were never more likely .to endorse an improvement for boys

than girls, but they did endorse three more for girls than for boys: iiresent

41,-, , 4.

*. ideas more slowly, repeat ideas, and make sure needed.materialS are
A

avail-
IZ

4 .,

4

ble.

, ) 1

Summary. 'The various findings on poseibI koblemb: with and improvements

. .

for the Play Alongs indicate first and foremost that the Play Alongs, were regarded-

as basically successful the way they are: Observers even rtted them as a very

favorable elementin'Saturday morning programming. This does not mean observers'
. .

. ,

0
.

-

and ildren' .- did not see some Nays in which the Play Alongs!might be improved.

,However, their suggestions were minor not major.

..5.

4:4
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% Observers Eq,clorsing'
the Following Changes:

Table 111-36

Observers' IdeMs for Impriiving Play Alongs

.Present ideas more slowly

Present fewer ideas

--s_
Younger

Girls 'Boys

61

11

Repeat 3ideas 7.2

Present longet Play Along 67

4

/ .

Present shOrter Play° Alongs ° - ,0

Group Play Alongs Together 28.-

Make neededsure materials 61are available

(N) /
...

, .

e
er .

.

Observers' ideas for improving he Play Alongs were measuid
by asking them to check off tli se.they.endoreed from the. list.

..

I- 151

4p

Older I% Al l
N

Girls Boys Children

t.
56

4

la

163

I

d

.58

11

58

.42

5

32

. 5,4

.0 10

56

-4

81 68. 47 65

*

0 '5 -11 4

4

13 16 21 ea

*9

56 84 63, 67

C

(16) .. (19) (19) (72) ote

-tg rot

presented in, the table. / , 4.

Q

I .

?

-

O

eo

7 1

"'a to

4kIt-

t
1
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`The most consistently indicated problem with the Play Alongs, was the

availability of materials for the Draw ana Hdw To segments. Children never had

152

the materials at, hand'. to participate while the activity was being broOcast-,-,-*

.and they rarely. had what vas necessary to write notes:abbalanstruCtia6S--Or
.

,

tatt-.etials .for later. use. Indeed, many of them are not that skilled in writing.
. .

Th isprobably an issue that prOgrkiming needs to confront. If children

really are to participate while the Draw or How To segments are being broadcast,

then much more attention will have to be given to getting the materials together

A in. front of. the set and to slowing down the presentation to a rate at which

.
children can actually participate.. If children are only.tb have ideas'about how

to draw or make something later, the attention needs to be given to emphasizing

essential materials and actions and 1elping children commit'lhem to memory.
',

N' , ft

second' .common suggestion for,improvement was to slow down the pace of

thdiPlay Alongs. While this suggestion was more co ly given by observers than
o

by children, by observers of younger than older children, and Eor some,Play

Alongs than for others, it is still a suggestion that bears serious consideration.

-.. Particularly if programming s,striving

"for

partitipatidn in activities such as

_Riddles, Words, DraWand How To, the p ;esentation probably needs to slowed
&

0 dbwn (and perhaps' repeated)'. : .:

ic. 1
40'. .

'.'',gther.tIlan these two suggestions, there is little that was consistently

4

recommended as- improvements to the Play Alongs. These'two problems of materials

Slid pace will be no surpride t6 programming. They are exactly the concerns

highlighted when .the evaluation began. All that the.data have done is confirm

'that theY are isstos which have no totally successfully resolved in this

sA

season's Play Alongs.

4

1 ..1.;
t 4

0.4
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Conclusions

The results which have just been presented demonstrate that the Play

Alongs achieved several things. Th;y_stimulated children to perform such

activities as guessing riddles, finding short words in longer ones, unscrambling

a face to identify who it is, dancing, and moving rhythmically to musfc. These

activities took place during what would have otherwise been a more passive

television viewing ex erience. In addition, the Play Akongs piqued children's
10

,nteres In performing these activities at a later time and gave them ideas

for

4

related things they 'could also do. All this was achieved without
0

IF
causing' children to stop watching the Flintstones Comedy Shbw.

The activities which the Play Alongs Chose to Present were apparently
.

lmon activities in Children's daily lives. Most reported that they had

engaged in them before. Such familiarity did not seem to make children bored

with them. Indeed, 80% participated in the activities of one or more Play

a
Alongs as they were being broadcast and 79% reported obtaining ideas from

them for activities they could perform afeer viewing. -

Greater familiarity with a Play Along activity may usually lead to

greater participation in it. This is suggested by the finding that children

who were more frequent viewers of.the Mintstones Comedy Show were also more

likely to participate in Play Along activities while they were being broad

cast. An alternative explanation for this finding -- that children who

enjoy participation activities on television watch the Flintstones more --

seems unlikely. 'This is because, although both-Frequent and Infrequent

Viewers liked,the Flintstones best and the Play Alongs next best, the difference

in liking the 60 types of programming was greater for the'Frequent than

Infrequent Viewers. This finding argues against the alternative explanation

4. r. 1 "'I
.1 4°
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and therefore leaves'more likely the posqbility that more frequent exposure
f t

to the Play 'Alongs leads to greater participation in their activitieb..,

Having said that the Play Alongs provoked scimewactivity in child

viewers, one hastens to add that they did this,wi thout apparently losing.any
0

audience for the Flintstones Comedy Show in which_they appeared. Several

findings support this conclusion. Only one child switched channels away

from KNBC while a Play Along was being broadcast, none did it while oons

were being broadcast, but seven did it while commerciqs wer eing broadcast.

Children were about as likely to stop watching television entirely (and usually

only temporarily) while the Play Alongs were being broadcaseps when the

Flintstone cartoons were being broadcast. They were less likelyto'stop

watching at these times than when commercials, other dropins, and public

service announcements were being broadcast. ey made few negative'evaluative

responses while the Play Alongs wee being broadcast. Finally; more frequent

viewers -- who also said they liked'the Play Alongs and the Flintstones better --

were not less likely to stop watching the Play Alongs or the Flintstones

cartoons than were less frequent viewers. All these findings suppoA the

L_ conclusion that the Play Alongs were unlikely to havecaused any decrease in

the audience for the Flintstones Comedy Show.

At the same time, several lines of evidence suggest thakehey were unlikely

to have increased the Flintstones Comedy Show audience. Children who were not

watching television were more likely to resume viewing when the Play Alongs

414
were on,bhan when commercials, other dropins, and public service announcements

were on, but children were most likely to resume viewing when cartoons were

being broadcast. This effect should probably not be attributed primarily to

the fact that cartoons are'broadcast more of the time but ratter to their
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greater appeal. This greater appeal is most e)174.eu in children's ratings of

how much they liked the cartoons, Play Alouse;...taAd commercials and their

. -

rankings/of these three types of content. Both measurement techniques made

it clear that the cartoons were most appealing to children, the Play Alongs

second in appeal, and the commercials a distant third. Thus,while the Play

Alongs do not seem to lose any audience for the Flintstones COuredy Show, they

are not the most appealing element in it either.
.13

The discussion so far Ild'S focused on the Play Alongs as a single type of

prOgramming rather than on the eight different types of Play Alongs produced.

This has been appropriate since NBC's major questions were the extent to which

the,PlayAlongs provoked participation inichildren and did notocause them to

stop watching'the Flintstlie Comedy Show. Having answered these questions,

we may proceed to search for the molt successful Play Alongs. To do this,

each Play Along was rated on afour-point scale for each of several dependent

measures from the evaluation. The ratings were done informally by the senior

investigator. The three junior authors concurred with them. The results are

shown in Table III-37.

Faces is the one type of Play Along which stands out from the others as

. most successful. It was Well liked,rattracted children's attention, and was,

never associated with a loss of attention. Childreu, were extremely likely to

participate in guessing whose face it was, to remember having seen it, and

to recall whose face was shown. They were also quite interested In-participating'

in similaractivities at a future time. -There were onlytWa areas in which .

Faces scored lower than other Play Alongs. One was the extent tq which

children had participated in a similar`aCtivity-at 11 earlier time -- which

hardly seems like a negative aspect of the Play Alongs. The other was the

extent to which children made positive evaluptive responses while itwas

It
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Table III-37

Investigator's Ratings of Each Play Along's Performance
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being 'broadcast. As explained earlier, the infrequency of such responses -

should probably be discounted. Since 63% of all children were actually

participating`in this Play Along, few could be scored as ma iffg-,T-TruirsItIve--

evaluative resPase. Thus, the scrambled Faces Play Along is clearly a star

performer on all counts.

While not as completely successful as Faces, Words and Symphony can

also be considered reasonably successful Play Alongs. Symphony attained

moderate scores on all variables except children resuming viewing while it wasi7-

being broadcast '(for which it was performed less well than other Play Alongp)

and children believing they had earlier seen such a Play Along (for which '

it performed bettern than other Play Alongs). Symphony can be thought ofo

as the "old dependable Play Along" -- nothing flashy but also nothing disastrous.

Words, can the otherhand, was more-variable in its performanrce, althodgh overall

it should be judged as performing Well. It did especially well in retaining

children's attention and in returning attention to the television set and

modqrately well in rated liking and not evoking negative responses from viewers.

It was more likely to be judged as too fast paced and to 'evoke few positive

evaluative responses from children. In all measures of impact -- children

remembering it, participAing in it, and being interested in future participa-

tion: it performed moderatelY'well to very well.

At the opposite end of overall performance is Riddles. They were probably

the Least appealing and impactful of the Play Alongs. Children were more

likely to stop watching and to make negative evaluative responses while they

were broadcast. Rated liking for them and the prop2ption of children making

4

positive evaluative responSes while they rfebeing broadcast were both .

'moderate. Children were likely to feel they were too fast paced. The only
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appeal measure on which Riddles did well was the frequency with which children

resumed viewing while they were being broadcast. In terms of impact, Riddles

de.

were nbt well remembered by the children nor did th6y provoke much participation.

Perhaps their relatively fast pace, the lack of any real introduction to get

children's attention to the riddle, and the absence of any clues before the

right answer wad given contributed to the lack of participation. Children

were likely to report having participated in guessing riddles prior to viewing ,

and being interested,in future participation in this activity.

The four Play Alongs which -have not been discussed -- Fitness, Dance, Draw,

and How To -- were oUite mixed in'their overall performance. How To's and

Draw's, major "failings" were in paCe and participation, but one must decide

what these Play Alongs can and should be expectedto do before one-can talk

about these as-real failings. Draw, but not How To, had more trouble in

attracting children to the screen and not eliciting negative comments from

viewers., Fitness' and Dance's problems were primarily in the area of appeal,

with several measures indicating they were less appealing to children than

were other Play Alongs.

As NBC staff anticipated, all the Play Alongs were'more likely .to seem too

fast rather than too slow. Observers especially fel.t that they c6Uld^ be

slowed dowb. The majority of children believed that they were fine at thdir

present pace, but those who suggested a change almost- always recommended that

they be slower. In particular, Riddles, Words, Dence,'Draw, and How To were

likely to be judged too fast by larger proportions of children. A decsion

to slow these or other Play' Alongs down must, of course, be made in conjunction

with decisions about the extent.to which appeal may be lessened with a slower

- pace and about the real goals,forthe Play Along. For instance, if the real
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( goal of the Drawing Play Alongsis to have children draw arbng with the Play

thong; tIreft-aignifloaut changes_ in format and pace will have to be made.
low

As NBC staff also anticipated, there were problems with the availability

of materials necessary for the Draw and How To Play Alongs, at least as far

as children and observers were concerned. Many of the How To segments required

materials which would not be immediat,ely.available in. a household. Thus,

_informing children 9f the necessary materials and then returning later to

show what to do with them cannot be successful strategy for insuring that

children hiye the necessary materials with them when the how-to part of the

Play Along is broadcast. A similar strategyof telling children early to get .

.

drawing materials should, however, work for the -Drawing Play Along. Virtually
) 41.0009,

.

,

all, households will have paper and pencil or crayon which,chllgren can go

and get.
1

t

The findings of the Play Alongs evaluation al.derived from several types

of data -- observations ofchildren's naturally occuring behaviors in'their

homes, children's responses to questionnaires, parental oT sibling reports
,

'

,
,

.. ,

of children's behaviors at times other than the observation, and parental or

sibling evaluations of program content. This reliance on several types of

. .data provided by different people strengthens considerably the conclusions'

which can be drawn fromthe study. While being observed -- even.by a parent

or sibling at home -- is likely to produce some constraints on behavior, it

is still a procedure which provides more obviously valid measures of -some

important variables than will eXclusively interiiew data. Moreover, the

frequency with which children stopped tratching thetelevision set for some

period of time indicates that the,constraints they did feel'from being

.." obs,e/red were not all that grAt.
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The major concerns shout theYlay Along data focus on potential biases in.

the sample. The requirement that participating children had viewed the

Flintstones Comedy Show recently may have slanted the sample toward those who

liked it best. The several activities required of partidipating families

'and/or the information in the letter requessting participation may, have slanted

the sample toward those who were most positive about 4e Flintstones or the

concept behind the Play,Alongs. 'As reported earlier, several analyses were

conducted to explore the legitimacy of these two concerns.

More frequent viewers said they liked the Flintstones and Play Alongs

better than did less frequent viewers. However, both'sets of viewers liked the

Flintstones better than the Play Alongs and the magnitude of this difference

in liking was greater for the more frequent viewers not the less frequent

viewers as
4
one might expect. .Also, the frequent viewers were only somewhat

less likely to make negative evaluativetresponses to the Play Alongs; and they
-- .

, . .

averted their attention from, the Plpy Alongs, cartoons, and acts at tasame -.

.. u

. . rate as did infrequent vi\._ ew:vs. These findings suggest that the sample was

1,
not biased in such a way that it ouId show the Play Alongs were not responsible

for audience io'ss, When'a random samplewould show they were responsible.

A random sample orchildren would, however, be likely to show lower rates of
%

participation in.the Play4Along activities. This conclusion is based on he

finding that frequent viewers participated more in Play, Along activities-and

the assumption that a randdm sample would have overall lower. viewing, frequjimcies

than did the sample in this stud37....

To explore the possibility that families `which agreed to participate in

the project were biased in favor of the Flintstonei,or Play Alongs, three

separate types of analyses were conducted. None of them indicated that the

ti
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sample was so biased. Ratings of observers' comments at the end of their

__questionnaires indicated that almost 60% were mixed in their opinions or

sufficiently disinterested to append no comments whatsoever. Of the remaining

/.')%/ observers were clearly negative than positiveabout the series

dropins.

Subsequent comparisons of children of these extreme groups of parents

indicated that there were some
correspondences betwer their opinions and the

children's opinions and behaviors. However, the direction of influence --

A

parents to children or children to parents -- could not be determined from the

"data and good arguments could be made for either direction of influence. 10

Moreover, data from the entire sample ordinarily fell between the scares of

children,from the two extreme groups of observers. Finally, the one major

lack of correspondence is crucial: Children gcpositive obs,rvers were more --

o. .
-

t

snot less -- likely than children of negative.observers to stop watching both
°

theFlintstones and the Play Alongs. Thus, the several comparisons suggested

that the sample of participating families was not overly biased in favor of the

Flintstones and Play Alongs. Moreover, such biases, where they existed, could

- .

not account for the finding that the Play Alongs did not cause children to stop

,

watching the FMntstones Comedy Show. 1.

/

,

..,

,
In addition to these concerns about the quality of the data basesthere

are aspects of its quality which are not questioned. 'One, which has already.

been mentred, is the usekof measures ofch/ldrenjs actual behavior. Another/

is assessing tehaviot-in a normal viewing environment wtfamiliar people

around, A-third is the use of both.the child and a responsible sibling or-

parent for information about the child and fOk- opinions about how improve

the Play Alongs. A fourth is the use of several types of measurement techniques

with the chilaren. A fifth is-assessing
children's behavior and opinions after

1 1 A
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they had been exposed 'to several episodes of the Flintstones Comedy Show.

A sixth isaaarepting data across all childrenfrom_sexerALLthEetentapdande

of the Flintstones Comedy Show. A seventh is assessing children's opinions

individually rather than in groups. An eighth is recruiting children from

several sources which differed in geographic location within the greater Lo's

Angeles area and in ethnic, social class, and religious mix. And a ninth is

having a great many gifferent people participate as observers and experimenters.

Altogether these factors make one more confident that the findings are likely

to represent what children feel about and do in relation to the Flintstones

Comedy Show and the Play Alongs in it. v%0111°

Bearing in mind these aspects of the evaluation process, certain conclusions ,

seem warranted. The Play,Alongs are unlikely to have caused any, loss of

audience for the Flintstones Comedy Show. SoMe Play7AlOngs are more attractive

to children than others, and all of thei except Faces could probably be slowed

down a littlee Altogether the Play' Alongs managed to provoke some active

participation by slightly'more than three-quarters of the child viewers.' They

also piqued their'interest in engaging in similar activities in the future and

provided them with ideas for things to do when they were not watching television.'
5.

. "Wm
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The liow to Watch TV ppOamming consists of short segments designed as/

drop-ins to the Saturday morning schedule. It has been produced by Newell &

Yohe for both the 1979-80 aid 1980-81 seaso?s. The segments are designed to

'teach children,about television -- how ptOgramming is produced, special

effects, how prOgramming is financed, the purpose of advdtising, how to

respond to advertising, planning time for watching television and other

chores, and the like. Each segment runs 30 seconds, is self contained and

addresses one idea. Live actors, usually Lenny Schultz, act/Out the idea

and state it. Each segment ends witli a visual and audio presentation saying

"There's a smart way to watch TV."

Each Saturday morning a few How to Watch TV segments are included in the

schedule. None is included during the Flintstones Comedy Show. One is included

during the non-program minutes of Drawing Power. One or more others appear

during a typical Saturday morning. Each'segment produced in 1980-81 aired more

than once this season: The How to Watch TV drop-ins produced for the 1979-80

season were alcso aired on Saturday morning, two or more drop-ins per morning,

each one aired more than once during the season,. They were re-broadcast during

the'1980f81 season.

The primary goal of the How to Watch TV drop-ins was ,to aid children in
,

$

becoming more critical consumers of television content. To that end it was

Intended that children be able toqecognize the main ideas of the How to

WatCh TV drop'-ins when they were presented in a post-viewing 'test and be

Able to recall some of these ideas onstheir own. Ideally, these messags

would be about .things children did not already )snow, things they 'felt curious

about and judged worth learning.

1 0 "
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In addition to these issues about the,impact of the drop-ins and children's'

1 ,
V O. a

1 as. o
. .

judgmenti of their worth, there Idas interest ,in children's opinions about what
.

type o content "thZdrop-ins weA and what types of television content 'the
tslt ,'

.
.

drop -in ideas applied to. Because the dr p ins are short like ads, humorous

I
. ,

.
.

like entertainment, and informative like education and because most young

children do not yet hold the concept of public service announcements, they are

4

likely to have a variety'of concepts,about whit the drop-inq,ve. The concept

may influence how children respond to the drop-ins. For instance, if they

4
believe they are commercials, they may take them less seriously than if they

.x

believe they are instruction. ,

o
...

e
Children also may not be entirely certain whether the How to Watch TV

messages apply only to Saturday morning programming,, the drily time tbey

are brqadcast, or to all television programming. Obviously eke potenti

impact of the' drop -ins is greater if children recognize that their messa

apply to all,programming, not just to Saturday morning children's programining.

All these issues about impact of the How to Watch TV drop-ins and'about/
, .

children's interpret ion of them were addressed in this study. Methods used

in the evaluation are described in the next section, followed bi,the report of

results..

Method

Datapn the How to Watch TV drop-ins were obtained as part of the

.
evaluations of Drawing Power and the Flintstones Play Alongs. The samples,

./t procedures, stimuli, and instruments for these two evaluations have been

fully described in preceding sections. of this report (for Drawing Power see.,

. pp. 7-18; for the Play Alongs see.pp. 71-81). Only the most basic details

will be repeated here:. 0

c',

4
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younger) and mixed by ethnicity and.Acial class,. All the children attended
. , .-, A.

.
. . .
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an afterachool care or supervised play round pro ram where vi,,ewingsand testing , , ...

* - ...

--i,

occurred. Of the total sample_of children, 71% were pre t and tested at .'ilki -.rested
-,

'.
e. Is,' .

both of the two test period4. There is nqt,obvious explanation for why 'some.°3.
1 0 5 e. It

. I
.....

, 4

children appeared for' only one, testing,

4 ' ,,-,
\ cli'
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-- Children participating. in. the Play AlOngs evaluation providedvdata Q*N
..e,

e.

,.. . - '' ee

recall of the How to Watch TV drop*ns. There were 8.6 such children, ranging

..

.

i ,age from 5 to 12, wia'a mean,age'of 8.; (see Table II1-1). The sample
. .

.

,

was out evenly divided by sex and age and mixed by ethnicity and social,
x

r

2

4.

class. Children and their families were recruited primarily through public -r

and private schools.

Procedures
et

N

The procedures for the Drawing Power sample were as follAys: Children

would watch one episode of Drawing Power on Day 1, watch another episode on

e

Day 2, watch one episode of the New Fat Albert Show on Day 3, fill out a

.

questionnaire and respond to a short interview on Day 4, and on D4 5 watcha

third episode of Drawing Power, ,fill out a questionnaire, and (for about
half

the+children) complete an interview (see Figure 1'1-1). For about half the

Children one other prosocial program wailviewed on one ox more o't Days 1, 2,

and 3. Each Drawing Power episodeigested, of which there were four, hid a

4 4-
I c.),.)

tf
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different How to ;Watch TV segment in it. Many children had also seen How

166

to Watcn TV' segments in their home viewing of Saturday morning programming. Data

on theVbw to Watch TV drop-ins were obtained in the questionnaire and interview

administered on

l
y.4 and in the questionnaire administered v. Day 5.

i.The A"edli for the Play Alongs sample were quite different. Parti-,

#
<-

cipating children were.a*reported by parents to have viewed at least a few

episodes of the Flintstones Comedy Show in the two months before testing.a.

These child ;en then watched one or two moreliktgodel of the Flintstones Comedy
----

. 4--
Show in their tpmes as the showtwas broadmeglwaaturday morning. Parents

or other respon'sible adult ir teenage family members observed children during
n

the broadcast. ,Afterward the observers administered a questionnaire to-the

children. This child_ questionnaire was the only source of data about the

How to Watch,TV drop-ins that were gathered from 'the Flintstones sample.

Stimuli

,As previously.stated, the Flittstones Comedy Show included no How to

Watch TV drop-ins, ghd Drawing Poorer had one. Thus children in the Play Along,

sample saw no drop-ins, when doing the viewing this study required of them.

\,.Children in the Drawing Power sample saw as
,
many as four drop-ins, one in each

.

of four episodes taped off the air exactlyas they were broadcast. The drop-

ins were about planning time to Watch television, why commerciAts are broadcast,

the fact that it is a good idea to have different kinds of people on television,

and the fact that animals do not really, die on television., Appendix B describels

these drop-ins and all the elements of the epi4des in which they appeared.

It was assumed that many children would have seen these or other How to

.

Watch TV drop-ins on their own, especially since the drop-ins had been broadcast

for two seasons. For this reason, we asked dhildren'in'the Play Alongs sample
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about the How to Watch TV drop-ins even though they did,not see them wh

completing the viewing for this project. If children had seen the drop-ins

during their normal televisionviewing, they could reflect that in their

answers in the questionnaAre. Data from b th the Play Alongs and DraWIng

Power samples indicated that children had inde been,exposed to more How to

Watch TV drop-ins than our experimental procedures provdded for.

Instruments

Information abouttffe How to Watch TV drop-ins was elicited by interview

and questionnaire aS part of the evaluations of Drawing Power and the Play

Alongs. The children whb participated in the Drawing Power evaluation were

asked in the first questionnaire (Day 4) if they recalled ever having seen

something about "how to watch TV" (tee Appendix C). In a subsequent interview,

,

all those who indicated they did recall the drop-ins were asked to describe

what they remembered (see Appendix E). Children were prompted to1give as much

description and as much summary of the ideas behind each drop-in as possible.

On Day 5 of the Drawing Power procedures, children responded to several

questionnaire items about the How to Watch TV drop-in they had just seen.

The questions were all of the Yes-No and multiple choice type and were placed

at the end of the questionnaire (see Appendix D). The children who participated

in the Play Alongs evaluation were asked two questions about the drop-1 at

the end of the questionnaire administered by the parent or other responsib

family member. The first question asked if children recalled ever having

seen anything about "how to watch TV" ormthere!s a smart way to watch TV."

Those who answered yes were then asked to describe everything they remembered

(see Appendix J).

1
.1,p)

IF
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Results

Theofindings about.the impact of the How to Watch TV drop-iris will be

presente0 in four sections. First,.findings about children's beliefs that'
.

ey had seen the drop-ins and their recall of the content will be discussed.

F

Second, findings will be ptesented about children's ability to recognize the
.

main points of th6. four drop-ins viewed just before testing. Third, findings

4

will be presented about children's judgments as to whether they already knew

the information the drop-ins presented, were curious about it, and considered

it worthwhile. Finally, children's judgments about what kind of content the

di-bp-ins were and the type of programming to which their information applied

will be summarized.

Recall

Children from both the Drawing Power and Play Alongs samplts were asked

if they recalled having seen something on television abOut "how to watch TV"

or a "smart way to watch TV." Children in the Drawing Power sample were asked

this twice. The first time they had been exposed to one, two,4or three drop-itA

'sometime in e three days preceding testing. The second time they had been °01

exposed to one drop-in as part of viewing Drawing.Power on the'same day the
01

testing was done. Nond of the children in the Play Alongs sample were exposed

to the drop-ins dutidg the viewing they did as part of this research.- ChildrOm

in both samples could have seen the drop-insat.sometime dUring.their natural.,
r.

viewing of NBC Satfirday morning programming over the.past two seasons. Based

on these opportunities for viewing, we would expect that,some of the childrdn

in both.samples would report-having seen How to Watch TV segments. Based on

television viewing related to 'this project, more children should report seeing
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.

How t6-Watch TV segments in the Drawing 'ower sample than in the,Play Aldhgs

more

7 ,

sample. Within the Drawing Power sample, more children should report having

seen the drop-ins when they were tested soon after,viewipg one than when they

were tested several days after viewing one.

As'shown in Table IV-1, the percentage of children believing they had
!-s

seenoomething on television about how tOtwatch it does increase as the like-
.

lihood of having recently seen a drop-in inreases. Sixty-five percent of the

children who were questioned\after watching.the Flintstones Comedy Show believed

they had seen the drop-in!.1 while this belief was held by 82% of 'Idren

who were questeioned a few days after having viewed one and 86% of the Children

who were questionekrigt after viewing one. In general, older children

6
were more likely than younger children to believe they ha* seen suchdrop-

ins. Boys were much more likely than girls 'to believe they had seen

them.

To assess how much children who said they had seen something about how

/ N

a

up watch television actually had' appropriate content, in mind when they answe ed , '.

the question, all those who said they had seen such programming were questioned'
.

, , ,

.

about its content. Children Auestioned after viewing, the Flintstones and those.

questioned a few deys,)after viewing Drawing Power episodes with a 'drop-in

a.

inserted were askell to recall How to Watch TV content and deseltd it. to.the

researcher. Children questioned right after viewing Drawing Power and'the'

drop-ins were tested far their recognitionOf the drop-in's mes§agUlt Results
04.

of the test of recognition will be presented in the next section; Results of

the recall test are presented here. t.yi,

As is usually the dase for both children and adults, many children who

<-

claimed to have seen programming. about how to watch.tele vision could not describe-
.

1
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Table IV l.
1

Children's Reports That They.Remember Seeing How to Watch TV Content

r

LChildren Reporting
They Had,Seen
Something About
How to Watch TV:

Flintstonesssample

(g)

Drawing Power sample
tested 2 days after
viewing.

(N5

-0 4

Drawing Power sample
tested right after
viewing

(N)

9

O

Younger

Girls Boys

Older

Girls Boys

All

Children

$

46 71 64 '82 '65

(24) (14) (22) (22) (82)

,

65 81 86 95. 82

(17) (21) (22) 0.9) (79)

80 95 73 95 86

('20) (22) '(22) (19) (83)

1 D3

0
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Any-of it to -the researcher (see Table V-2). Only 30% of the Flintstones

sample wha claimed to,
/

have seen such programming could actually describe aiy
I.

1

/

How to Watch TV, content. More of the children in the Drawing Power sample who

said theyhad seen such content could actually describe it (62%). Given -that

children in the Drawing Power sample had all recently seen at least one drop-in,

it is not surprising that they were More able.to recall appropriate content

than were children in the Play Alongs sample. In general, older children who

said they had seen such programmihg were more likely to recall some of it than

were younger children. Boys and girls did not differ overall In their ;recall,

but younger boys recalled more than younger girls and, older girls recalled

more than older boys.

The ideas which childrenrecalled were examined to see what they were

and how they varied by the age and sex of the children recalling them (see

k
Table IV-3). The number of children in the VraWing Power sample was sufficiently

te

large to break %their' responses,down by age and sex. The number in the Flint-

stones sample ;was too small to do this. The number of ideas recalled by ,

individual children ranged from 0-4, with children in the Drawing Power sample

offering more than did children in the Play Alongs sample. The average number

of ideas given by children was 0.9 for the Flintstones sample and Ad for the

Drawing Power sample. Of these, a smaller number was judged 4o be correct

ideas from the How to Watch TV drop-ins (0.3 for the Flintstones sample and

0.8 for the Drawing Power sample)-. Older children*.were likely to give more

ideas and more correct ideas thah were younger children, and girls Mere likely

'to do both more than were boy..
4

Children offered-,ideas from nine How to Watch. TV drop=ins, even though they

had only seen four as part of the experimental procedures (see Table IV-4).
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% Children Able to
Describe Any Appropriate
Content When They Said

..
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Table IV -2

. .

Children's Description of How to Watch TV Content
t

.

They Had-Seen Younger
How to Watch 'TV '

Drop -Ins: Girls Boys

Flintstones sample ' 21 36
a-

4

(N) (11) (10)

.

Drawing Power sample 45 50

(N) .
. (11) (16)

- .

.,

'4'

/

19:7

e

'

Older

.

All
Children'Girls, Boys

) 36 27 36

-(14) (a) v (53)

,

84 61 r 62

3.

(19) (18) (64)

0

(
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Table IV-3

Numbei -and Correctness of Ideas Children Recalled

about How to Watch TV
Orawing Power Sample Only)

Mean number of

Yodnger

Girls Boys

ideas recalled 1.3 0.9

Range 0-3 0-2

Mean number of
correct ideas
recalled

0.6 0.4

Range 0-2 0-2

(16) (21)

Older' All

Girls Boys Children

O.%

1.-6

Qr.4

1.4

0-3

(20

tv0 -1.2

0-3 0-4

0.7 0.8.

0-3 04-3

(19) (76)

4

L .



Number of .

correct ideas
I recalled ,

fi

Number of

intobplete or
incorrect ideas,
recalled

7

Table IV-4

le

'Children's Recall of Ideas From Specific How.to Watch TV Segments

J
* ,

. , Not

*

Cat* Jump* Fake* Different: -Sive

Animals Plan Time. Toy Ads Wall Stunt. Fights Flying People in TV

___,I. .
.

9 6

'2 . 2
.

*
Produced for 1919-4.980 season

5 4 3 2 1

.

W11Y,
Ads on

Smart
Way -

.+

1 0 12

1 0 1 0 0 4 0 0

,0
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The two most frequently recalled had botp been viewed by children in the

Drawing Power Sample. However, one of the drop-iris which childrenhad viewed

as part of the Drawing Power evaluation, was nevermentiOned.by any children.

:.This was one about why there and commercials'on television. A measure of the

"staying pdwer" oY the drop-ins is the number of drop-ins mentioned which were

only seen by children during their normal home viewing. It is impressive

4 that such short segments are still remembered bythe children. It is also

' netable'how many children remembered.the slogan "there's a smart 'way to watch

)

'1,7." 'Giving children' the idea that there are
4

smart and ot-so-smart ways'to

1tch.televisionds a desirable contribution to qeir ideas about the medium

and how to ,use it.

Recognition of Main Points

Children's ability to recognize the main, point ofa drop-in was assessed,

0
with those who had just seen an episode of Drawing Power which includedone

How tp Watch TV drop-in. All those who said they esmqmbered having just seen
,

something about how to watch television were asked to select the correct

description of the main point of that drop7in from,among three possibilities.

As previously described in Section II on Drawing Power, the episode tested was

rotated across four sites. This meang'that:therecognition measure is an

. aggregate for-four diffeMnt How to Watch TV,drop-ins.

As shown dn.Table IV-5,;61% of the children eorrectly selected the approp-'

rigte description for the drop=in. Many more older thad younger children and

more girls than'boys were able to select the correct alternative from among

the three proposed. Younger boy's performed no better than chance on this

item, and older boys performed only about as well as disyounger girls. This'

suggests, adid the data on number of ideas and number of correct ideas

C

4
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Table' IV-5

Children's Uriderstanding of How to 'Wjrth TV Messages

Younger Older

Girls Boys 'Girls, Boys.

% Children Correctly
ldent if y ingt,Message 69 33 .80 , 63 61

176

All

- Children

Over, 4 Segmen,ts

(N) (16) (21)

--Z.'s

, <
(20) (19) (76)

Dif fient.

% Children Correctly
°Ident if ying Message

For Each Segment
Tested

% Children Stating
They Already, Knew,

Message For Each
Segment Tested

(N)

Animals, Why Ads Plan Time (People

83

0

67

(12)

60

L 65

(20)

58

68

(19)

52

60

(25)

Ng.

4114

r
1

1/4
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A third aspect of the evaluation was an Asessment of the worth of the
o

How to Watch TV messagesfrpin thechildren's icoint of view. Children were

177 *,

recalled (see Table IV-3), that, more attention needs to be given to how to

. .

communicate the How sto Watch TV ideas effecTively to_boys, especially younger

ones.

.
'Examination of the recognition scores for the Tour drop=ins.ested shows

that the,one,.about animals not., dying in, television programs was better under-

stood tha the othex three (see Table IV-5). It is possible that this result

is-due to the fact that most children already knew that animals do not really

die on television while fewer knew the main ideas in the other three drop-ins

(plan time for television and chords, why ads are on television, and it is

good to have different.-kinds of people on television). However., thettdaia do

not bear this out. For eachNdrop-in,'rodglly the same percentage of chil4dren

said they already knew the idea it presented. Naturally, not all the-children

who said they already knew the idea correctly identified it 'in the'recO'gilition
. .

test. But the proportions of children doing this'were about the same for

the four drOp-ins;

We believe a mote likely'cause for the differences in recognition scores

"IN\
is the way in whieh ideas were presented isn the four drop-ins. bf the four,

.

only the one about animals not dying delivers the message with clear and

cdmplete'visuai idages, as well as with an explanation in the audio track.
.

Children of the ages tested in this evaluation are quite likely to learn more

or understand 11$ter when ideas are' presented visually as well as verbally.

So, it -4s' likely that differences in st..le extent to which main. ideas were

presented visually irc the droP-iriS'tontributed to difference& in how well
. .

'children understood them.

Evaluations of the Drop' -Ins' Messages

/

4
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asked' whether the drop-in they had just viewed'preseted a new idea, and

if2so, if they had ever wondered about it.' All children were also asicedmii

they Olought the idea was, worth presenting on television.

As shown in Table IV -6, 64% of the children believed that they already _

knew the infcirmation prfisented in the drop-in they hadAnt viewed. Older

. tore than younger children sand girls more than boys were likely td
I

feel they

-
. c _

.

.

aLregaS knew it.' There was no indication that any particular drop-in whs

more or less likely to have been known already either by'all-children combined

.

or by children divided by age and sex. The'se data indicate that many children

believed they learned something new from the How,to Watch TV drop-ins: This. .

.

s

.

.-

is certainly laudable. Iy.-a also laudable to remind children about worthwhile

.
ideas they alreauiy know, as the drop-ins did for a,majority of the children

4a

tested. As data Aesented next demonstrated, children too judged the How

.to Watch TV ideas to be worthwhile.

As indicated in Table 1V-6, 54% of the' children who said they' did not

already know a drop -in's information indicated that they had wondered about

it. Also, 81% of all children felt that the-drop-ins' information was worth

knowing (sge Table IV -6). These data indicate that 5-12 year old children

are likely to find the idea; presented in the How tp. Watch TV drop -ins to be
.

interesting and to, judge them to be worth knowing. This is true for children

who believed they did not already know the infoi-mation and for those who

believed they did.

Application of the Drop -Ins' Messages

The How to Watch TV drop-i6 Were produced tO teac'h children 'about tele-

vision., Because this was their goal, it was important that children not dismiss

them as simply entertainment or advertising. it is possible that thldren
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,

Children's Opinions of Novelty and Worth 'of How to Watch TV Messages

x

% Children Who

Younger
0/ v.-

Older r
All

ChildrenGirls Boys Girls Boys

Already Knew 62 . '52 75 68, 64

Meisage 4%1

old

, 4

(N) .(16) (21) (20) (19) (76)

(-;

,

% Children Wondering
About Message When, 71 40 20 83 54

Didn't Already Know le

4
(N) (7) (10) .(5) (6). (28)

% Children Saying
--Message Worth Knowing 874 '76 80 84 81

0,0 (15) (21) (20) (19) (7.5)

(..

4

0 ,3

o
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mighesee them as either entertainment programming or commercial advertising .

The characteristics that would make them. seem like commercials-are that4heyLj. .-11

.

.

are short like commercials and inserted during cbmmetcial breaks. The
-4.

,

eh would d l
?

\ .
.

caractristics,that oul make them seem like programming are that they
,..

feature one of the main characters of Drawing Po der and they occur back-to- , 1

back with entertainment programming. . Moreover, they do not obviously hawk a

product. With these factors in mind, all children were aSked.a,multiple

choice question about 'what th'e How to Watch TV drop -ins were -- ads, part.

of tie program, or something else. Data presented in Table IV -7 show 'that
,

51% of children believed the drop=ins were commercial\advertiSing. The

remaining children were about evenly split between believing they we're par-t.'\

of the program and something else., -There were no consistent differences, by

-
.

age or sex in these beliefs. This finding suggests that children,A116ving
, - t I

the How .to Watdh TV drop-inS are liye commercials, may,..grantthem less'

T
sJ

credibility: than they would if they understood their true intent.

.

A second aspect Of successfully teaching children about television is
t

.q.

hiving them understand that the:How.to Watch TV messages apply to all tela-
..

vision programming not just to programming 13,abdcast, Saturday morning when

the drop-ins are broadcast.,,To assess the eXtent-to whi ch thild'ren,undtr-

Stood this, they were asked whether the idea in 'the drop-in they had just seen

was true for all television programming or just for Saturday mornin program-

,

S.

ming. The majority of the children '(74%) understood the How 'EP Watch TV .

ideas appliied.to all prograniming.(see.Tablq,,-IV-7). At. E
.

"the time it
'. 0

40

'should belnoted that the younger responses are not that mach above ..
- . ,

guessinCprobabilityi. Older children were more likely, to understand that
%

the'ideas applied to all programming,,and,girls were more likely than boys

.

.
. ,

'to understand that. '4

,

C .

.
. .'

/
, , Ci

,..- ,..1
' )..... 4.1

4
. ,
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Table IV-7
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Children's Understanding ,of the Nature of How to Watch TV Segments,

if

% Children Saying
How to Watch TV Is:

Ad

Part of program

Something else

Younger. ' Older ,

Girls Boys Gifls Boys

, . All
Children

50 57 '60 37 5

25 14 25 37 25

25 29 15 24

%.Children Saying
Hpw to Watch TV
Applies To:

.16

All TV programming 69 62 90

Saturday morning
programming only, 31 38 10

(N) (16) (21) (20)

*AP.' .'4

, .74

a

74

26

' (76)
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Conclusions

182

The How to Watch TV drop-ins clearly made a positive.contribution to

.ckildren's television viewing 'experiences. They presented information'children

judged to be worthwhile, whether or not they believed they already, knew it,

and adults certainly judge th information to 'be -beneficial for .children. The

information is presented in such a way that children could understand and remember

muchhdf/it. Also, most children recognize& that the information applied to all

television programming:, not just to that broadcast.on Saturday morning. Finallyr.

.4
the dropAng,seem to be interesting to and considered worthwhile by children

Nt.

within the entire 6-11 year old targe audience for Saturday morning network

programming. f4

Certaim drop-ins were mire understandable to and better remembered by

children. Although it is riot possible to'be certain which characterispics

differentiate these drop -ins from the others, it is likely .that their explicit

visual presentation of the main idea pontfibuted a great deal to their intelli-

gibility and memorability. Future droplIns should strive to select as main--

ideas those which can be presented visually, as Well as verbally, and to

find the most explieit visual presentation possible for each idea selected.

Children within the entire 6-11 year old Saturday morning target audience,

and especially those eight and under who in the present evalu tion were less

successful in underttanding and remembwing the drop-ins, pro fi most from a

concret, explicit visual presenation of ideas.

In addition to choosing visual ways to present ideas in future dibp-insi

creators probably need to provide children with more indication about what the

drop-ins are.. Many children who participated in this evaluation believed the

dro4p-ins were like commercial adv.ertisements. This impression is undoubtedly

fostered by the facts that the drop-ins are short like commercials and are

4iLiu

4

4
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I.

1
)

inserted during commercial breaks. There is a possibility that children who

regard the drop-ins A being like-commercials will grant them somewhat less

credibility tfian they would if they understood the drop-ins were intended to

inform
.

accurately --.not to persuade without necessarily having the children's

best interests in mind. Drop-ins which, are produced in the future would

W
probably benefit from informing children about their essential purpose.'

.

Aside from these two suggestions about presenting ideas visually and

making the purpose of the,drop-ins clear, there is little further to recOMmend

as changes in the drbp-ins. Everyone agrees they are beneficial for children.

They presented new ideas to .some children ana reminded other children of

important ideas.' Finally,, children were able t8 incorporate some of the

drop-in ideas into their understa9ding of television and how to use it wisely.

) I )..-14 'J

.)k
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V. HOW CHILDREN'THINK AND FEEL ABOUT PROSOCIAL PROGRAMMING:

A PILOT STUDY

A sniall, independent study was carried out by one of'the research assistants
4

on the project, CatherineDoubleday, with 17 children from the Drawing Power

sample. This study seryedas preliminiry research for Catherine's doctoral

dissertation and was designed to ex plore children's understanding of an

emotional responses to a specific kind of.prosocial television programming

for children, namely, programming with an emotionil content (also called

affective content). Children's opinions about pros ociar programming in gefieral

were also examid0d.

Although"prbcise definitions of "affective content" or "emotional content"

.on television for childreli have yet to,be coined, there is a growing consensus '

Jf what this category of programming includes. Generally "affective content"

refers td.ittelevision programming aimed at enhancing children's experiences

with alfector emotion including.such things as threcognition and labeling

of emotion, 2) the Ind:ling associated with specific emotions, 3) the social

_

and personal consequences of the expression of different emotions, and 4) the

feeling component of interpersonal relationship's.

In this study, children were interviewed about two different typesofi

affective content on television. The first type was a 1-3 minute segment,

animated dr with live actors, generally inserted in a 30 minute .to 60 minute

prosocial program for children. In this case, children were questioned about

three such segments taken from two different Drawing Power ezitodes (including

1,4111.k,
lir

program and nonprogram content). These segments were chosen because they dealt
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with specific feelings and the problematic consequences of their occurrence

.and/or expression in certain social situations. The segments also suggested

means of resolving the personal and social conflict created by these feelings.

.The other type of "affective Content" considered was the longer 30 tO 60

minute dramatic'format found in family shows or children's specials that 'deals

mote extensively with interpersonal problems and relationship's. Questions'

. about these two types of "affective content" were in addition Zo questions
. ,

`asked about children's perceptions of prpsocial programming in general.

-)
Method

There
I

were 17children in the sample, including four older boys (aged 9-11), ..

five older girls (aged 9-10), four younger boys (aged 6-8), and four younger

girls (aged 6-8). Children were of mixed ethnic and social claSs,backgrounds

and were drawl from the Drawing Power samples at our four afterschool center

sites. No attempt was made to randomly select children due to the preliminary

nature of the study anthe limited availability of children for this part

.of the research.

A 15-20 minute interview was administered individually to each child. This

was "conducted at the afterschool centers on the last day (Dayt5) of interviewing

for Drawing Power. All NBC data were collected, and then Catherine conducted

as many interviews'for her project, as time arlowed. She also returned to one

of the afterschool programs one week after the conclusion of the Drawing Power

research to conduct a few more interviews for her study.

The. interview was divided into three perm (see Appendix N ) . In the first

part (Partrk, Items 1-8) chirdren's abilities to discriminate between prosocial

and general entertainment programming (using Drawing Power as the example of

C) 1'1'1
'1 )



a prosocial show) were assessed. In these, items,- children were also asked for

their perceptions of producers' intent for prosocial programming. That is,

they were asked whose idea it isto.have prosocial prOgrams on television for

kids and the reasons those people want "prosocial children's shows on television.

In the second part (Part A, Iters 9-18), children were asktd about what they

learn, from family shows and children's afterschool and weekend specials and

what their affective responses are to this kind of programming. Finally, in

the third part (Part-BY,..children's learning from:and emotional responses to

short, affective segments from Drawing Power (including one commercial) were

examined.

For Part B, one of three different segMents from two Drawing Power episodes

was played.back to each child on a videocassette monitor. These segments had

ban edited onto a videocassette master from our Drawing Power tapes. The

segments included on Superperson U segment; dne Turkey of the Week segMent,

Asir 1

and one McDonald's commercial (to include an 'affective segment" with live

actors). Order"of presentation was not randomized, again due to the small

number of children and the preliminary nature of the study. Instead, the'first

child saw he first segment, the second child saw the second segment; and so.

. forth. After viewing one of the three segments, each child was then asked a

series of questions about his/her learning from and emotional responses to
*

*what he/she had seen.

The Superperson U segment was about a super hero, Super Shoes, who taught

a little troublemakdr, Spike, what it felt like to be in his "victim's" shoes.
N

The Turkey of the Week egmeht was about Dirty Harry and how he learned that
4/

caring about hillself and keeping clean made other people care about.him too.

Finally, in the McDonald- 's commercial; d'boy named Jim moves from the country

1
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to the city. Jim,s,feelings of sadness and loneliness at his nqw school in the

city are portrayed, and, finally, his happiness when some new friends ask him

*-\

to join them at McDonald's fof_a hamburger.

In the reporting of the results for the second and third parts of the

questionnaire in the results section, the reader will notice that there is

some missing data for some ofthe items. This begins with data in Table 19.

Since data for this study were collected "at the very end of the da'y.at the
.;

afterschool center sites, some children were picked up by 'their parents

before the interview was Completed. Some missing data is also due to experi-

menter error. In the instances where sample size is markedly reduced for these

reasons, it will be noted as the results are reported.

Results

Frequency tables were computed for each item of the questionnaire by age
-

and sex of, subjects, and a comparison of the frequencies was then made.. The

results of these analyses will be presented below. It should be reiterated

'

'that this was a pilot study and that the sample was quite small. 'So all results,

and especially age and sex differences, must be taken as suggestive at best.

Concepts of Prosocial Programming

'In general, from the first part of the questionnaire (Part A; Items 1-8),

it appear's that the children in this sample had little trouble in making a

decision abOut the type of children's programmini'tt;ey believed Drawing Power

represents. They also had little trouble discussing how it Was like programp

they perceived as similar to Drawing Power or different-from programs they

sidered to be different. Further these children could articulate the program

)

7
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cues they used to make these discriminations. However, as adults, we might

disagree with the actual_ddciOons made and the reasoning behind those decisions.

In discriminating Drawing Power as either a prosocial program (a program

that tries to teach you something important)or a general entertainment program

.(a program that is just for fun) in an open-ended and close-ended question, the

((

-1
,

children were about evenly split between these two choices (see Tables VL1&2).

There were no age or sex differences for these findings. Only two children,

in the open-ended question for this issue,, spontaneously offered that Drawing

Power was both prosocial and fun. Both children were in the older group.

Children who thought Drawing Power was a pPosocial show unanimously thought it

was like other prosocial shows because of the messages conveyed in it ("things

to try," "thineb you should do," "it, tries to help you") (see Table V-3).

Children who thought Drawing Power was a program that was just for fun thought

it was like other general entertai4m7t programts mostly because of the cartoons

-

and also becauseof the Characters and stories in Drawing Pow05. Younger children

espee4ally focused on the cartoons as the basis for making this decision (see,

Table V-4).
sdi

Children who thought Dpwing Power was different froM other prdsocwial

programs cited, primarily, the humor ("it's funny") and the cartoons as the

reason Drawing Power, was not prosocial (see Table V-5). Also, children
. .

. ..

tbotTght, Drawing Power was different from
,
other general entertainment programs..

- b
. .

all mentioned something about fiessaaes or Drawing Power teaching things that ,,

T . 5
1

just-for-fun programt da not ("progr4ms f4_ fun don't have education in them,' 1

, a 0

"it doesn't have dumb cartoons," ,"they tell you _what's happening in the world")
,.

. ,

(see Table V-6). These explanations'did not differ by
:

age or sex.
t

, .

P

)

4 e*

1



Numbdr of Children
II Classifying

- Drawing-Power as

vs,

7

Table 'V-1

Childrens OpenEndedAnswers
for Classifying Drawing Power

as a Program.Type

189

9

Younger Older
All

Girls Boys . Girls Boys Children

Educfttional

For fun or funny

2 1

2

k

0

0

1 4

4

<, -
Both educational
and for fun_

0 0 1

4.
1 2 '....

O.
-..

Cartoon program 0 1 0 2

Qood'Or regular
.program

, 0 1 0-
.

.1 -. 0
(

, .*

t ..
. 4v, -......

Don't know 0 0 2 r 1 3 .

IP- - \.

(N) , (4) (4) *(5) (4) (17)

O

7Y,

4

ts

2 1 3:

%IP



Number of Children
Classifying
Drawing Power as:

190.

TatAe V-2
4 4

Children!s CloselEnded Answer's
Tor Classifying Drawing Power

as a program Type

.
Younger-

.

Girls Boys

Older
All

Girls Boys Children

1

. °

A program that tries
to teach you something 0

important
a ?).

.

A program' that is

just for fun
.

The news

(N)

4

'2

O

(4)

4 2'

2

(4)

4

1

0

(5)

1

2

.

1

(4)

e.

9

7

1

(17)

46

a.

6

'>1 1
_di

*s.

.



In Making Comparison,
tf3e Number of Children

-

is

Table V-3

191
A

Children's Answers for How 1

Dr4Aing Power is Like Other
Pro soc ial Programs

Ybunger .Older

Girls Boys Girls Boys
All

Children

The messaggs in
2 2 3 1 8

. Drawing vPower

Didn't know what
0 0 1 0 1

. alike

so a

t

ft,

(N) (2)' (2) (4) (1) (9)

4

4

00

0

e
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In Making Comparison,
. the Number of Children

Using:

192

k

Table V-4

"Children's Answers for How
Drawing Power is Like Other

General Entertainment- Programs

Youhger , Older
s' All

Girls Boys Girls Boys Wdr..1%-a-4

The cartoons in Drawing Power, 2 2 : 0

4

:11W.,characters in Draiing Pgwer 0 1 1 0

The stories in Drawing Power 0 0 0 1 1

Didn't know what alike 0 ' 0 0 1 1

0

(N) (2) (2) .(1) ' (2) (8)

tip

This child also answered "the cartoons in Drawing Power," so has been

entered twice.in table.-

el 1 r v
..

"r".
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Table V-5/

Children's Answers for`How
'Drawing Power is Different.'

From Other Prosoeial Programs '

In Making'Distinction;
the NuMbe'r,of,

ChildrediUsing:

ff.

Drawing Power is funny

Drawing Power has Cartoonsk0

Drawing Power has "everything"
(for fun + prosocial)

a.

Drawing Power has real people

Younger

Girls' Boys

0 ).

0 0

1 1

1

193.

Older

Girls 'Boys

0 1

1 1.

0 0

All
Children

0 1

Dian't know what different 1 0 0 3

(2). (2) (1) (3)

This child also answered "Elawing Power has'everything," so has been entered twice,
in table. ,

** Total N also includes response from older boy who thought Drawing Power was most
like the news.

X
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Table NT-6

.
Children's Answers for` How
Drawing Powe is Different

From Other General Entertainment programs

In Making Distinction,.
,the Numbdr of Children
Using:

3;

9

Younger
k

Older
All

Girls" Boys iris 'Boys .-.

10

0a

Drawing PoWer teaches 2 2 _4 2

*
DraW,ing Power has real people' 0 0 1

1

Drawing Power has real pings 0 0 1* 0

(N) (2) (2) , (4) (2)

This child also answered that "Drawing Power teachei" so has been entered in the

Gable three times.

**
Total N inclUdes response from older boy who thought Drawing Power was like the news.

dr- 1 rs)
,

fr

4

'4
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o0

In one last question that dealt with this distinction, children were asked"..-

.

how they know programs are prosocial or justfor
/
funs(see Table V-7). Some of

the children gave mote than one answer to this question. Many of the children

(especially older girls) reported that they could tell the difference between

the two tes of shows based on the characters. An equal number of children

reported using the Messages conveyed as a c iir making this distinction.

There were no age ors sex differences in the frequency of reporting messages

as cues. Older children, especially boys, also used humor and jokes to make

their decision and younger children (no sex differences) used the cartoons.

-Finally ten children inditated that their feelings about a program were a source

f information regarding whether a program is prosocial or for fun. However,

this question about using one's fee ings as a cue Was asked separately. There-
.

fore, children's responsesleationing feelings as'cues were not-offered

. spontaneously..

In the close-ended question already discussed, which asked children to tell

- what kind of program Drawing Power is most like, a third type of program was

given as a choice -- the news. Since only one child (an older boy) thought

Drawing Power was most like the news ("because the Book Reporters has anchormen"),

this finding will only be mentioned in passing. However, it is interestingoto

note that all the children as a group reported eleVen different cues or ways

in which they can tell that Drawing Power is different from the newslsee

Table V-8). This includes 'more than one response given by some children and
-

was at least double the number of cues used it-the prosocial/for fun discri-

mination. (Older girls offered the largest number of different cue's in making this

' distinction.) The finding presumably indicates that'the news distinction is

a much easier or more obvious one to make. However, messages, humor/jokes, and

0

21
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a

Table V-7

Program Cues Used by Children to Make
Prosocial/For Fun Distinction

/-
Number of,Children
Who Spontaneously
Mentioned:

Younger

Girls

Older
All
ChildrenGirls Boys

,

Boys

'Characters 0 1 5 1

Messages 1 2 2 2 7

Cartoons 2 2 0 0 4

40

Humor/jokes 0 1 1 2 4

. . .

Text, titles .1 0 1 0 2

40

(N) (4) (4) (5) (4) (17)

0

Number of Children
Who Answered They
Did Use as a Cue:

Their feelings 1 4 4 1 10
.

(N) - (4) (4) (5) (4) .

0 IPN.B.: Column totals for the spontaneously mentioned cues are larger than s.1

4 because some children gave more than one answer to this question.
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Table V-8

Children's Answers for How Drawing Power
is Different From the

In Making Distinction,
the Number Children
Using:

Younger

tv,

Girls

Older
All

ChildrenGirls Boys Boys

Drawing Power doesn't tell
about world, city

u Drawing Power doesn't tell
about the weather

w Drawing Power doesn't

2

2

2

4

1

0

2

1

7

. z bad things 1 0 , 1 0 2

Drawing Power has cartoons 0 1 2 1 4

Drawing Power's funny =0 0 2 ' 1 3

F

Drawing Power's for kids 0 0 1 0

,,.

Drawing Power's pretend 0 0 1 0 1

_Drawing Power doesn't
have reports 0 1 2 , 0 3.

Drawing Power doesn't
have Connie Chung 0 1 0

The news is on, later 1 0 0

The news has mystery 0 1 0 0 1

.

(4) (4) (5) (4) (17)

N.B.: Column totals are larger than N's because some children gave more tharT one*'

answer to this question
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6.*

cartoons still figured as among the most important discriminators in this'

.

decision. e
. .

6

Addressing another issue in the first part of the queStionnaire, that is,
to

; I

children's perception of producers' intent for prosocial programming, childrgn

were asked lose idea they thought it was to put Drawing Power on television

for d . .Several children offered more than one answer to this question.

gos children, especially the boys; ggported that "itts the people who make
.c

to program" or "NBC" that wanted Drawing Power on television, indicating some

/awareness of "producers" of the show.(see Table V-9). Fewer children mentioned -

parents, teachers or other school authorities (e.g., "the Board of E ation"),

govermmefit officials c"Reagan, Lincoln or one of the presidents,"' "the governor")

or others ("news reporters," "Lenny and Pop;" "people who like kids" or "kids"
o

themselves) as thg people who wanted Drawing Power on television. Except for

the sex difference just mentioned for "producers," there were no other sex and

age differences in responSes tothis item.

Inone other item in the first part of he questionnaire, the reasons'

children cited for Drawing Power being on tel vision '(their perceptions of

produCers' intent) corresponded to the answers given in Items 1 and 2 for the kind

of program children thought Drawihg Power was most like. In this item, children

were again. almost evenly split in saying Drawing Power tYas on television,

4$4" h Vet.

either to "teach kids" or "for fun" and "to make kids laugh." There wereno age

or sex differences here.. Only two children mentioned gther reasons for Drawing

Power being on television. One was to "save parents time teaching Acids things"

and the other was so that the people who make the show "can make money"

"(see Table V-10) .

.r.
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Table V-9

Children's Understanding of Whose Idea
It Is to,Put DrawinglPower on Television for Dhildren

Number of Children
Who Think the ,

Younger OlderIdea for Drawing Power All
Came From -Girls Boys Girls Boys Children

,

--. \ 1
,-----.The/Producers
\
\

1 3' 2 3 9
.

Parents 0 1 2 0 3

Teachers, schools 1 0 0 1 2

-w

Government 0 b
-- 1 1

i
2

Other 1` 1 2 1
1

5

(4) (4) (5) (4) (17)

0

N.B.: Some column totals are larger than N's because some children. gave more than
one answer td this question.

,.

223
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Table V-10

Children's Understanding of the Reason
Drawing Power is on Television, for Children'

Number of Children Younger
Who Think Drawing Power
is on Television: Girls Boys

Older

Girls Boys

200.

6

14

To teach kids

For fun

To save parents time
teaching kids

To make money for

producers

Missing data

(N)

2

1

0

0

1

. (4)

2

0

0

0

(4)

1

'2

1

0

1

(5) .

2

1

0

1

(4)

I

7

6

1

1

'

2,

(i),

f

, ) -

2Av.

A
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Learning From andEmotional Responses to Family Shows and Children's Specials-

.

In the second part of the questionnaire (Part A, Items 9-18),'children

were asked about their viewing of family shows and children's specials, how they

liked these shows, and what they learned from them. First, in an open-ended

question,''children were asked if they watched any television programs about

peope'slfeel g . All the children responding, said that, yes, they did watch

this type show (see Table V-11). When asked what kind of programs they

watched about people's feelings, only two of the seventeen children said they

did not know (both boys). All others had an answer (see Table V-12)'. Responses

broke down into several categories including dramatic family shows (3 girls),

sitcom family shows (3.older children), an'dprosocial shows for children, such as
A

Drawing Power (4 children, no age or sex differenes), Fat Albert boys), and

Sesame Street (2 younger girls). In an "other" category, three children mentioned

the Today Show ("the interviews on it with people"),'theCntstones, and

"scary programs" (no sex or age differences).

When asked specifically, about family shows such as Brady Bunch or Eight is

Enough, fifteen children said *ley watched these shows and nine children said

7
they watched them "a 1st" (see Table V-13). (Older children reported watching

family shows more often but there 4!`e no sex differences in reported viewing

of this type'of show.) Children's af'terschool and weekend specials were viewed
. % ,..a, , - ,

less often by this group, with ten children saying they watched children's

specials and three children saying they watched them va lot" (see Table V-14).

(Younger children reported watching children's specials more often, but there

were no sex differences.) Childr_en weresubsequently,questioned about only the

type of program, family .show or children's special, with which they seemed most

I



Table V-11

Children's Reported Viewing of Telev4ion
Programs AboUt People's Feelings

I
20

6

Number of Children
Younger Older --

All

Who Reported ,Girls Boys Girls Boys. Childre
. .,

Yes, watch
rIlt

No, don't watch

Missing data

4

0

0

(N) (4)

,-/

.1

4 4 4

0 0 0

0 0

(4) (5) (4)

J

16

0,

1
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Number of Children.
Who Reported Watching:.

a

Dramatic family shows

Sitcom family shows

rn
g Drawing Power

Fat Albert

Sesame Street

Other types of shows

Don't know'.

.Missing data

(N)

able V-12

The Kind f Shows Children Reported
Watching About People's Feelings

Younger, Older
.

.

Boys 1 Girls BoysGirls

a
1 0 2

* it**

0

0 O' 2 1

* .

1 1 1 1

.

0 2 0 1

2 0 0 0

3

1 1
**

1 0

.0 1 0 1

0 0 1 0

(4) 16(4) (5), (4)

*
This child also gave an answer of "dramatic family show."

P,

* *This child also ansWered:"Fat Albert."

***
Both these children also gave examples of "dramatic family shows'."-

0--

ti 4;

203
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All
Children

3

3

4

3

2

3

2
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- Table V-13 /

hildren's Reported Viewing of Family' Shows

2041

r
Xouner OldNumber bf . 4

_g .
er

Children Who t.Th , , All

Reported Watching: . ,
.

Girls Boys Girls Boys Children1

4... ,Brady Bunch and/or
Eight is Enugh

At all

Not at all
.

/

1

4

0
s

r

4

0'K

4

14
0

15

1

'Missing data 0 0 1 0 1

.

. , (N)
.

* ' (4) (4) (5) (4) (17*

Av lot : 1 2 4 '2 9.11

A little * 0 2 2 0 2 6

(N) (3) (4) . (4) (4) (15)

N = number of children who watch family shows "at all."

.

,

1

14'
O



Table V-14

Children's Reported Viewing of Children's Specials

Number of Childre.
Who Reported Watching:'

Children's Specials:

At all

' Not at all

Missing data

(N)

-A lot

A little

(N)*

Younger Older

Girls, Boys Girls

4 2 3 3

1 0 1

1 1 1
.

(4) (4) (5)

1 2 0

1 1 3

(2) (3) (3)

Boys

N = number of children who watch children's specials "at all."

4

.,

205

All,

Children

10

2 4

0

(4) (17)

0 3

2 7

(2)
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amiliar, based on viewing and liking data (see Tables V:13, 14 and 15). Since in

a *lmost all cases this proved ts*2 be the family shows rather than children's

specials, only results for family'programs will be reported.

All but one child who was questioned responded that he/she 11iked family

shows such as Brady Bunch,or Eight is Enough (see Table V-15). The reasops

givenfor liking these program's (see Table V-16) were most often the characters

("they're nice," "you get used to them") and the stories ("they're funny,"

"I'like the action," "In the beginning, there's a problem. At the end, the

problem's solved and everyone's happy "). Children also reported liking these

shows because of the informatiOn conveyed in them about families ("they tell

about parents and what they're trying to teach kids" "they tell what happens

n families .'.. about fights"). These findings showed no age or sex differences.

The one child who said he didn't like family shows reported that the reason was

. because they were "abalt sad things, no jokes."

When a what tHey learned from family shows: only three children said

nothing or that hey did not know. Most of the other children (5) reported they

learned some kind of moral lesson froM the family shows ("don't lie," "not.to

laugh at people," "sharing, not-fighting"). The remaining children (3) said

they learned "about feelings," "how to get along and how it willfeelo when you

i

growup," and "how other families live." Again, there were no age or sex

differences in reported learning'(see Table V-17). Children said this kind of

information, and information learned from children's specials, was als6 learned

from parents but not particulerW at school or from friends or other sources

(see Table V-18).

In other items designed to assess the Impact of family shows, children

Ls/

were asked if eke interpersonal "problems" often portrayed in faffilly shows

ever made them think of problems they may have had at home, at school, or with
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Table V-15

'Children'stpeported Liking of Family Shows
and Children's Specials

Number of
Children Who
Reported Liking:

Younger

Girls Boys

'Family shows

Yes

No

Mis'sing data

1

0

2 .,

3

0

r

,

(N)
*

, (3) (4)

Children's SpeCials

Yes -1

No 1t 0

Missing data . 0 2

(N) (2) (3)

7.

.#207

'Older
All

Girls Boys , Children

N = number of children who watch this type gishow "at a

2

O

4 3

o 1

0 0

(4) -(4)

0 1

'3 1

1.1

1

2

(3) X2) (10)

11

14
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TableV-16

Children's Reported Reasons for Liking

and Not Liking Family Shows

Reasons Given
for Liking
Family Shows By:

Younger girls: The characters, the stories

(N) (1)

t

'208

Younger boys : You get used to the characters (8.

The stories: have a problem at the beginning, solve problem at
ending
Don't know yy

(3)

e

0 ,' i' '-`. -

Older.g irls : They tell about' parents, what parents are trying 6o teach kids
They're fqn, nice characters, educational and.funnx6 m

They tell what happens in families ... about fight
The characters,, stories, they're fpnny

r, 00

As

Olderboys The stogies
Aor The stories

The action

(4)

A

a

*
N = number of children in each sex-age group who reported liking family shows

1
Reasons Given
r Not Liking

F i1 Shows B :

Olden boys °: They tell sad things; no jokes

. (N) -(1)

* *
= number of children who _reported .not liking family shows

eeti)LI ".

A.

st.

4



Learning Reported
from Family Stows.
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Table V-17

Children's Reported Learefingjrom Family Shows

'J. ,

Younger.girli: Nothing ,
,,.

(N). i?, (1)

,
r Doys ig" How to get a ng, hOw

Lea *1 "wt 4Feelings'
-Don't knoig

(N)

it will ',feel whenyou grow up

Older girls's' : Not to eavesdrop, don't.lie
Sharing.noefighting
Should be nice, not laugh-at people
Not to 'blame other'people- not fight

(N)

.a

, :
. t -, ':'

,

w-,.,?.',

--

Older boY,s : How, other families live
o I

..,
-Aboui'gtealing,

.0.

.
:ii,' Nothing -'..1P

, ..

..- -,. ,

(N)
,

,,,

.

(3)

.:.. .

,,

' ..

C °

(4)

N = nutaber of children in each sexage group who reported learning from Family Shows
k

ts

I'
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Table V,18

Children's Reports of Learning Elsewhere Same Content as
in Family Shows and Children's Specials

\L,

Number of Cbildien
Who Obtain Same
Learning From:

Younger Older
All
ChildrenGirls Boys Girls Boys

Parents . 1 1 3 0 5

*
School 0 1 1 0

Friends 0. 0 0 0 0

Other: the news 0 0 0 1 1

Only TV 2 1 1 4

Missing data 1 2 2 ,, 2 7

(N) (4) (4) (5) (4) . (17)

These children also gave "'parents" asan answer.

o

Oak

ti

1



friends. If so, examples.were reqilested. Then children were asked if ese

prograMs ever gave them ideas for solving such problems°and, again, :mples

.)
were asked for. In response to the first question (see Table Vl9), cnildren

feported seven to one that, yes, family shows did make think about, their

own problems (examples from Table V-20 are: "when my friend's m m married

man with children," "when I want to p10%putside but there are no kids," "when

older girls teased me ")

`JIt was impossible to verify that .the examples given o television family

problems had been actual scenes or stories from episodes ;of either the Brady

Bunch or Eight is Enough. Itwas also impossible to v ify thachildren actually

related these television problems to real incidents 'their own lives. But

the details given of both the television problems a d the personal problems were

1

convincing and seemed to indicate that children h related some of the problems

they saw portrayed in family shows to interperso al problems they had experielled

themselves. Children also indicated, that prog ams about families give them

ideas for solving problems (see TabTe V:-21). Seven, of eight children offered

"ideas" such as "keep out of big girls' way ," "they ''tell you how to make

frlends, 41011 me how to get over k of liking me.'" .Those and other

'../..exiiirles of "ideas!' are included in Table V-22.

Iiil*A
iial group of items designed to look at children's emotional responses--,' I

1 W.1,:,

to faMily'shows, children were asked i they remembered having any special

.

.'t..pefings,, wh4: they 'Watched such prog ams or if feelings in response,to
,..,.

, ..?.

these, Olot./s weresgronger than for other shows. Children were about split, yes
.,/ ':?:

,'4: '

'SP and*, on the item asking about s ecial feelings while watching family shows

-4,..-

" (see Table V-23). Those who and ered "yes" said their special feelings were
,.,

...--,

.., ,

/
/

It. r ,
"the 'sameas thepeople" or "wh tever the people were feeling." One child

If

.../m.
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Table V-1g

212

Children's Reporting,of.Problems Portrayed in Family Shows That
Make Them Think About Their Own Problems

AV

Number of Children

I

Who Said Family Shows
Made Them Think
of Own Problems:

Younger Older
All
ChildrenGirls Boys Girls Boys

Yes, made Oink s 1 3 2 7

No, didn't make think 0 1 0 0 1

A

Missing data 0 1 1 1 3

*
(N) (1) (3) (4) (3) (11)'

N = number of children who reported learning from'family shows

9
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Table V-20

Examples of Children's Own Pseithjal,0

that Problems Portrayed in FaMily Shows
, Made Them Think About

Examples of Own Problems
Given By:

'Younger girls : When older girls teased me

(N) (1)

J
Younger boys : Nobody likes me around here

(N) e, (1)

213

t . .I

Older girls When my friend's mom married a man with children.
Once at school kids didn't like me

)

If I.lose my beat friend, I may not be able to help out"'

(N) (3)

Older bol's

(N)

*
N = number of children in each sexage group who reporltied fan$ly §hows

them think of their own problems'
//

:. When friends don't want to talk to you
When I want to play outside but there are no kids

(2)

-

ti

(I*

make

ti
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Table V-21

Children's Reports of Family Shows
Giving Them Ideas fbi Solving Their Own Problems

Number of Children
Who Said Family Shows
Gave Them Ideas
for Solving Own
Problems:

Yes, gave ideas

No, didn't give ideas

Missing data

(N)

411

Younger Older
All

Girls Boys Girls Boys Children

1 1 3 2 7

0 1 1 1 3

(1) (3) (4) (3 (11)'

*
N

'

= number of children who reported learning frOm family shows

°
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Table V-22

Examples of Ideas Children Receive,
From Family Shows for Solving

Their Own Problems

Examples of Ideas
for Solving Problems
Given By:

215

Younger girls : Keep out of big girls' way - -run; into your room

(N) (1)

Younger boys : Don't know

(N)

Older girls :

Older boys

(N)

(1)

Taught me not to lie in fitst grade
Teaches me how to get over kids not Ukingjne
They tell you -how to make friends .

( 3 ) ;

000

Tell you how not t o get into an*atgument
Tells you what to do when someone takes your Chtistmas presents

f (2)

i

N = number of children in each sexage group eported getting ideas from.
family shows

00,

.0

tl

O

A

- T:

.

o
fie

J
WA,

12 '
#
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a

Number of Children
WhoReported:

Special Feelings'

Yes

No

Missing data

(N)

a

Stronger Feelings

Yes

Table V-23

Childrenrs Reports of Special Feelings and 1

Stronger Feelings While Watching Family Shows

No

Missing data
.. .

. /

I ,(N)* '

216

-' Younger e -Older
All
,Children'Girls Boys

,

d4

.., .

Girls Boys
I.

.o. 1

0

(1)

1

1

St

1

(3)

'.3

1

0

(4)

1

0

3

0

(34.

O

.
0 . 1

,

0 1 2 , 1

1 2
.. 1

2

' (1) .
(3) ...k

(4) (3)

1

.
4

6

'' (11)

O

Z. r . ,

N = ntImber of children, who reported .liking family shows

\
11.

.

b7

1

c
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6

said she felt "what it will feel like when I get married" and another said she

felt "sad"-ks-ee Table V-24). However, most of the very few children who were

asked said their feelings were not stronger when,watching family shows (see

Table V-23). This question, in particular, seemed difficult for most of the

children to respond to. One got the.impression that affective responses might

have been easier to assess if the "stimulus" (a particular episode or scene

from the Brady Bunch or Eight is Enough) had been more specifically described /
-A

or if children had actually viewed it closer tolfne time in whictiVebey were

t,

questioned about it.

E°

.0

I

. .

C
$

'Learning From and'EMotional Responses to Short Segments in PrOsocial Shows-

The third part of the qUestionnaire (Part B) examined children's learning

m
from and emotional responses to three affective segments from Drawing Power.

Sifice,there were no differences, generallly, between children's responses to the

two animated Drawing Power segmen'tsand the McDonald's commercial with'1ive

actors, results across all three segments will be discussed. These results

Are repor ted for a total of.,13 children.
8

The sex and age breakdown for these
S

children was as follows: three older boys, five older girls, two younger boys,
Ilk

and three younger girls.

Answers to items designed to tap learning from the three affective segments,

indidhted that all children accuratel3i,recalled the.messages c nveyed in the

segments1/4(see Table. V-25). All but three children (two younger girls and one

older boy) correctly identified the segments as prosocial and not just for fun,

and all Of the children.used the message in the'segment to make this decision

(see Table V-26). Ten children reported that they would think again about the

segment they saw (two oNer'children said maybe, one younger girl said no)

%um.

-0 if

(
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Kinds of Special Feelings Children Reported
Feeling While Watching Family Shows

Table V-24

Kinds of SpeCial
Feelings Reported By:

t

Younger girls : Same as character

(N), ' (1)

Younger boys Whatever the people feel

(N) (1)
ea

%

Older girls a What it will feel like when I get married
Sad

Don't know

a

(N) t3)

(0)

218

*
N = number Of children in each set-age group who reported having special feelings

while watching family shows

I

-r



Table V-25

0
Children's Recall of Messages From

Short, Affective Segments

219,

Number of
Children
Who Recalled
Messages From:

r
"Youn4er Older

All

ChildrenGirls Boys Girls- Boys

Superperson U , z

Yes 0 0 2 1 3

No 0 0

Turkey of the Week

Yes 1 1 ° 2 0 4

No 0 0 0 0 0

McDonald's Commercial

Yes 2 1 2
,

6

No 0 0 0- . 0 0

1,

(N) (3) (2) (5) .(3) (13)



2

Number of Children
Classifying Sdgment
as Prosocial:

Superperson U

* Yes

No

WeekTurkey of the

Yes

No

McDonald's commercial

Yes

No

5.

(N)

In Making,Distinction,'
dumber of Children
Using Messages
as Cues:"

Superperson U

Yes

No

Turkey ofbthe Week

Yes

No

McDonald's commercial

Yes

No

(N)

220

Table V-26

Children's Classifications of Short,
Affective Segments as Prie6ocial--6E-For Fun

Younger

r

Older

Boys
All
ChildrenGirls Boys Girls

-
2 1

o

3

0

4
0 1 2 0 3

1 0 0 1

1 l 1 1 4
ta.

1 1 2

(3) (2) (5) (3) (13)

0

t

. 2 1
4

0 0

2- 1 1 :2 6

0 0 0 0' 0

(3) (2) (5) , (3) (13)
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(see Table V-27). 'ken said that this thinking would occur "when the same

thing happens to me" or "when the same thing happens to someone else" (see

Table V-28-)1 Most of these children said the reason they voulethink abalt

the segments at some future time was because bad consequences would follow if

they did not (three older girls) or so they would °know what to do (one younger

girl, one younboy, and one older gii1). Only two children (older boys)

mentioned they would remember the segments because of their eriotional responses

to them ("it was funny!' and "some sad things you never forget") (see Table V-29).

In discussing emotional responses to the segments, children easily,reported

a global response a;,liking or not liking (see Table V-30). All but one child

said ttley liked the segments. Children were also able, except for one younger

boy, to discuss at length and quite articulately their emotional respo ses.to

the char4cters and the reasons for these responses (see Table V-31). One set

of emotional responses to characters was again global indicationg of liking or

not liking. The reasons given for disliking Or liking the'characters (Dirty

Harry in Turkey of the Week, Spike'and the little boy he "victimized" in

Superperson U, and Jim in McDonald's commercial) generally had to do with

character traits, what one character did to'another, or what happened to a
IOW

character. Some children also mentioned that their agreement with the message

in the segment was the reason they disliked the character ("it's not good to

be dirty" or "it's not good to bd mean").

Other emotional responses to characters generally were of two types.

Children either recognized (and felt?) the feeling expressed by the character

or they empathized with thc chqfacter's expressed feelings and reported feeling

sorry for the character. (It should be noted that tilts was probablithe intent

of the particular segments watcled.) Reasons given for these responses were

0
.4d

$4.



Table V-27

C1ildten's Report& Intentions
to Recall Short Affective Segments in Future

4

14,

1

Number of
ildren Reporting

1Phey Will Think .

Younger Older
'''''-About ,egment

Again:

Super rson U-

Yes

No

Maybe

'Turkey of the Week

Yes

No

Maybe

.

McDonald's commercial

Yes ,

No

Ow
Girls Boys Girls

/

0 0 1

0 0

\-

0 0 1

1 1 2

0 0 0

0 0 0

4

4

.

. 1 1 1

1' o b4 ;

e
Boys'

222

All
Children

4k

0 1

0 0

1 2

1

.N,.
4

..

0 0

C 0 0

'CV

V

2 5

0 1

Maybe a 0 0 0, l 0

(N)

.cob

(3) (2) '(5)

9 4 r0

-

0,

(13)

.
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Table V-28

:

Children's Answers to When in Futpre
They Will Apply,Messages-in Segments

Superperson U:

Oldergirls: When same thing happens.to me

When same thing happens to'someone

(N) (2)

Older boys: When same thing happens to me
.

(N) (1)

Turkey of the Week:

Younger girls:.

(N)

Younger boys:
,

44.

(N)
4

Older girls:

-(N)

When same thing happens to ie

Don't know'

(1)

When same thing happens to me

When same thing happens to me

(2)

McDonald's Commercial: a

Younger girls: When same thihg happens to me

,(N)
40 ',

, (1)

Younger boys: When same thing happens to me
, r

(N) .,. (1)

Older girls: When same thing happens to me

(N) 4. (1)

Older boys:
.4.

0,0

else

'Lot

ti

4
Tomorrow when same thing happens to me

(2).



TAle V-29

Children's Reasons for. Applying Messages
in Segments Sometime in the Future

Superperson U:

Older girls; Bad consequences will follow if don't

Bad consequences will follow if don't

(N) (2)

41.

Older boys: It was funny

(N) (1)

Turkey of the Week:

Younger girls: So know what to do

(N) (l)°

Younger boy: So know what to do

(N) (1)

Older girls: Bad consequences will follow if don't

Don't know

(N) (2)

McDonald's Commercial:

Younger girls:

Younger boys':

Older girls:

(N)
4

Older bpys:

Missing data

Missing data

So know what to'do

(1)

Some sad things you don't forget

Dont' know

4') 4 r4

(2)

As,

a

22'4'
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Number of_

Reported Liking:

Superperson U

Yes

No

Table V -30

Childr n's Reported Liking of Short, Affective Segments

Turkey of the We k"

Yes

No

McDonald's Co ercial

Yes

No

F

(N)

e

Younger

Girls Boys

225

Older
All

Girls Boys Children

0 0 1 1 2

0 0 1 1

1 1 2 0 4

0 0 0

2 1 1 2 6

0 0 0 0 0

(3) .(2) (5) (3) (13)

O
11.

(

L



Segment

SuperpertOn U

(N)

Table V-31

li
ik.

Children'S. Emotional Responses to. the Characters
'In the Short Affective Segments and
Their Stated Reasons for These Responses-

Emotional Responses

Didn't like one character
empathized with one character,
recognized feeling one

character portrayed

Empathized with one charactei

Didn't like one character,
empathized with one character,

(3)

. 226

Reasons for Emotional Responses
t.

One charact r disagreeable,
imagine feelings of one
charac er, agreed with
messag in segment

One"char cter disagreeable, felt
-sorr for one character,
seg ent was fundy

One character disagreeable,
'imagined feelings of one
character

(3)

Turkey of the Week Didn't like character, then liked Agreed with message in segment,

character,-erpathized with felt sorry for character

character

(N)

McDonald 's

commercial

(N)

Didn't like character

Didn't like character, then
liked character, recognized
feelings character portrayed

(3)

Empathized with character

Empathized with cINAxacter

Empathized with character

Empathized with character

Empathized with character

.0
Empathized with character

(6)

Agreed with message in segment,
character disagreeable

Character disagreeable,
character changed behavior

(3)

Same. thing happened to me

Imagined feelings portrayed by
character

Felt sorry for character, imagined
Alimmw feelingsportrayed---bycharacter_

Imagined feelings portrayed by
character

Agreed with message, imagined
feelings portrayed by character

Felt sorry for character

(6)
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simif5r. Children reported that they felt the way they-did about the characters

becaue they imagined how the character felt or because the same thing (and the

same feeling) °had happened to them before. There were no sex or age differences

in reported feelings about characters in the segments.

Besides the feelings of liking or disliking the segment as a whole and the

feelings about the characters, children were able to report few other feelings

about the segments (see Table V-32): Exceptions were one child who reported

feeling "really involved with it" (an older girl), another who said the segment

(not particularly the character) made her "remember the same feeling" she had

once had (a, younger girl). However, given the very lshort length of the segments,

it was impressive that the children, including even the youngest ones, could

talk as ably and extensively as they did about their emotional responses to

these segments.

Conclusions,

Although there are several 'imitations to the generalizability of the

findings from this pilot study, the results do 'False some important issues

-
regarding the prograftming of prosocial material for children on television.

First, as was mentioned earlier, findings from the first part of the questionnaire

indicate that children had little trouble classifying Drawing Power as one

type of programming or another. They also had little trouble ,distinguishing

Drawing Power as the same as or different from other types of programming.

Children could even articulate the program cues they used to make these

discriminations. But almost half of the sample classified Drawing Power as a

,program that was just for fun, seemingly missing the prosocial intent of the show.

About half the sample also thought the "producers" of Drawing Power wanted the



Segment

Superperson U

Table V-32 228

Children's Other (Non-Character Mediated) Emotional
Responses to Short, Affective Segments

Emotional Response

I felt really involved with it

Turkey of the Week It was funny

McDonald's Commercial It made me remember same feeling

I

4

'3 41 'e

Re
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program on, television exclusively "for fun" or "to make kids laugh." Again,

et -

these responses suggested the producers' prosocial intent for the show bad been

It

missed. Looking at the reasons given by children for their prosocial/for fun

decisions, it appears that the cartoons and humor or jokes in Drawing rower

figured heavily into the just-fOr-fun classifications,,especidily among younger

viewers. In other words, the fUnny parts of Drawing Power and the cartoons in

the program contribute4 to children's perceptions of Drawing Power as a Pibgram

that was just for fun rather than a prOgram that tried to teach something

important.
.

.

The question remains whether an "erroneous" belief that a prosocial program.
./

-

is just-for-fun adversely affects children's learning from it. If it does not,
r

one could argue so much the better, who can argue with sugar-coated prosocial ,

- messages. But clearly that is an issue that has not been resolved.' It deserves

more attention,4f the efforts of prosocial television programmers to educate,

and entertain, especially younger children, are not to be squandered. Oneway

to shed further light on this issue woUld, be to look at children's learning from

prosocial programa'when they have "inaccurately" classified these'shows as
8

programs that are just for fun.

6

I

Another set of important educational issues was raided by findings from

the second part of the questionnaire. These center on the seeming pbpularity

and ilipOrtance with children of television programs using a " family format."

For those interested in children's learning of affective content via television,

the family show appears, for several reasons, to be a Promising vehicle for

more deliberate programming in this area. First, many of the children In this
ti

sample spontaneously offered examples of family sitcoms and dramatic family

series as television programs they watch that are about people's feelings.
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Children also reported watching family show6 a lot and,, almost without exception,

liked these shows. Reported learning from family shows included not only moral

lessons but ideas about feelings, families, and being adults. Family, shows
/

2.

also made children think 'about their own interfamilial or interpenbnal "problems"

and gave children ideas for. solving such problems. These were ideas that children

reported not especially learning at school or' withfriends but mostly at home,

if anywheravother than on_television. 'Children also reported experiencing

special feelings while watching family shows, mostly empathic responses to char-
.

acters or identification with feelings portrayed by characters. It is likely

that these,feelings had some influence on what children learned from family shows.

.
.

Although the content learned in family shows can be described only broadly,

as "affective," it is clear that children are learning something from these
(-1

shows that impa.-pts on their understandg of families and interpersonal relation-

1

.ships..ships. How crucial this learning is to children's emotional development in 1

-

general is another area worthy bf further research and greater attenti9n in

television programming fOr children.
0

Because not enough children in this sample reported seeing children's

specials very frequently, the conclusions offered about family shows canaot be

extended to,this second type of programming for children. Though this result

was unfortunate, it was not surpri.sing since many children's specials are on

in the afterschool,hours during weekdays, and the children in this sample are

in afterschool programs away from their homes and televisions during these hours.

Howqver, one might reason that children's draMatic specials could provide

almother means of teaching content similar'to that conveyed in family programs.

It would be interesting to test this assertion with another sample of children.
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, From the last part of the questionnaire; it seems that short, affective

segments in, prosocial shows are another effective format for televised teaching

of affective content to children. ,Children accurately recalled the, messages

Pin these segments, recognized their intent as prosocial, and planned to apply

the learned messages in the future when the same set of circumstances happened

to them. The messages in these-segments would be guides to their, behavior at

those times, they said.

Emotional responses to short, af4ctive segments also centered on the

characters in the segments, although globalratings0of liking were not ,entirely

dependent on the characters. Again tho question of charactermediated affects

and their impact on learninfrom televised segments was raised by these findings.

If the relationship between emotional responses and learning were more,fiimly

established, children's emotional responses to televised segments might be

better utilized for more effective learning from this medium of affective or

other content.
IP .

I
Two additional conclusions are suggested by'the findings from this study,

particularly the findings from the second and third parts of the questidnnaire.

As previously stated, J.; was impressive:that Children could talk as ably, and

extensively about their learning from television ancespecially their feelings

in response to programming dealing with emotions. This was true for both the

short, affective segments that dealt with a specific and wellfocused concept

about feelings and the family'shows that dealt with broad family or interpersonal

affective issues.-'These findings are encouraging in two respects. First, they

suggest that television may be very important in future rgsearch on children's

emotional development, for it.provides rich "stimulus" material that evokes

emotional responses in children. These responses can be.studied with specific,
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theoretical issues in'mind. Second, the findings from this study also suggest

that certain television content may-well impact children's emotional develop-

ment. The medium could probably be used more deliberately to enhance children's

experiences with emotion and their general emotional development. Family

dramas and situation comedies offer clear,vehiles for doing this.

aw

(1.

A
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VI. I ICATIONS FOR PROSOCIAL PROGRAMING

4 .
Long gto, at the beginnin4 of this voluminous_repor it was moted.that

iheettorks infrequenti produce, prosocial programming for Saturday morning

broadcasting. It is even rarer for them to assess the accomplishments of such

programming.
9

The three evaluations reported here thus stand as an unusual

-
opportunity to examine prosocial programming as it is produced by the networks

and viewed by American children,

(
All three evaluations -- for DrawinePower, the Play Alongs, and How To

Watch TV -- .,indicated that such programming can succeed in its prosocial

goals. Children learned about television, careers, books, nutrition, exercise,

crafts; draOing techniques, pet care, social norms, and tiP like. They were

Itt

reminded about how to be considerate of others and get al well with them.

They became actively engaged in mental and physical activities portrayed on
46.

11

the television scfeen.9 They gained ideas for future activities and'i entions'

to be more considerate in their interactions with others. All these outcomes

are exactly wat one would want from prosocial.programMing, and all are

positive contributions to Children's lives.

Although the evaluations were not designed to determine what program

characteristics help content to have greater impact, some inferences can be

Made. One is that programming which is highly, visual and explicit in its

presentation of an idea is more likely to have an impact. This was true for

the Animals Don't Die How to Watch TV drcip-in, .the Superperson University

segment in Drawing Powgr, and the Scrambled Faces Play Along. Each was

highly explicit and visual in presenting its information and/or encouraging,.,

children to participate in its activity. A second contributing characteristic.

is repetition, especially wft<;ariation. The best recalled segment from

C)

fi
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5Drawin Power was Superperson-Un-iversl-t-y--i41-wh-ieh-t-lit-same-idea-s is- presented

\
!

in sever 1 scenes. A third contributing caracteristic / 4 at feast for prog.-
---

ramming about interpersonal 'relations, .is focussing on behaviors which are
0,

widely endorsed in sofiety. These were the most likely to be accepted by

children who viewed Drawing Power. A fourth; at least for progr-amming

designed 'o promote active participation, is to keep thepace slow enough

that children can actually perform the-,tuggested'activity along with the
mr4

programming suggesting it. Such was the pace of the Scramb ed Faces Play

Along.

Including-these characteristics in future prosocial p gramming could lead

to an increase in its impact on children. However, successful programming doe

not.often come from simple-minded application of*a formula or a few guidelines.

1

Using characteristics which have generally been successful in the past, mixing
4a.

them in ways which are appropriate for the particular goals and content of 1

"the programming, adding lots of creativity, and probably having som O.uck

are all factors influeAcing the success of prosocial programming. Given the

3

. v ,

best possible circumstances, prosocial programming's impact should be high,

l
-

but it still cannot be expected.to impactor convert all child viewers. No

programming does.

Certainly, none of the programming evaluated here had an overwhelming

effect onchildren. It did not make an angel out of a little beast. It did

.

not make even the majority of the child viewers guess words or riddles or

perform exercises or do dances each time a Play Along encouraged such

activity. It did not.succeed in teaching them all the facts that were

presented about careers, books, or the nature of television. To note these

limitations in impact is not to condemn present prosocial programming as

failures. What reasonable person would want children's personalities chan

0.

1
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from four half-hours of programmi
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Or want themall to get busy and parti-

cipate each time the television suggested they.should? Or Igant them all to

,

learn facts that are presented once in a thirty-Aecond swipe.at an idea?

At the same time,, assessing the impacts of prosocial programming raises

. , .

thgdilemMa of how to decide when it has achieved enough impact to be deemed

.

a success.' Is it enough to afftct any children? Or must it affect at least

half of them?1, Or must any child IA affected a third of the time s/he watches

such programming? There are no generally agreed upon standards for how much

effect signifies succkssfor prosocial programming. Standards lie somewhere
...

between no effect and 100% effect, and probably-toward the upper rather than

lower end. Yet no bne would hold as a reasonable standard that all children

1116e affected all the time. In the absence of an accepted norm for.successful

performance by prosocial programming and with results which sholt prog-
.

-ace-
ramming did not impact all children or impact them completely, the bept tat

'can be salsAs that;NBC'p prosocial ypgramminC-- Drawing Power, Play Aloiigs,

and How to Watch TV -- made some difference in childr n'slives. Depending on

one's standards, the difference was or was not laygesenough.to say the program-
44

P C

ming was successful.

Turing from the effects of prosocial programming to its appeal for

child4gn, one encounters no such problems with missing standards. The

standards are very clear. Successitl prosocial programming must be attractive
.

7

enough to ommand a reasonable share of the'audience when it is broadcast as.an

entire prdgram and attractive enough at lgast to retain the audience when it

is broadcast as drop-ins /otother programming. Some people would argue against

these norms or assert that they should not be given precedence over network

responsibilities to broadcast prosocial programming, but, in fact, these

standards are firmly entrenched in the industry. :t
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Accepting the standards for the moment, the success of NBC's prosecial

programming must-be viewed as at best mixed.
10

Drawing Power, althodgh
1.0

*

judged appealing.by children, did not hold up well when they were asked whether

they would Watch it or another Saturday. morning program broadcast at the

same time. It did better when its competition was oteler prosocial programming

than when it was,Other NBC (non-prosocial) programining, but it did not do,

all that well on'either comparison.

I -
Drawing Power's ratings seem to confirm thig'finding, although such

ratings are determined by audience flow,'competition, and available audience; ..).

r.

as well as by the program itself. In Drawing Power's case, All three scheduling

factors probably operated against it The series-, as tested in this evaluation,

*
appealed more to younger than older-children,

.

yet it-was broadcast when the '

audiKCe was more heavily composed of older children, adolesCents, and4hdultsT

Also, it preceded Jonny Quest, a series which appeals most strongly to older
0

boys, the very grOup that liked Drawing Power least. F1.4, it ran against'''.
o

programming which appealed teAore of the older children who are a larger

Oa

proportion of the late morning audience. These circumstances, as well as

theiappeal of Drawing Power itself, must-certainly have contributed to its

1

Compared to Drawing power,, the Play Alongs were more Successful in

meeting the appeal criterion which applied to them. That is, they were

attractive.enough at least to retain'the audience for the Flintstones Coma");

410
i ,

Show intp which they were placed. As_atype of programming, h6wever; they

4b: .

-,..,,

were not overwhelmingly successful. Children ratdd their appeal as leSs than

that of the FLintstones cartoons-and were- less likely to resume viewing

. A

(after having stopped) while'they were on han when the cartoons were on.
. .

4 L o
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Thus, the Play Alongs may be judged to have met only a-minimum criterion of

sucCes. The judgment that the Play Alongs performed better than Drawing ,

-Power must, of course, lie tempered by the recognition that they had an easier

task. To be judged successful, they'only needed to keep the audience which

the FlintstoneS cartoons delivered to them. Drawing Power, on the other hand,

had to attract and keep an audience on its own merits.

The crucial question for programming is, of course, how ro make prosocial

programming attractive on its own. Inserts like the play Alongs are cepOainly

a good prosocial addition to Saturday morning, but one would want even,

dropins like that to help attract an audience -- not just not to lose it.

Moreover, it is certainly not Coo much to want to'be able to produce an

attractive prosocial series. Can these be done?

The present evaluation was not designed to determine the charaCteristics

which would make prosocial programming more attractive to children. However,

some inferences can be drawn from the findings% Qne is that dropins to well--

established'programs are less likely to cause lower ratings than a new series

might. A second is that, where something other than droptmsi.e/W:nted, longer

stories with plotted dramatic storylines,are probably better in generating

appeal. The high appeal of the Su person University segments in Drawing

Power and the continued success of Fat Albert both support this,inference, \*

-although most children in this evaluation did not say they preferred longer

plotted stories when directly 'questioned. A third inference is.that dropins
0

designed to encourage participation are more likely to regain a lost audience

and less likely (to lose ancaudience when,they are quite explicit in'inviting

children to join in. For instance, the Faces, Words, and Dance Play Alongs

are all quite explicit in telling children how they can participate, and they
, .
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lost fewer child viewers than did the Flintstones cartoons. Also, Faces and

Words regained more audience than did the cartoons, and Faces received a higher

appeal rating,than the cartoons. Here, then, are examples of prosocial drop

ins which are even more attractive than the regular cartoons with which they

appear.

It was noted in discussing the characteristics of prosocial programming

which should impact children more that there are no faraLs which guarantee

success. The same is true 'for creating appealing programming in general.

To make recommendations about how to increase appeal is not to suggest that
.01r

following them-guarantees highly attractive prosocial programming. Nor is it

suggest that, recommended choiees are the only ones that would characterize

attractive prosocial programming. -The. recommendations are simply the only

it

ones which can be inferred from the data gathered in the present evaluatiOns.

Appeal is virtually the sine qua nod.of network progvamming. It is also

something of a never ending mystery for,programmers.. Series they believe

will be successful fail, Series they have doubt about succeed. Programmers

have beliefs about what will do well and what will not. They are very often

4,t
-. .°=tatrgh6Theyare also surprised more often than they would like -- or than is

probably good for their job security. Since these circumstances prevail for

,

primetime and Saturday morning programming, it is not surprising they also-

prevail-for prosocial programming. Nor is it surprising,Oiat there are few

examples of especially appealing prosocial programming. Relatively eew pro
,

social programs,have been attempted. If their rates of,skzess and failure

are similar to those for other programming, there would be few examples of

vs*,

successful prosocial programming simply because there has been little-efit.

Stating this is not meant as counter argument tq the,widely shared belief that.

it is hard to do attractive prosocial programming, only to put it in perspective.

4- U....1
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Since the networks will continue to have some inclination and obligation

to produce prosocial programming, it is in their own interest to explore further

what characterizes successful prosocial programming. This may occur through

both the creative proceSs and research. As more prosocial programming is

created, there will be more different types available. From among the greater

number wi,ll'certainly arise one or more models of successful prosocial

programming. At dat4 from the pilot study teported here indicated, some

primetime programming could perhaps already serve as models. Such family

drams as Little House on the Prairie, Family,, and The Waltons and such

,
situation comedies as Eight is Enough, The Brady Bunch, and."Mork and Mindy

are examples of successful prosocial programming. Whether the sources of their

appeal and impact are well enough understood that they can"serve as models

and whether they are viable for Saturday morning are still unknown.

Research may also provide some guidance about appropriate,MOdels for

'prosocial programming. It could, for'instance, help identify issues, char4c

teristics, themes, and-the like that the genetal public associates with the

concept of "prosocial television programming." Certainly there ip not now

any generally Sgieed upon conceptual or operational definition of the term.

To have one derived from the public would facilitate network consideration

of when it .has produced successful prosocial programming.

Thp present evaluation indicates that children' normal viewing behavior

may be studied, as. it indicate the appeal and impact of prosocial programming.

With the 'assistance of parents and other, responsible family members one'can

gather information on what children actually do at home visavis Saturday

morning programming. Here is the opportunity to "see" children watch,

bedrome bored, change channels,: turn off the set, laugh, be fraid, participate,

comment, look interested and in every other usual way indicate how much they
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like,.dislike, and otherwise respond to regular television programming. Here

240

is the opportunity to see what program content actually triggers these

reactions. No more ecologicallyovalid research methods could be found.

Certainly the evaluation indicates that the home' observation, questionnaire,

and interview are research methods worth using again:

It- is to-be hoped that new programming eff/ts and additional research

will help provide models for successful prosocial programming. The present

evaluations indicate that current prosocial programming can influence children

in'desirasble ways and that some of it can be sufficiently attractive to "make

it" on Saturday morning. Nowthe,goals should be to increase the impact of

such programming and to find ways to make it more appealing: Children cirr

benefit from including prosocial programming intheir Saturday morning

viewing schedule and they can enjoy it.; Why not find ways to do more?

4
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FOOTNOTES

1 Issues addressed in the three evaluations were determined in discussions

among the researchers (Aimee Dorr, Catherine Doubleday, Peter Kovaric, and

Dale Kunkel) ar/d NBC staff and a consultant (Mickey Dwyer., Sam Ewing,

Ronald Milaysky, Barbara Mills, Horst Stipp, and Phyllis Tucker Vinson).

Some additional coding and analyses were decided upon following a report of

preliminary findings to NBC staff, one consultant, and meders of NBC's

Social Science Advisory Panel.

2 The original plan was to split children into groups of younger and older

participants, with the groups beineages 6-8 and 9-11. Because the after-

school programs in which the research was conducted were more heavily

attended by younger than older children, the age split of 5:7 and 8-12 had

to be used instead. Since afterschool careprograms were virtually the only .

reasonable source oa participants, the other alternatives to the 5-7 and

8-12 split were to have very unequal numbers of children in 6 -8 and 9-11

age grOups or to conduct the research in many more than thelive afterschool

programs utilized. Both these alternatives seemed less deiirable than the
M

5-7 and 87J.2 age split which was chosen.

3 One participating afterschool care program insisted that children spend

no more than two non-consecutive days per week viewing television asIpart

of the program's activities. For this reason, viewing and testing were

scheduled over two weeks beginning at the end of one week and ending the

middle of the next week.

o
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4*
Directors of all aftersihool programs agreed to let all children view

the television programs, even if they did not have permission to participate

in the research: The directors believed the prosocial content of the

programming was worthwhile for all'children and a reasonable part of the

activities of the afterschood care centers. Several children who did not

have permission to be tested at the early viewing sessions brogght completed

consent forms later in the week.

5
Children who said they remembered seeing the Symphony Play Along were not

asked to describe its content. It was assumed they would be unable to

describe the music (the main poift't of the Play Along) in any detail that

mattered.

6
.

At the request of NBC, those recruited in the latter part of the Play Alongs

eve ation were asked how often the children they observed watched the

Flintstones Comedy Show on IGIBC on Saturday mornigs and also how often they

watched the syndicated Flintstones-broadcast weekdays on a.local independent

station. The correlation in viewing frequency, with frequency measured on

a four-point scale, was only .22, N = 50.

7
Brady Bunch and Eight .is Eriough were selected because of some earlier,

'unpublished research by Dorr and Kovaric in which these programs were shown

to be frequently watched by children of this age group.
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\

8 Data for all seventeen children could not be<obtained for this part of t

. the questionnaire, due- to technical difficulties with the videocassette

recorder at one afterschool center for this part of the research only.

9 To our knowledge the only otilenetwork-sponsored evaluations of prosocia&
4

Programming., other. than small in-house assessments, have been those for

Hot Hero Sandwich,'Pat Albert and the Cosby Kids, Harlem Globetrotters-

Popcorn Machine; U.S. of Archie, Shazam, and Isis.

..-

10 The appeal of How to Watch TV drop-ins was not measutea, ecause NBC

felt the more important issue was-children's learning from them,

c

' . I'
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/
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Participant Recruitment for Drawing-Power and How to Watch IV

r

a 0

- Letter of Introduction to Parents

- Consent Form fsr Participation,

ab - Project Descriptibn

f

-r

4

0
.

4

3

4
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THE ANNENBERG SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS'
UnkersmjRark.

.ar die University of Southirn California Los.Argralfforno5p4-7

Dear Parents:
.

-

.
.

,

.,
.

,
, --

4
,

I im writing to,.asfc.:peltmission for-our child to participate in a research`

project which will be carried out at his or her aftersch661 program. The

ilk
administrator of the afterschool program has agreed to the project, but we

reed your permission too.,

1 .
. 0,

he 'research is being conducted for .NBC. It will provide the w,ith infor-

mation on children's opinions about and responses to some o.f their programs.

All the program.s.are educational in that they show socially-valued ideas and

behaviors. NBC will pse our results to improve these progr'aMs. Ode may<,
. ..,

. also publish Our:result's in profesional journals. .

If your child participates in the project, ,this is what will happen. .He or

3 she will be abli to watch up to five half-hour programs over one week in the

afterschool prop mt We will interview, nim or her about, this type of educa-

tional program, how him or her one new half-hour episode of the type already,

Viewed, and lute view him or her about the program. The totalwatiount of

educational programming viewed wduld be ,no,ore thIn'three hours. The total

itterviewingtime wou_lci. be:30-45 mjAtes. The work tfill be c ducted by.me and

.graduate qudent research assis'tants. The pfterschool pr ram will receive

a monetary gift as a thank you. 0-
. z

In our experience children enjoy this,-kOnd of project and usually learn.

something froil The?e are no known bad effects. If, hoWever, a child

should find he or she did, not want to finish the project, we yould certainly

agree to that. W,e_keep all *formation from individuals -anonymous and
.

confidential: , '
a .

';We think this proYeq. is worthwhile. It should 4e informative and.fun for

the children, and it, will help NBC to'imuoye its children's programming. If 0,

yci should want to know more about its, please feel free to read the detal,led

description on file in the
office4ofgtheadmInistrator of the afterschool

program orto call me'or,the esearch-assistants. ,

, ti
ele.)

If .you are willing to have .ur chLl&p4kticipate, please.. fill out and sign

the enclosed permission ai ...Have your-child return it.tertHE-Vterschool

progrm tomorrow. Thank y u. ° -

,, 4

f ... 4

.
.

, 4
.

. . ee Dorr, Ph.D.13- t
-2 5

Cathy

-

Doubleday,...y.etar KO-.aric.,,Dale -Kunkel
-

1 .

Project Director' '
...'4Graduate Student Research Assistants

743-2255 .:.

A

. 743-1406, ext, 36. ' 4.". -..

.
- .

.
..

p
. ._...,

°
..

..,

I", 11 .

r
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This is to certif), that I
__give my permission for

child ,
tb.participite in the researchroiect

"Evaluation of rosocial Television Programming for children At School4
Viewing Project." The research in under the supervision of Dr. Aimee Dorr,

'a faculty member' at the.Annenberg Schoolof Communications at the University
, .. --

. ..

of Soathern'Ca l'ffornia. .'The,research project _has been fully e-xplainedzto, .

,..
,

Me, and .1, understand
,

f that it wil4 involve the following special procedures:

. .* My child may Choose ,to watch some children's prOgrams when .he

she is participating in the afterschool program.

* The pro rams are'designed to teach fat-ts and encoufage good,

behavior.. They contain commercials and all other nonprogram

.. V.
material that are u.sually:broadcast on television.

* My child will .be interviewed' about this type of prognar:., shown
.

anotrer episode pf the'same, serie

f

, and then interviewed abOut

(
that program: .

* There are no known effects'of.this or 1-111crefi. My
. y'

.

..,, sehfid will probably enjoy it and-learn soethin
. ,

m.
---

g 1

,.:.--7.c)

t ,

0

. ,It '

* My child may withdraw ft'om,the project at any time:" - ( °.

...

.
1r

.

* All questions I have will be answered by Dr. Dorr or her

-% 'research assistants. -A .

wr

k All informatlon.ffom dachtchild wi'l be kept cOnfidentiaI and

anonymous.
1

- * The inf'rMation from the project will be used by NBC to improve

its t4ogramming for children and may be used by the resealChers

i' for scientific reports.

?"'

* My child's afterschool, program will receive a,monetary gift

9 as a'-thank your.

Child's age Parent's signatue

4

* Date
.14p-i-pe-rfirern.p---rt-u ralre-

At

X -
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Utal ersilJ FIA.

0at the University &Southern California Los A ngeles, Galifornia 90007

S.

Project Description

Evaluation.of Prosocial Television Programming

for Children
A

At School Viewing Project

JanuSTi 1981

We are teachers and
researchers at the Annenberg School of Communications at the University

of Southern California. We are interested in evaluating someg children's, telvevisidnprog-

ramming now being broadcast on Saturday mornings by NBC. Children who participate will

be asked 'what they, like and-do not like about the programming, what!information,or ideas

they gain from. it, and whom ey think programming- is good for. .The results of our

study will be used by NBC idfr he development of improved children's programming for

next year. They also be published by usin professional journals.

A

The researc 1 be carried,out at several locations such as this one where children

attend afterschool programs.
Data for the project will be gathered in the folldwing

way. During one week in January orFebruary (1981), children will be given the choice

of watching severaW children's television programs while they are participating in

their regular afterschool program. All of these television prograT are educational in

-that they attempt to teach'children socially-valued ideas,or
behaviors. They are all,

television programs that have been recently broadcast by various stations in Los Angeles

and will contain commercials and all other non-program material usually seen when

programs are viewed at home.

A few days after the program tapes have been brought to-the center; children will 1)

interviewed. -about the type of television programming they have been given the opportunity

to watch.- The'interviewing Will be, done during the afterschool program. Then children

will be asked to watch another television program and will be interviewed about that

program. ,

As'far as we know,
participating in th4 research project should be fun for children.

AlQst every child we have ever worked with has enjoyed sharing opinionsabout uqlevision,

and children usually learn something about themselves when they do.

In order to make sure this is a pleasant experience for the children, we willdo the

following things: 1) only work with children with parental permission to do so, 2) only

work with a child if he or she Agrees to do so, 3) tell each child that he or she can

stop participating at any time, 4) tell each child how his or her answers will help us

5) answer any questions parents,
children, or staff may have about what we are doing,

and 6) only work with children at times the administrator of the afterschool program

chooses as appropriate.

,In all of the Work we do we will only hg4glking
aboUt children as a group: We will

never identify individual children.,
Moreover, all of our retords.vid.11 be kept in such

a Vey that no one will know what any particular child has said or written. This is to

insure the children't privacy and because we are concerned only with what children as

a group say.

At the conclusion of the project, a
monetary gift will be given to,the afterschool program

as a small thank you. If anyone wants to talk about the project With us at any vine,

he or she may call one of us at the numbers listed below. Thank you very much for your help

.

fm-4,-A,,,IervIra-rip--DaleKunicey Doubleday
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Appendix B

Segments Comprising Drawing Power,
How. to Watch TV, and EatAlbert Tapes*"

so`

A

7

i

,C)
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/No

3

.6

....,
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Segments Comprising Drawing Pow*. and Fat Albert Episodes Shown in
.91

\
Afterschool Care Programs

4-
Segments and ipisode Segment Content .

,

Drawing Poweri Super U Supershoes

Wacky
1

. Hippo heart attack

Turkey Dirty Harry 0
.°

Rutabaga Peas

Book , Secret Garden

(etcPeeves Chick grows up1
How to Watch TV ,Good. to have,different-people on TV

Drawing Power2

'4\

Drawing Power3

4 Drawing-Power
4

7

Super U

Wacky

Instant

Big fish for queen
*

Willy Tell'

,Wac Wall of China

Rutabaga

* What do

How Co 'Watch TV

Super U

Rutabaga

What do'

Book ,

Wacky.

'Pet Peeves

How to.WatCh TV

Food without salt

.Dairy farm

Why ads on TV

Superpbp

Fiber

OrthopVist

Tom Sawyer

Canary sings

Bird care

A9mals don't die

1

Super U Law and Order

-Wacky Ape painting 1.
0 Rutabaga Celery

. .

Book Gullivers Tratels

Wacky
N.

. Bulldozer and car
..,

What do Metebrologist A,_
How to Watch TV Plan time for TV and homeworki---7.

eo° Fat Albert Bill and Russell get
their tonsils out
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Appendix C.

Researcher's Text and Child's Response Sheet for Day 4:0uestionnaire

About Drawing Powei- and how to Watch TV .

4

a

o
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MY name is
. I'm from the Annenberg School of Communications

at the University of Southern California.
I'm here today to ask you some questions

about one of the TV programs we asked you to watch, "Drawing Power." Myself and

rest of ouroup are trying to find out how children feel about this program,

and the only way we can do.that is to talk to children like you. What you have to

say is very important to us, so think carefully about your answers befoe'marking

them down. Also, remember that there are no right or wrong' answers. Everything

,
I'll ask you allows you7to tell'us-your opinion, or just what you think about c74

something. We're only interested in what you think, so please don't talk with your

neighbor or show your answer to him or her.

OK, ready to begin? I'M going to hand out a response sheet for each'of you.

Then I'm going to ask you'some questions and have you mark your answers on your

response sheet. To make sure that we can understand your answers, it's important

that we all stay together and follow my instructions. Only mark-an answer, on your

response sheet when I ask you to, and remember to think carefully about your answer

beforP e marking it down. If you're not sure where to mark your answers, or -have any

.

other questions, raise your hand and I'll stop and help you.

(PASS OUT RESPONSE SHVT) In the upper right hand corner is a place for you

to write down your name, and how old you are. Also, circle whether you area boy

I -

or a girl. Fill in this'part_ and then we'll begin.

Remember, were talkipg about the program "Drawing Power." Does everyone know

I

w.

what that program' is?

(BE SURE FOR EACH CHILD)
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1. About how many times have you seen,"Drawing Power" at home, and

how many times have you seen it at on the videotapes

we brought'you? On your response sheet, write down the numbei of

times you have watched'it, first only.at home, after the word "home."

Then write down the number of times you have seen "Drawing Power"'

on the videotapes we asked, you to watch. Write down this answer

after the word "project."

2. How much do you like the program "Drawing Powet?" A lot, some, a

little, or not at all? On your response sheet, circle the choice

which tells us how much you like "Drawing Power."

. \- .

I'm interested in what you do ind,don't like about the° program. I'm

going to read some things which tell what the program "Dtawing Power"

is like. For each one, we want you to tell us whether you like or

don't like it. While I read each one aloud, you follow along on your

t

response sheet, check g the box marked "like" if you like it, and the

box "don't like" if yo don't. If you're not sure whether yOu do or

don't like something, check the box in the middle marked "not sure."

OK?

3. "Drawing Power" has a lot of short stories instead of one long one.

4. Some of the stories are cartoons.

5. It tries to teach you things.

6. It has real people on the show, not just cartoons.

7. The real people in the progriM make jokes with each other.

:8. The reilpeople in the program tell what the cartoon stories are about.

/. Both the people.,in,the program and the cartoons talk about the same .

.11ingsor ideas.

1 IS

0J
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. 4r

10. Each story or cartoon in "Drawing Power" usually has an idea or a

point it tries to tell you. Is it usually easy or haPtiw.for you to

understand the ideas the ptogram tries to tell you? Check the box

on yoUr response sheet which tells ushow you feel, whether'the ideas

are "easy" or "hard" to understand.

11. I'm going to read you some pairs'of television shows. I want you to

imagine that both,of the shows are on at the same time, and check the

box of the show that you would rather watch, if you could only watch

one of them. -k

q;,
------

.r:'

.

,.--

a. If you could watch Drawing. Power; or Fat Albert, which would

you rather watch?

b. If yOu could watch Drawing Power, or la. Blue'llarble., which would

yOu rather watch? 4

c. If you could watch Drawing Power, or Flintstones, which would

you rather watch?

°*..

d. If you could watch Drawing Power, or Daffy Duck, which would

'you rather watch?

e. If you could watch Drawing Power, or Jonny Quest, which would

you rather watch?

12. 'Who do you think would like to watch "Drawing Power?" There are three

.groups ofqeople I want. to ask you about, children older than-yourself,

children your age, and children younger than yourself. 'For each group,

I want ydU to indicate on yourrespoilse sheet either "YES," I thOak

they would-. like to watch "Drawing.Fower $
" or "NO," I don't .think they

would like to watch it. For each group, mark either one yes or one no.ck

I .1
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Do' you remember seeing anything on any Saturday morniw programs you've

watched or oneany of the prpgrams we asked you to watch, which tells

.you about how to watch television? Mark YES if you've seen anything

like this, and NO if'you haven't.

4

9 1
0
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2. A. LOT

6.

7.

8.

- T

LIKE

%.

L'KE

T KE

SOME

NOT S'2.F.E

NOT SURE
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NAME

BOY/GIRLAGE

DATE

SESSION

POJECT

NOT SURE

NOT SURE
c;

O

A LITTLE

INT.

ETH.

,.)

NOT AT ALL

I

4

4

1

DON'T LIKE '4

DON'T LIKE

DON'T LIKE

DON'T LIKE

NOT. SURE

4. I s

.N=,SURE-- 1

(;)
DON'T LIKE

11,2.N? T LIKE

4
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10:

.4

a.

B.

LIKE

EASY

RESPONSE SHEET
Page 2'

NOT SURE DON T LIKE

"DRAWING POWER' ALBERT:'

"DRAW:NG POWER"

"DRAWING POWER"

"DRAWING POWER"

ice.

"DRAWING POWER"

"BIG BLUE MAPP77"

To.

A

257

"FLINTSTONES"

"DAFFY UCK"

"JONNY QUEST"

Ii
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4

13.

RESPONSE SHEET
PA 3

YES, LIKE TO

WATCH

1

OLDER CHILDREN

CHILDREN MY AGE

p.
YOUNGER CHILDREN

L.

N.t

YES NO
C

258

NO/WOULDN' T LIKE

TO WATCH

7

4Nt

0
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Researcher's Texts and Child's Response She t' fQr Day Questionnaire

About Drawing Power and How Watch TV ct

Four Researcher Texts, One per Drawing-Pover
Episode and How to Watch TV Drop-in

A

- One Child Respo9se Sheet of Which Other Three '

are Similar

4

ef4
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Post-Viewing Questionnaire four Drawing Power*. (Suvrshoes)
.

- -.., ,

l

e.-:
...

. i
,.- t . ,,.._

.

-,'
,. 4 -.-1r4

,
..-

I.
. p. .-

My name is ..71\\' T6 ay I'd le. to ask you some qua&tibns

.
.

. e

about thehe program we just watched. We'll be dping.thing's jeWabout the same -

-' 260

0
44 .

0 1 - 1.
way as yesteiday. I'll ask you, a question, and you'1,1,,mark down your answer

on the response,Sheet give you. 1*..1,ffint to remart-y ou that I'm OAly
. . c.

.
fa 1

interested in what you4think,Tto be sure to answer-wiehourtvWn ideas, -.Don't .4

.

..
..,

talk with your Reighbor or show your answer' to h, a' her. "- - '' Q 4 ..

N. , 1
.

°
.

, ..,

OK, ready to'begin? ,(PASS OUT RESPONSE SHIT). 4n,thie,fupperright harrd
- . -..., .

f - -..
0 I 1, V

corner is a place for you t.c1 write dowry your udl,...t-_--rnd-hbw, old you are. -AlsO, t---
.,,

.0. .0 .
. t

circle whether you, are a -boy or a girl. ..,
...,

.,.
4 .

4
'

't4
, !

.01 . '

It's importanCthat we all stay together and' follow my instruc61,on;..0111-
.,-

. ,mark an answer on the response sheet when ...I ask you t
V!

o,,'and $ut it where I ,''',

,

,-. % .

,

. .

sho
.

yo6. Remember to think carefully about youi answer .before marking 'it dot,:n.,
, ,

Ifyou're not sure where to mark your answers, or have'any other que:Stions, raise

..
.. .k

_ -

your hand and I'll stop,,and help you,

1

1. How such did you like the Drawing Power program you just sawkl
fo,

A lot, some, a little, or not at all? Circle the answer which shows' -e

how muchou liked the program. \\\

Now I want to ask whether you liked certain parts of. the program we sNNs, -

1

today. 'I'll describe the part and ,yob-circle "yes" on your response sheet

if you liked it and "no" if you didn't like it. Ii you're not sure whethea-

,or no t you like it, circle the face marked not sure" in the/middle.

(IF A CHILDDOESN'T REMEMBER A SEGMENT, You4nkY REMIND THEM BY MENTIONING

1CHARACTERS, BUT DON'T SAY ANYTHING ABOUT TLOT. IF A CHILD STILL CAN'T

'IDENTIFY THAT SEGMENT, HAVE THEM SKIP THAT ITEM.)

4

a. Superparson U aboUt Supershoes

b. Wacky World about the hippci

c. Turkey of the Week -- about dirty Harry

4

G



'- .

d.. Book Reporters -- about the Secret Garden
..,

.4
,

e. Professor Rutabaga--- about peas _

f, Pet Peeves -- taking care of a pet chick/chicken

..) "---t. g. Lenny, Kari, & p.-- talking about the cartoons. .

L
1,

1
k.........-

. mi .

.

.
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.

.
.- -.

t.

e
, t. ,

'
3.. Now I'm going to read a list of ideas you mia1022:7e gotten from watching

A.

. the Drawing Power .pro rtal we, saw today. For eath-bne, I wint youto circle

the vyes" ton your des onse sheet' if the progratfOlelydu ablut that idea

or "no" if it didn"t. (IF A CiiILD ISN'T SURE, HAVE HIM/HER MARK "NO.")

r

a. It's OK to be dirty or messy

b. The Secret Garden is-a ,book about an.English girl who lives in a big
',

house and finds a mysterious garden

c. It's no fun to be dirty or messy

It's' important to think about other4ople's feelings

,e. You get ice cream when you have your tonsils out

f. Peas give you lots of vitamins and energy

g. Baby chicks grow up'to be chickens which still need good care as a pet

a.

*A

4. Drawing Power has different parts to it. Each one tries to show kids

things about themselves and their world. We want to know who you think

each part best for -- kids older than you, kids yout age, or.kids

younger than you. I'm going to-Sterne somegof the different parts and. I

want you to tell me all the people you think they are good for. (FOR

,EACH ITEM, BE SURE KIDS KNOW THEY CAN CHECK, 1, 2, OR 3 BOXES.)

ow

a. The Book Reporters about The Secret Garden -- is that good for

older kids? for kids your age? for younger kids?'

b. Turkey of the Week -- about dirty Harry .

c. Professor Rutabaga about peas



Y

d. Superperson U about Supershoes"

e. Wacky World about the hippo

f. Pet Peeves taking care oaf your pet chicken

g. Lenny, Kari and Pop joking and tal ing

'to

Post Viewing
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5. NoW I want to know how You think Drawing Power usually shows the ideas
C'

it wants you to know about -- in the cartoons

Kari and 110 -- Or in both the cartoons and the talking. Check the first

box if the ideas-mostly come from thecartoon, check the second box if they

mostly come from the people, or check the third box if you think they're,'

from both.

6. Here are some thingg you might do after seeing Drawing Power. -I'll name

the things. For each one circle "yds" on your paper if you think you might

do it and "no" if you think yop won't.

,

a. Get a copy of The Secret Garden to read

b. Be sure to keep myself and my room clean, not messy

c. Think about what it's like to be in another person's shoes

d. -Be sure to -include peas in my diet

e. Take good care of my pet even when it grows up

4

4

4

4

4
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7. OK, now I want you to think about all the Drawing Power programs you have .*

seen. We know that each program has several different stories or parts in

it. Do you think Drawing Power would be better if it had longer stories,

shorter stories or do youlike it the way it is now? Check the fifst box

if You think Drawing Power would be better with longer stories, the second

box if it would be better with shorter stories, or the third box if it

is fine the way it it now.

8. Do you remember seeing something called "How to Watch TV" on the Drawing

Power program we just watched?' Check either "yes" or."no."

9. -Do you think it was an ad, part of the program, or something else? On your

paper check the first box if you think Howoto Watch TV was an ad, the

second box if you think it is part of the program, or ,he third box if you

f

think it was something else.

1

10. What do you 01Ink this "How to Watch Televisi?n" story tellsyou? say .

)1,.

three answers, and, you decide which one you think it wastrying to tell you.
/

a. It's good that TV tells you about different kinds of people,

It's good that TV. tells you about people just Iike.yclu

c, It's good that TVtells you about people growing up

If you 'think this story was telling you that TV tells you about different

kinds .of people, check,"a."*, ,

If you think thii story was telling yo that TV tells you about people

just like you, check' "b."

If you think this story was telling you that TV tells you about people ,

'gxnuIng-arp.,_gbeck "c." . x3, 0,
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11. Do you chkhk that what the "How to WaAtch TV" story told you is important

to know? YES or le, Circle YESor NO on'your paper:

12. Did you know about-that before you saw this story? YES or NO? On your

per cir4re "Yes" if you already knew this and "No" if you didn't.
iF Osis'&7,0110. 1! ):11J,WEII DIvERE.I.yr-

IIF AN'' NOs ASK THEM "HAVE YOU WONDERED ...::."
.

. AN-IMALS-

Kitt.) bp 9EltAxicy3174 1 e
.

-a4pak.g1A4iefft.liaL-BE4441) On your ;paper check "Yes" if you wondered

about thn.before and "No" if you didn't. FOR YESes, HAVE KIP THIS

..../

PART.

a

bgt

13: Do you think what this ''.How to Watch TV" story told you about,seeing different

kinds of people is true for only Saturday morning TV shove. or Tor'all TV
-

shows On your paper, check the first box if you think it is only truelpr

Satultday morning TV shows, or the second box if you think it is.true for all

TV stfOws.

.21

et,

I

44

V

,
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iwing quostonnAire for Drawing Power (Superpop)

M) name is .
Today g'd like to eask You some questions

about Hie protrom w, just watched. We'll be doing tlrings just about the same

way as yebterday. ,'11 a,k you d qtiostion, and you'll mark down your answer

on the .:-..ponse she, L I'll give you. 1 want to remind you that I'w unly

inters: in what >u rlt t,nk, su ht. ,ure to answer with your own ideas. Don't.

talk wit h your uoi!;11,or or -;how you! answer to Sim or her.

0! ready to .10 (PA'.; Orr !;.ESPONSE SHEET) .. In the upper right .hand

corner b a place 1.> you to wriLe nown your name and how old you .ire. Also,
.

circle .,/haher yOU s d boy or a vIti.

.
,

-flit, important rildt: we' all stay together and followmy instructions. Only

mark al, answer on tl., response bhuct when I ask yoU Lo,. and put it where L

' show ycJ. kemmber .o think carefufly about your answer before marking it down.

If .u':e.ri not since 1!,i.re to mark your answers, or have any Other questions, raise

your h..1(1-1nd, lop and help you .\,s.1:0 4;
)774-

.How much did yol. Tike the Drawin!,,,Power.program you jt.ipt.saw?

A Liti some, a Ilttle, or not at all? circle. the answer which 'shows

how ,much you Lhe pro4ram.

4:

1

.

;

e.

2. Now I Want Co whether yoU liked certain parts of the program we saw

) 'tod,y1 de:iribe the part rind you' circle "yes" on your response sheets

if jou liked it old "no" ifaikou digin't like it. if you're not sure whether

or hot you like
i

it, ,circle the face m'arked "not 'sure in the middle.
. ,

,

(IF A CHILD* DOP,HrT REMEMPER A SrOMENT, YOU'MAY REMIND THEM BY MENTIONING
.

CH,JONCTERT, BUI DON'T SAY ANYTHING ABOUT PLAT. 'IF A CHILD ST ML CAN'T

THAT :XINENT, HAVE TUEM'SKIPTHAT ITEM.)

. 1 .

t a. Superperson h .about Superpop
.. .

-"b. Wacky World 0 .

i

cl What. do you du, Dad, What do -you dot, Mom? ,-.7 .abbut a doctor
4 1

o .
. 9 .

'
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d. Book Repurte. -- about Tom !,;aWyer

e. rofessol Rui.ihaga .about fiber in food.

f. Pet Peeves - cart, of your pet bird

g. N Pop -- un 1;olivr skates and talking

a

3. Now I'm goin to toad a LiSt. of 'ideas you might' have gotten from watching

thc:. Drawing Powe program we saw Loday. For each one, I want you to circle

the: "yes" on you, respon,,e sheet if ,the program told you about that -idea

or "oo", if it (1F A CHiLn ISN'T SURE, MAVEHIM/HER MARK "NO.'0

a. old people g t tired a lot

b. fom Sawyer i a boa!: about Lboy's adventures in a cave and

1

other

c.. An'orthopai, doctor is k doctor who fixes people's .bones

(1% dn.ldrien can Learn a lot of by asking-older people

e. You get ice . (am when you have your tonsils out

f. It isimportat to eat high fiber foods

g. Pet birds- necd to have their cages cleaned often

40.10.4. Drawing Power ha:, different parts to it. EaCh one tries to show kids

Ithin!;s aboutikhem,olves and Ltheir world. We want to know who you think

each part is best lor -- kids oldur than you, ids your age, or kids

youno.tr than you.- I'm going to name some df different parts and I .

! -

want, you to tell me all the perle you-think they dre good for. ,(FOR

EACH BE SUKI; KIDS KNOW ThEY'CAN-CHEtK, 1, 2, OR 3. BOXES.)

1

a. The Book Reporters, about Tom Sawyer -- is that good for older

kids? for kits your age?, for younger kids?

b. What Do You h., Dad about the doctor --

c. rrofessor Rutabaga abut high fiber food

2.90

I

4

4
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d. Superpeison U about Superpop

e. Wacky World ib'but funny new,; stories

f: Pet Peeves Liking tare of your 'pet

0 Lenny, 1,ari and Pop joking and talking

2b7'

5. Nol 1, went to k-ow how you think Drawing P6'wer usually shows the yeas'

it wants you ti.? knokabout -- In the cartoons in the talking by Lennie,

Cairic and Pop - or in both chC7cartoons and the talking. Check the first

bo-,if the idea. postly 'come from the cartoon, check the second' box vif they

mo:.tly come fro. the' people, or check the third Lox if you think they're

both.

6. Hume are some tkuigs you might do after seeing .Drawing Power. I'll name

tin, things. Poi each one citcle 'yes" 6h your paper if yoti'think you might

do

a.

b.

c.

d.

it and "no" If YOu-phink you won't.

4

Get cop.), of Tom Sawyer to read

Ask older p.ople for hei.p more often

Think allovt being a doctor when I grow up

Be sure to include fiber In my diet

e.. Feed mypetiegularly and clean its cage if it has one

4
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7. OK, now.l.w.Lnt: ,ou to' think about all the Drawing' Power programs you have

se -d1. We know :that each
proram.has,several.diffeTent stories or parts in

it. Do you thi..k Drawidg Power would be 14tter if it had longer stories,

sh,rter stor.ies or do 'you like it the way i is now? Check the first box

if you chink Dr.,wing Power would be better with longer stories, the seond

.bo.. if it would be better with shorter stories; or the third box if it

is ftne the way lc is now.

8. bo yd u remgmbel seeing something
called "How t o Watch TV" on the Drawing

1Pooer program u. just watched? Check either "yes" or "no."

9.- Do you think it was an ad, part of the program, or something, else? On your

papCk c heck Chi. first box if you think How to Watch TV wasf.an ad, the

second box if y,u think.it is Ral-t of the pl-ograd, or the'third box if you

think it was something else. .

10., Wil.t do you tIlink thit "How to Watch T6levisfon" story tellsyou? I'll-say
1 a

Ihi ee answers, dnd yOu decide which One you vhink it was trying:to tell you.

*.

a.' When animal ,i die on TV, th4y are really dead.
1,....

b. Whpi animal:. die on -'TV, they aren't really ,dead. They are fust.pretending.

c. When animals, die.on TV, they get real sick or hurt and nearly die; _Then ;'

,

lo.t....r a doctor fixes them, . .

a
o /

o), )

If you think Ho'; to Watch TV was telling you animals are really dead, check "a."

If you think it said they are ju4st pretending; cheek "b."

If you think it, said they get real, close to -dying, check "c.."

0 0 t)
'
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11. Do you think th it what' the unTwTv" told you is important to knew?

.

Yk; or NO': Cii le Yes or Noon your paper.

12. DiA you knpo al ,Jut that before you saw this story? YES. or NO? On your

pd der c ire) :;" if plu already knew this and "No" if you d idn

ANY NOs, A! THEM "HAVE YOU WONDERED ABOUT WHAT HAPPENS TO ANIMALS

1, wr ON 'IA NEFORE? ") On your paper check "Yes" if you wondered

aLouE this bc111.,,: and "No" if you didn't. FOR YEes, HAVE THLM SKIP THIS

Pi 0.

13, Do you think what this "IITWTV" told you about animals on TV is true for only

eiturday mocnco; TV shows of for all TV shows? On your paper, check the

f irst box it y.,0 'think it is only true, for Saturday morning TV shows, or

the second box Lf you !think 'it is true for all TV shows.

1

4.y

1'

5,4
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nstant Replay)

Mv name
-
is . . Today I'd 1 tc ask you SOMe questions_

.

.

t

about the program we just watched. We:11 be' doing' ings just about the same

way as yesterday., I'll.ask you bouestion, and yo 1 mark down your answer

1 .

on the response sheet I'll give you, 'I want to` re clvou that I'm only,

,interested in whatlyou think, so be sure to answer w Li your own ideas, Don't

1

talk with your neighbor or show your answer to him,o her.

OK, ready to begin?: (PASS OUT RESPONSE-SEEET). Iri the upper right hand

corner is a glace for you to.writiv down your name 3n how old you .are. Also,
4

circle whether you are a boy or a girl.

$

It's important that we all stay together and follow` my instructions, Only
.

. ,

mark in ans,:er on the-response sheet when F\sk you to, a d Out it where I _

show you. Remember to think carefully about your answer be or4 marking it down.

r

If you re no,t, sure where td 'mark your answers, or' have any o er questions, raise

.1 your hand and I'll stop and help. you.

1. Ho0 much did you like the Drawing Power pro,grar' you just sad:?

A lot, 'some, a little,. or not at all? Circle the answer whi

how much you liked the program.

ows

2. Now I want tkask whether you liked certain parts of-the program we saw
. .

i

today. I'll 'describe the part, and youcircle'myes° of l your response sheet

..,
1

qf you liked'it and "no" if you didn't like it. If you're not sure whether
.

°or not you like, it, circletheface marked "not'sure",in the, middle.

(IF .A CHILD DOESN'T REMEMBER A SEGMENT, YOU MAY REMIND THEM BY MENTIONING

-.CHARACTERS, BUT DON'T SAY.ANYTHING ABOUT PLOT. IF A,CHILD,STILL CAN'T.

4DDENTIFY THAT SETIENT, HAVE THEM SKIP THAT ITF2

a. Supe6erson" C about Instant 'Replay.

*b. Wa.C1t); WOK1d" -- one about the
big fish, andi one about, the Wall of Ch'ing

va

-

r.

I

I

.

C., What do you do Dad, What do you do,' -- about the dairy farm
. ,

,9 0 9
1,

4

r
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d. _ TOcey of, the Week -- about Willy ,Tell

1

'i. Professor Rutabaga -- about salt

`Lanny, Kari, & Pap, talking about the cartoons

Post Viewing
Page 2 ,.'

Now I'm going to read /a list of ideas you might hav'e gotten from watching

271

the Drawing Power_program we saw today. For each one, I.want you to-circle

the "yes" on your response sheet if the program t21d you about that. idea

'or "no" if it 'clidnIt. (IF A CHILD ISN'T SURE, }AVE HIM/HER MARK."NO.")
,

r
a. It's OK to tell on .people all the time.

b. B.efore you do something, ,think about what will lyZppen \f 1 Ac

c: People won't listen to you if you're always tetling on somebne

d.. A da y farmer is someone who gets milk from cows
.,

e: You get ice cream when you have youi tonsils out

f. ,-You don't, need to add saint to all your food
L

/'

.4. Drawing Power has different parts to it. Each one tries to show kids things

about themselves and their world. We want to know who you think each part is .

best for -
1

- kids older that you, kids your age, .or kids younger than you.

I'm going to name some of the different parts and Iwant you to Cell me all,the

.people you think they are good fore (FOR EACH ITEM, BE SURE KIDS4KNOW TilEY'CAN4e

CHECK, 1; -2, or'3,BOXES.)
,

,

a,' 'Turkey Of\ t -1.7eek about 1.T lly Tell -- is that good for'

elder 1.cids/ for kids your age? f&.x youngel Kids?

b. What' do you do, Dad, what do yOu'do,Mom --about the daErv'farm

c. Professor ,Rutabaga about, salt

4. Superperson U about Instant Rep lay

e. Wacky World -- one about the big fish -- one abc_t thg Wall pf China

f. Lonny, Kari, and Pop4otking_imi_talking C
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'5. Now I want to know how you think Drawing Power usually shows..the ideas

it wants to know' about -- in the:cartoOns -- in the talking by Lenny,

Kard, and Pap -- oEpin.both.the'cartoons'and the talking!' C,hec-k the first

box if the ideas mostly Come ifrom the cartoon, check the second box if they

mostly come from the people, or check the third box if you think they're

from both. /
i

.

,

.

,)
3

p. Here are some things you might do after-seeing Drawing<Power. I'll namee

the things. For each one circle "yes" on your paper if you think you Might
,

.

do it and "AO" if you think you won't.

.

al Be careful nbt to tell on people all the time

b. "Think aboUt being a dairy farmer when I growup

c. Try a bite of fooa without'slt next time I eat

d. tefoid I do something, thinkabout whet will happen if- I do it

..,

,

7. O.K., now I want yoCrto_think about all the Drawing Power programs you have

1. .

. . .

.

seenWe know that each progAmhas several different stories or parts in

272

it. Do you think Drawing Power would be better if it had longer stories,

shorter stories or do you like it the way it is now? Check the first box

if.you think Drawing Power would be better with longer stories, .the second

box if it would be ,better with shorter stories, or the third box if it"

is.fine-sthe way it is now.

Do you remember seeing something called "How to Watch TV" on the Drawing

.

Power
.

prggram'we just watched? Check either "yes" or "no.-"'

4111K

r

,

rior.
ad 0

ao.

4

a
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5
pDo you think it was an ad, part of the program, r something else? On your

paper check the first bo if you think How to Watch 'TV wasan ad, the.

second bok if,,you think it is part of the program, 61" the third -box. if you-

thirik it was something else.

273

What do yeJ think this "How to'Wetch Television" story tells you? I'll say

huee answers, and youdecide which one you'think 'it was trying to tell you.

a. Advertisers pay mone) to show their products in TV commercials

ol
b. Advertisers get tq show theii'products for free in T\ commercials

c. ,Advertisers show .their_prOducts in TV commercials because they're proud of thle=

If you think this story was telling you that advertisers pay money to shew

their products in TV commercials, -- check "a."

If you think stoi-ys t.elling you that advertisers get'toshow their,

products for f'ree in TV comAercials, -- check "s."

If _you thirik this story was telling you that adverts show their products

in TV commercials because they're proud of them,,--,che4Cc."

a

11. Do you think that the "How to Watch TV" story told you is ir5ortant to

. know? YES or NO? Circle YES or NO on your paper.

12. Did you know about- that before you saw-this story? YES.or :gib? On -your paper,

circle "Yes" if-you alreadj, knew this and "Nq" if ycu (IF ANY NOs,

ASK THEM "HAVE YOU -WONDERED WHY COMERCIAL9 ARE ON T7?) On :our paper check

A "Yes" if you wondered about, this before and "so" ffyou didn't. For YESes,

HAVE.THEMA6KIP THIS PART

X

4-/
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'13.- Do you think what this "How.to Watch TV" story' td1,d you about commercials

s. , on TV is true for only .Saturday morning TV shows-or for all TV shows? On k

. , 4

your-paper, check the -first box if.yeu think it 'is only &rue for Saturday

mbrn,ing TV sows, or' the second box if you think it is true for all TV shows.

o

4

40

Se

6

9
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PostViewing Questionnaire for Diawing
Power NI .(Lawtand Orders1,

.

My name is .
Today I'd ..like to ask you some questions

, .

about the program we just watched. We'll be doing things just about the same
4

v

way as yeste'r'day. I'll ask you a question, and you'll park d wn your answer
..

park

on ,the response sheet I',11 give you. I want to, remind you . t I'm dilly.

inteAted in\what you think, so be sure Co'answer wit!? yOur own ideas. Don't !

i

talk with youxAleighbor or ,s11614 your'answer to him or her.

. ,
,

OK, ready to begin? (PASS OUT.RWONSE,SHEET). In the upper right hand.

corneris .a, prace for you to write doWn your name and how old you are. Also°
/ -$.

r,,,,
.

1 ,--- .. ,
. :

circlewhethersyou afe a by or a girl. 4.
,.

N.,

I e s

...
...h.

Its imporxant that we all stay together and follow my instructions. Only --

mark an answer on the response sheet when I ask you to, and put .t ,,where

show you. Remember to think carefully about your answer before marking it down.

If you're not sure where to mark your,answers, or have any other questions, raise

your hand and I'll stop' and hear you,

1. How much did you like the Drawing Tower program you just saw?

A lot, some, a'little,or not at all? Circle the answer which 'shows
,

. P"

how'much you:likedathe program..

4

.

2. NowI Want to ask whether you liked certain partsof the program we saw

today. I'll describe the part and you circle "yes" on your response sheet

if you liked. it and "no" if you didnit like it. If you're not sure whether
a

or not you like it, circle the face marked "not sure"..in the middle.

(IF A CHILD DOESN'T REMEMBERASEGMENTI'Yob MAY REMIND THEM BY MENTIONING

CHARACTERS, BUT DON'T SAY ANYTHING ABOUT SLOT. IF A CAILD,STILL CAN'T

IDENTIFY THAT; SEGMENT, H4VE THEM 'SKIP THAT ITEM.)

a. Superpe'rson. U about Law and Order' , ,

,

b. "Wacky tlorld -- one about the 4rtist and the monkey, and ,one abdut the

bulldozer
.

c. What do you do Dad, Tlat do you do:Mom = about a metereologist
,.

Z.=
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t
d. Book Reporters -- about GullIver's:Travels,

e, Profes-sor Rutqbaga -- about c,el
o

pty: ;

. , f Lenny, Kari, & Pop -- talking about the cartoons

f
,

, . IPA
...-

3., Now .I'm going to read7,a, lit af ideas you might _have gotten froth watching

the Drawing Power program we saw today. For each one, I want you to circle

.
....

the "yes" on your response shett if the program told yoU about that idet, r

or "no" if it didn't.' (IT A CHILD ISN'T SURE HAVE HIM/kER MARK q0..")-

.

a. -It's O.K. if just a,few.people don't -obey the rUlls.
,

b. 'Gullfver:s Travels is a book report about an Englishman who goes to an

. .
NItfland of tiny people, and then one with great big People

. --\

c. Things work out right when everyone Allows the rules .
.

a. A meteorologist is someone who figures out what the weather will be like,

. .

...

e. You get'ice cream when you have your tonsils out
.4 ,

,4

f. 'Celery is'good for you, and gOes "crunch" when you"eat it
12

?.

.

. s.

1

t . ' TS I

.
...

4. Drawing Power has differpnt parts co it. Each; one tries to show kids.things'

.

,

about themselv'es and. their. world. *.We want to know who you think each-part is

%...

best for,- kids older than.you, kids your age, or kids-younger than you.
4

1411 going to name some of the differedf.Petts and,I-want you to tell The ail the

Reople you think they are good for. (tOR EACH ITEM, BE SUREKIDS-KNOW THEY-CAN.

CHECK, 1, 2, oY 3 BOXES.) (
, .

.

a'. The BookReporters about
Gulliver's Travels -- iS that good-Tor

. .

. *
.4

older kidq? for kids your age? 'for,younger kids? ...;

,

., 440

b. What do you do, Dad, What do
.

.youdo, Mom L--- akout ameteorologist

c. ProTessor Rutabaga about celery
r

d. Superpertbn U aboud Law alxl Order r C

i

,-

. e. Wacky ,World 7one about the artist and 4eilmonkey -- one about

.

the bulldozer
/ .

f. Lenny, Kari,- and Pop jOking and talking

) 70
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.

5. Now I want to know how you,think4Drawing Power usually shows. the ideas

1

. .

it pets to know about -- in the cartoons -- in tie talking by Lenny,,,

Kari, and Pop -- or in both the cartoons and the talking. Check the first.
,..,

of box if the,Ideas mostly- come from the cartoo check.the second' box if theyn,

!X
4 /

.
.

mostly come from the people, or cheek the third box if you think they're

1

,
!

from both,4
.

1

1

6. Here are some things you might do after seeing Drawin Power. I'll name
.

.

the things. For each one circle "yes"
.

on your paper if you think you might

1 do it and "no" if you think You won't., .''

a. Get a icopy of Gulliver's Travels to read

b. Be sure to follow the rulks, like not cutting in line
a.

' c: Think about being a meteorologist when I groW up

d. 'Be sure to include 'celery ±n my diet

7. O.K., now Iwant you to think about all the Drawing Power programs you have

seen. We know that .each 'program has several different stories, or parts in 14

it. Do you.think Drawing Power would 'be better._ if it had longer stories,

shorter stories or do you like it the way .it is' now? Cheek the first box

if you think Drawing PciiiIr would be better with longer stories, the Second

box if,it would be better with shorter stories, or the thi42 box if it

is fine the way it is now.

8. Do you remember. seeing something called "How to Watch TV" °lithe Drawing

Power plogram we just watched? Check either "yeg" or "no."

301

r
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Post Viewing
Page 4

.. 1
,, -

. .

..21a

Do you think it was an ad, part oI the progr'am, or something else? On your
,

paper cheek the firgt,box if
4u think How tt Watch TV was an ad, the

secOnci box if you think ,it is part of the program, or the third, box if yoM

,

think it was something else.

o' 1 I.

10.' What gip you think' this "How td Watch Televigion" story 'tells you? I'll say

k
1'

thre.e answers, and you-d ide which one you think it was trying to tell you.
/.,

.

% r .4
.

Nt
a. Planning your time' is important so ybu can do homework and watch TV, too

b'. Ther,e's usually enough time to watch TV and do ,all yolfr other chores,

like homework ttli

4 c. When you plan what TV programs you want'to watch, you don't need to
'

think about tibeltor homework
i

>

0 .

If you think this story
,

was telling you that planning your time

,

, . important so You can do homework and watch TV, too, check "a.""-...t- . '-----:

'----.

If you think this story was telling you
th"re's usually enough time to -"-..,

.
watch TV and do all, your other chores, like homework,check "b."

If.you think this story was telling you when you plan what TV programs

you want to watch, you don't need to thidk about time for homework,

' check, "c."

11. Do you think that the "How to Watch TV" story told you is important.to

know? YES or NO? .Circle YES or NO on your paper.

12. Did nru know about that,before you saw this.story? YES or NQ? On your paper

circle "Yes" if you already knew this and "No" if.you didn't.i (IF ANY NOs, ASK

THEM "HAVE YOU WONDERED WHETHER OR NOT IT'S IMPORTANT TO PLAN YOUR TIME FOR

WATCHING TV?) On your paper check "Yes" *if you wondered about this before

and "No" if you didn't. For YESes, HAVE THEM SKIP THIS PART.

1



Post Viewing
Page 5
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13'. Do you think what this "How to Watch TV" story told You about ea..,A.,.,...n-i-ivne_..

.

-io .t...o.tc_Ir "1- \J is true' for only Saturday morning TV"-glows ox for all-TV

.

shows? On your p'apdr, check the first box if yov think it is only true for

Ni
!.-i

Saturcilamorning.TV shows, or the second bcax if you think it is true for all,

-.
.

TV'shows. --)

L

\

It

a

O

3009
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A LOT

SUP ERPERSON U ti

WACKY WORLD

WHAT DO YOU BO, DAD

BOOK REPORTERS

',ROPES SOR RUTABAGA

LENNY , ,KARI & POP

SOME

41

a

NAME

AFE

DATE

280

SESSION

:BOY /GIRL

INT.

A LITTLE NOT AT ALL

NO ti

LIKE

LIKE

LIKE

LIKE

LIKE-

I-) Af

NOT SJJRE

I

NOT SURE'

NOT SURE

NOT SURE

.

NOT SURE

NOT SURE

0

DON'T LIKE

DON'T LIKE

DON'T LIKE

DON' T

O

\DON T LIKE

DON'T LIKE



A

*or

2814

3, a4,. 'YES'' NO

b. YES NO

4.

C YES NO

d. YES NO

e. YES NO

.. YES

4

BOOK REPORTERS

NO

WHAT DO YOU DO, DAD

PROFESSOR IWTABAGEy--

SUPERPERSON

WACKY WORLD

LENNY, KARI, & POP

OLDER
°CHILDREN

Al

Page 2

CHILDREN
MY AGE ,

605

b

YOUNGER
CHILDREN

(--



I

CARTOONS LENNY,'KARI, & POP

6.. a: REAIZ GULLIVER'S TWAVELS

,b .

C. THINK ABOUT BEING A

METEOROLOGIST

e. 'EAT CELERY`

LONGER STORIES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO'

YE 'NO

Page.3

BOTH

282

f
5HOTER STORIES E FINE AS ITIS

8.

4

YES NO

P °

9. AD PROGRAM SOMETHING ELSE No.f.

10. B C-

0,,

3();
4

)
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Researcher's Text for Day.4,Interview

About Drawing Power and How to Watch TV
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Now I.want to ask each af,xou some questions in a llitle more,detail, so I'll need

to talk with each of you one at.a time. 'While you are waiting until it's your turn,..,

I'd like you to draw a picture about your favorite Saturday morning television' fr"'
_ .

,program. Do this'on the back of the sheet I'll give

V
.

=. (REMOVE FIRST CHItD.OUT OP:EARSHOT OF- OTHERS; TAKE THEIR -RESPONSE-SHEET;

4. AND WRITE RESPONSES FOR THEM.) .

NoW, I'm going 4 ot down your answers when I ask you thege last questions.

(IF CHILD ANSWERED YES ON 467, ASK)
%=

. `. -

"Tell me what you saw on TV that told you about; how to watch television.

Who was in it and.what was it about? (WRITE DOWN BASICS) What was
.k . \

that trying to tell you?",

8. Think abbt,i,t the "Drawing Power" pro tams' thai.yotOve seen, and tell ,

me about one OPthe parts that you remember.' Just tell me who
-

was in.the story and'what the.stot ry. was about.

-
.

(WRITE DOWN BASICS, E.G., SEGMENT"TITLE, PLOT) :What d that

part of the show give you? What things dill it'make you think about?.

-.,(TRY TO-DETERMINE IF CHILD GOT ANY ME.sStGE FROM 'sEGMENT,'E.G., WAYS

.TO ACT, THINGS TO DOA, REPEAT PROCESS, 'IF POSSIBLE, UP TO .)

.

*

3 0 ri
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Researcheris'Text for Day 5 Interview

, about Drawing Powef
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; Chi td' s -Name
Date

Age Sex Place

0

Ethnicity
Interviewer

Drawing Power Post-Viewing Intervieu,

I

,

I. I'm really interested in thelideai kids get from Drawing Power:: Tell, me

everything you think the program you saw-today was trying'to tell you.

(Write down responses. Say Good for each one. When the seems to

have run out, say "Aqthfngs.:Ise?" or "You really remember a lot about

that program,yoy Just saw.' Now try hard to think there's ahything,

else you remember about It.",)

ci

5,

AS

PA. "

,3

2. (If necessary repeat things mentioned ILO Were any of ,these things-.

in_prawing Power things you didn't know before?.

0 . _I
,

.

.

.

.
. ,

'tett me which ones you didh't know before. (If you feel it is necessary,

read over things mentioned in #1 and ask if each was known before)

'
341

...6.

287
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Drawing Bower Post - Viewing interview

P. 2

Child's Name 288..

3.. (i)51:- the first idea the child.gave you. in #1 if Oat idea came from the

Drawing Powet he or she just saw. If not, grdown'the ideas until you

come Lo ore from the program just seen.) .

Now let's talk more about' (idea) -Who told you about.

that in the Drawing Power:programyou'saw today?

w,

Probes if necessary:
.

&

1!5 it in a cartoon?

Which one?

Was it said or done 1:y:Lenny or Kar . or Pop?

Which one?

4. Who do you think ought to see that idea on-TV? Kids your age? Kids

.'older than you? Or kids youngerthan you?
o

4

.Why4do you think (kids)

5. Do mot; think that (idea)

future? o

O

should see it on TV?

,42
is 'something you will do 10 the

OR if above question is not appropriate for the idea, ask: .
)

Do you agree with the .idea that ?,_

4
.9`

7.1-17. o r w y not?

if



4116.

Drawing Power Post-Viewing Interview

P. 3 '

Child's Name.

6. (For she secont idea the child gave which came from the program viewed,

today)
,..

',

Now let's talk more about
/

(idea) Who told you about that in

the .Drawing Power program you saw today?

Probes if necessary: Was. it in a cartoon?

Which one?

,
. (

-;.. .

.. .

.
Was 'i,t said or done by Lenny

Which' one?

Karr or Pop?,

7. Who doyou think ought to set that idea on TV? Kids your age? Kids

older than you? Or kids younger than you? - /

Why do you think (kids). should see it on TV?

.
8. D'o you think that (idea) is something you will dp in the future,?

OR ir above question is
not-appropriate for the idea, Asks'

Do you agree vAith the idea that

::h or. why not

,

1

313 ,

28?

I

.3,
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.

Drawing Power Post-Viewing Interview ' Child's Name . q0

' P. 4 . , %

.
.

4.

9. (Look at the child's answer to quest ic:-. 7 in'the questionnaire he

or -site
completed'today'-'1, it's about the length of the program segments.)

Reminechiad of'qbestion and answer. -

.. . ., . .
.

.

-Why'do yob think that the stories in Drawing Power 'should be (shorder,

.

longer, or the same length)?
`,

4),

10. Do you like the way Drawing Power tries to give y6UVdta's or teach you

things?' Why or why not?- .(Then explore idea pf pushiness if it hasn't

come up already.
Possible,questions: ,"'Do you think Drawing Power tries

too haiti to tell you 'what's good to do?" "Do you think the lb

sort of giving you too many orders or lectures about how to ac:':")

r

r

. , .

11. Here.'s the last question. -Remember I told you that the people at NBC .

will use what you tell us to, help them make bettex.TV,for kids ?.. Well,.

they ,will. SO, do you shave
anything-else you wanf me. to 'tell them,' i

so they can make bettett4TV for kids? How can they make Drawing Power

better?
, --..

4

... 1.

..- .

I ,

r

S ,

-31.f
0
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THE ANNENBERG SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS
University Fiark.

at the University of Southel n California LosAngeks.CANornia 90007

Dear Parents;

292

I am writing to ask-that you and yoqr child participate in a research project

which we are conducting for NBC. The project will provide them with information on

childrenis opinions of some of their program material and what they get out of it.

NBC will use the Information to improve their programming, and we may publish the

information in professional journals. The administrator of your child's school,is

interested in the project and has allowed us to contact you through the. school.

The project looks specifically at programming designed either to teach children,

about television or to encourage their active participation in the television viewing

experience. The participation programming is broadcast during the "Flintstones Comedy

Show" on Saturday mortling from 8:00 to 9:30AM, so wewant to work with children who

have watched the "Flintstones Comedy Show" at'least twice in 'the last two months. If

your child-has matched this program recently and if you think you might be willing to

participate in our project, then please read on.

" ,If you and your child agree to participate in the project, this is what will

happen; You or another teenage or adult member of your family will attend one meeting-

(about half hour long) to learn how to observe your child watch the "Flintstones

Comedy Show" and to write down what he or she does. Yoh will' also learn how to

complete a questienngire yourself and.Thow to interview youi. child. 'You or the other

family member will then observe your thild watch the Flintstones on 'Saturday mornint:- .

Then you will interview the child-and complete .an observer questionnaire for yourself

Finally, you will return all of the information to me. All of this will take about

two hours to complete. As a token of appreciation, you will receive a gift of $10 for

yodi help.

If youare unable to attend,ont of the training meetings,but still wish to

participate, we can 'mail the instructions and materials. to yoU. If you prefer this,

indicate so on your consent form (the attached page) by checking the box At the'bottom

of the form, marked "MAIL MOOTERIALS." Soon after you receive the materials, one of the

researchers'for this project will eontadt you an the telephone to"..make certain all

the instructions are clear, and answer any questions you might'have.

In our experience children and adults enjoy this kind of project and usually learn

something from it. There are no known bad effects. if; however, a fkgaly should not

want to finish the project, we would certainly agree to that. We keep all information

from individuals and families anonymous and confidential.
r .

0

We think that this project is worthwhile. It should be informative and fun, and

it will help NBC to improve its children's programming. If you should4want to know

more about it, please feel-free to read the detailed description on file in the,

administrator's office or to call me or the research assistants.

If you are willing to participate, please fill'out and sige enclosed permission

-slip. Have-your child return it to his or her teacher tomornig. Thank you.

4ktotti

imee Dorr, Ph.D.
,Project Director
743-2255

Cathy Doubleday, Peter Kovaric, Dale Kunkel

Graduate Student Research Assistants
743-7406 ext. 36
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This is to certify that I agree that my child

and I or another teena r adult member of my family will participate in the research

project "Evaluation of Prosocial-Television Programming for Children At Home Viewing

Project." The research is under the supervision of Dr. Aimee Dorr, a faculty member

at the Annenberg School of Communications at the University of Southern California.

The research project has been fully explained to me, and I understand that it will

involve the following special procedures:

* My child .will watch the "Flintstones ComedylShow"
Saturday morning.

home on

* I or another teenage or adult member of my family will observe my

child at, this time and write down what she or he does.
4-

* I or the teenage or adult member of my family w?. ,then interview

my child and also answer some questions about my child.

* I or the teenage or adult member of my family who does this work will

,
attend a training session conducted by Dr. Dorr or one of her research
assistants before the research- begins

OR

The instructions and materials for the project will be mailed to me

and Dr. Dorr or one.of her research assistants will contact me on
the telephone to make certain I understand the procedures involved.

* I will-return all information gathered at home to Dr. Dorr.

* There are no known bad effects of this research. My family will

probably enjoy it and may learn something.

* We may withdraw from the project at any time.

* All questions I halie wilbe answered by Dr. Dotr or her research

assistants ,

* All information from my child and family will be Dept confidential

and anonymous

* The information from the project will be used by NBC to improve its
programming for children and may be used by the researchers for scientific

reports

* Our family will receive a gift of $10 as a smalk thank you.

CHECK ONE:

/ I xill attend the trainingmeeting.

/ 1 Mail me the materials.

41AILING ADDRESS
'CHILD'S AGE CHILD'S SEX TELEPHONE NUMBER

PARENT'S SIGNATURE

r
C

-4

DATE



77-IE ANNENBERG SCHOOL OFCOMMUNICATIONS
University Park

at the University of SouthernCalifornia LosAngeks. California 06007

N' Project Description e
Evaluation of Prosocial Television Programming

for Children
At Home Viewing Project

1

294

We are teachers and researchers at the Annenberg School of Communication's at USC.

We are interested in evaluating some children's television programming now being broad-

- cast on Saturday morning by NBC. Children and family members who participate will be

asked their opinions of prOgramming designed t6 teach them about television and to

encourage children's active involvement in viewing: In addition, children's reactions

to some programiing will be observeewhile they are watching. it at'home on Saturday

morning. The results of our study will be: used by NBC in the development of improved

children's programming for, next year. They may also be published by us in professional

journals.

Children who participate in the project will 'be observed by a teenage or adult

member of their family while watching the "Flintstones Comedy Show" on televisio

their homes. The program is 1% hours in length, and is broadcast from 8:00 to :30 AM

on Saturday mornings.

Family "observers" will meet together with Dr. Dorr or one of her research,

assistants before the first home observations are done: At this time,, family "observers"

will be taught any special procedures'for writing down what their children do during

the time the "Flintstones Comedy Show" is On the air, answering some questions about the

child; and writing down the child's answers to some questions. Procedures for returning

this information to Dr. Dorp will also be'explained. If observers are unable to attend

a training meeting, the materials will be sent lime and followed by a telephone 'call

from Dr. Dorn or one of her research'assistants to insure all-instructions are clear.

As far as we know, participating in this research project should be fun for the

family. Almost every child we have ever worked with has enjoyed sharing opinions about

television, and children usually learn something about themselves when they do. s,.. 'Adult

and older brothers or sisters who participate in the project should learn something

about themselves, too, as -well as a little about how social science research is done.
,

In order to make surd this is a pleasant experience far the family, we will do the

following things: 1) only.work with a famlly if we have permission to do so,i2) tell

'each family that they can stop participating at any time, 3) tell each family how their '

participation will help us, and 4) answer any questions that Ott family may.have about

what we are doing. -

In all of the work 1.4 do, we will only be talking about children and families*as

a group. We will neversidentify.ipdividuals. ,Moreover, all of our records will be kept

-in such a way that no one will ,know what any particular member of a family has said or

written. This is to insure the family's,pri.tiacy, and because we are only concerned with

what children and adults say vs groups.

At tbe'conclusion of 'the project a monetary gift will be given to, each family or

to the Oneonta PTA should the family so choose ds a small thank you. If anyone wants to

talk about the project, they are invited to call one of us at the numbers listed below.

Aimee Dorr
Associate Professor
Project- Direaor
743-2255

t'eter Kovaric, Dale Kunkel, or Cathy Doubleday

- Graduate Student Research Assistants
743-7406 ext. A 313

"".". ^-
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THE ANkIENBERG SCHOOL OFCOMMUNICATIONS
Untestry Park

at the University of Southern California Los Angeles. Colgomia 90007

,

Dear Parents: ,

1/4

Thank you for your willingness to participate in the research project

' we arecOnducting for NBC. As you knOw, this project examines children's

responses to segments within the"Flintstones Comedy Show" broadcast on

Saturday mornings from 8:00 to 9:30 AM on channel 4.

All the materials necessary to participate in the project are enclosed,

-and you should find them easy to understand. Here's what we would like

you to do:

1. Read the Directions for At-Home Observation.

2. Briefly review the,Activity Sheet, Child Questionnaire,

. and Observer Questionnaire.

3. Jot down any questions you have about these materials, or

any items you don't understand.

4. A few days after you've received,. this package, one .of

the researchers working on this project will contact you

on the telephone to ans:as any questions you might have

and make sure you understand the basic procedures.

5. On the next Saturday after we contact you on the

telephone, watch the "Flinestones Comedy Show" with

your child from 8:00-9:30 AM, filling out the

Activity Sheet during the program.

6. Immediately after the program, ask your child then

questions from the Child Questionnaire and Interview

Form. Afterwards,- complete the Observer Questionnaire

yourself.

7. Return the completed Activity Sheet, Child Questionnaire

. ,
and Interview, and Observer Questionnaire by Placing them

in the large pre-addressed envelope andsending it back

to school Faith your child. ' .

All' of thilt. will only take about two hciurs of your time to complete. As a

token of appreciation$ we will send you a gift of 40 when we receive your

completed forms.

We think that this prorect is worthwhile. It should be informative and

fun,.and it will help NBC to improve its children's programming. Thanksyou

for your cooperation.

Aimee Dore,' Ph.D.

Project Director
(213) 743-2255

.

Cathy Doubleday, Peter Kovaric, Dale Kunkel
Ltiduate Student Reseatoh Assistants
(213) 743-7406 ext. 36

320



INTRODUCTION

DIRECTIONS FOR AT-HOME OBSERVATION

ANNENBERG--USC AND NBC PROJECT

This research 'project is designed to obtain informatioh about ehildren's

297

responses to NBC progr ng on Saturday mornings'from 8:00-9:30. This programming

includes The Flintstone Comedy Show, commercials, publiC service announcements,

Ask NBC News, and Play-Alongs. Play-Alongs are programming which suggests activities

that children can participate in while they watch, or in some cases when they are

not watching. The research is primarily focused on thg Play -Alongs and the ways in

which children respond tb them.

The information we want can be gathered bypaKents, or by teenage or older

broilers or sisters, or other adult family members.'-One of these people will observe

children watching The Flintstones Comedy Show at home and "write down_the observations

on the forms provided on two Saturdays in February. After writing down the obser-

vations for the second Saturday, tt observer will'interview the child and fill out

a short questionnaire for the child

himself.

OBSERVATION INSTRUCTIONS

another short questionnairefor,herself or

c

You (the observer)" should turn on channel 4 at S:00 (or a few minutes before) if
.

it is not already on. If the television is already on and tuned to another channel,
, -

you should-change the channel to channel 4.!e"You should make rome remark like, "I'd

like to have-The Flintstones on this morning" when turning on the program. Try to

014

have the child watch at least the first five mlnutes of The Flintstodes. Afte that',

let the child change the cannel or" leave the room 'if he or she wants to. But be

ready to.startobserving again if the child starts watching The Flintstones agairi.

The observer should position himself or herself so that. both the child and the

television screen are visible, and should try not to make the.child self-conscious

about being observed. If the child should ask, or ft is appropriate before the'

observation period, begins, the observer should tell the child that she orile,is doing

a job for people at USC and NBC who want to find out 'what kidsS do when they watch

'4
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IP observation
Pate .2

.

Here is how to use the observation form. The observer identification infOrmation

and the dateAshould,be filled out in advance at the top of each,page. The "Child's

Activity".And "Program Content" columns are to be filled out while you observe the

child. The "Time/Type of Segment" column identifies the programming by time and

type of segment, for instance: 8:00 -- cartoon, 8:35 -- commercial, and so on. It

will help you to know ahead-of time what will be on the screen. On page 4 there is

a description of tthe types of segments which will appear between-8:00 and 9:39, so

-
you will understand what. we mean by "Public Service Announcement,","Cartoon," and

so on.

The center column is for recording the Child's Activity while watching ipch

segment. This is.the most important infOrma ion-to write down. On page 5 there is,

a list of the types of activitieSthat children often engage in while 'watching

television, Naturally all children are different, so they are likelyto,:do some of

the.things on the list'but not.others. They may also,do things which are not on

the lista Whetker included on the list or riot, you should write down whatever the

child doe's while in the room with the television. We are interested in what children

do for each type of program content. *So be sure- to write.that'down.for each one.

If the child leaves' the room it is not necessary for you to follow himor her) but

it.is necessary that you remain near the television and ready to observe further

should the child return.

The last column on the right is to record any special characteristic of Program

Content is occuring on the screenwIlon an activity is-recorded. For Instance,

. if the Program Type is'a commercial, you would write down what he product is and

what Tdastappening in the commercial when_the child responded. If the Programming T,
.

Type is a cartoon, you would write down the name of the cartoon (if possible) and

what was happening in it when the childresponded.

441

When writing down observations, you should try to be as specific as possible in

describing the child's actions. For instance, if'the chin smiles at something on

the screen, i014 should record that the child smiled, not that the child liked or

was pleksed by what occurred. It is importInt that .the actions recorded are actions

which could be oh-served by almost any adult'Without requiri4 special knowledge

pabout the particular child".

)//
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Points to remember for observation:

Observation
. Page, 3

1. A little before 8:00AM get the observation sheets, and pen or

pencil] ready.

#

2. Oa yoUrseffin a position to ,see both the. child and tl TV.

3. Turn on The Plint4tones Comedy Show at 8:00AM on c annel 4 and'

have the child start watching it.

4. After that let the child change the channel ox leave the room if

he or she wants.

a

5.':Describe concretely what the child does.,

299

6. Only.do this for children 6-11 years old. If yod have more than one

child in this age range, either choose one child for the observation

or keep separate cords for each of them.

aP

a

A

A

4,0 r



Types of Program Segments

V

Product Commercials -

Observati- on

Page 4

300

messag s about pfoducts 4usuall7food or toys on.

Saturday Morning) usually about 30 seconds long

Public Service Announcements'- messages about. health, safety, sports conditioning

or rules, or other socially desirable activities,

,

usually about.30 seconds to 1 minutelong,

Ask NBC News

Cartoons -

Pla4Alongs 7

L

hews stories in simplified form*for children, reported

by regular NBC staff, usually about 1 minute long

humorous animated stories which include the regular

'"cast" of The Flintstones:. Fred, Barney, Wilma,

'Betty, Bam-Bam, Pebbles, Dino, Frankenstone, Captain

Caveman, the Shmoo, and 6o on,.usualfrabdtt 8 minutes

long

h

messages about, activities which the viewer can engage
0 in Ile watchingthe program, or at some other time,

usua y about 1 minute long, mostly featuring Flintstones

characters

Symphonies -- classicalorsem -classical music
illustrated W' (12 ions by Flintstones

characters

physicalF ness, messages about exercise, diet,

or self- concept
p

Riddles messages in Aich one character asks

another:a Addle

Scrambled Faces -- 'messages in which, a character
tries to'rearrange pieces of a
scrambled face in order to

identify it

Finding Woihs -- messages in which shorter words are

made from the letters of a longer word

Dancing '-- messages teaching children simpld dance steps'

Drawing -- messages showing stapTby-step how to draw

a cartoon character

"How TO . . two part messages in which childrenk
° are told (1) torselpertain materials

ttdtether and later (g) how to use
-them to build something

3 24



Observation
Page 5

I

Types of Children's Activities

to

Program related play & speech .

s'

301

-- imitating charadters' speech or actions

-- playing a game (alone or with others) related to the actions on the screen

. --. doing what a character tells them to do

talking'to a character

. -- talking about a character or situation or idea (either t& self or other)

-- asking questions about what. is happening on the screen

- - dancing or body movement to music, song, or jingle

-- participating in jokes, contests or games occuringon the screen

-- performing someactivity like that a child has seen on TV

Other program- related activities

-- changing the channel

-- laughing-at 'something on the screen

leaving 'the, room

--) turning away from the program

Non - program related play and speech
/

-- playing with a toy or toys not related to program

-- playing with another person (with or without toys) in a way not related

to the prdtiam

-- talking to another person about something not related to,the program

Other non-program related activities

-- eating -

-- leaving the room to do something else

\

MEMBER: These are just GENERAL TYPES of activities

tolook for. When you write down what the

in your description: For instance, if the

write down what the child says ("Watch out,

she talked.

4
to give you an idea (f what

child does, be'SPECIAC
child talks to a oh:racter,
Fied"), not just teat he or

t-

1
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-Appendix I

Activity ShAet Used by Family Obser;iers
'For Home Observation of Childlen's

Viewing of Play Alongs

I

0

4.

4

1

3

1

ti

4

.44

4

A



2CHILD'S NAME
'

CHILD'S AGE BOY/GIRL

DATE

OBSERVER'S NAME

OBSERVER'S RELATIONSHIP TO CHILD

ACTIVITY SHEET

ApproximatetType of
Time Segment

Child's Activity Program Content

8:00AM - Opening

8.02 - 'Cartoon.

(Flintstone Family
Adventure) ,

327

8:13 - Play Along

(Riddle)

8:14 Commerdials

32S



ApproximateiType of
-Time Segment

Child's Activity':

4COIVITY- SH-EET *Pagg 2

Program Content__

8:15 - Play Along
(Scrambled Faces)

e

$:16 - Cartoon
(Dino, Bamm Bamm:&
Pebbles---. Part I)

t

43:21 Commercials,

8:22 - Cartoon
(Dino, Bamm'Bamm &

Pebbfes Part 'II)

a

1

0

S

3 313

a.



In0
ACTIVITY SHEET -- Page 3

Approximate/ Type of-
Time Segment

Child's Activity Program. Content

8:25 Play Along
(Symphony)

8:26 - Play Along
(Ria

8:27 - Play,Along

(How to . . . -- Part I)

3*k,

8:28 Comffercials

0

a

.

C.

.1*

I

332.

a



VD0
ACIIIVITY' SHEET.- Page 4

Approximate Type of

Time Segment
Child 's 'Activity Program Content'

k

8:29 - Public Service
Announcement
Introduction

(Sports)

8:30 - Public Service
Announcement
Completion

(Sports)

-8:31 - Public Service
Announcement

Station Break

8 :32 - Commercials

o

1

O

Mb



1
,

1

ACTIVITY SHEET -- Page 5

Approximate /Type of
Time Segment

A.

Child's Activity. Program Content

8:33 Cartoon
(The Frankenstones)

8:44 Play Along

, (How to . . . Part 2)

8:45

3

1
Commercials

8:46 . Cartoon
(Bedrock Cops)

L

a

8

0

4 **

4

e

0

k

4

3



co0M

pproximAeirType of
Time Segment

8:54 - Play Along

(Finding Words)

8:55 - Play Along

(Physical Fitness)

40 . ACilVITY SHEEL.T- Page 6 41

Child's Activity" Program Content

2:56 - Commercials
6,

8:58 - Ask NBC News =
Idtroduction

4.

3
Comercial

0) I)

A.

4

o

S

6

I

'

ory

4



rn0
Crl

ApprToximate/
ime Type of

Segment

ACTIVITY SHEET -- Page 7'

ld'S Activity Progeati Content

8 :59. Ask NBC News
Completion

6

9:00 Public Service
Announcement

a .

9:01 Station Break

339,
Commercials I

340



4

. ACTIVITY SHEET--- rage -o

pproximatei
Time

Type of
Segment

Chila vs Activity
1

9:02 -

(Dino and

Cartoon
Cavemouse)

9:06 - Play, Along

(DanCing

.9:07 - Play Along

- Middle)

cr

9:08 - Cartoon
(Ca,ptain Caieln.an Part I)

O
O

O

,

o..

at

ye.

1

A

)"

Program Cont ent

F

r

11

4

4



ACTIVITY SHEET -- Page 9

Approximate
Time

Type of
Segment

Child's Activity Program Content

9:15' - Commercials
4

9:l6 - - Cartoon
(Captain Caveman -- part 2)

O

C
9:20 - Play Along

(Drawing)

4

:

'9:22 - Cartoon

-1., (Dino and Cavemouse)

3113

9:26 - Commercials

°

v.

ti

.

60

9



_____A.WWTY WET. Page i0,

Approximate/ Type of o
Time Segment

Child's Activity Program Content

9:27 - Credits

9:28 - Public Service
Announcemeik
IntroductiOff

(Sports)

Commercial

9:29 Public Service.
Announcement
Completi6n

,(Sports)

9:30 Public Service
Announcement

(

End of The Flintstones
Comedy Show .

O

3
4

cr.

A
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Appendix J

Children's Questionnaire About Play Alongs
Administered by Observers

a

0



CHILD'S NAME
OBSERVER'S NAME

314'

DATE
RELATIONSHIP TO CHILD

CHILD QUESTIONNAIRE & INTERVIEW FORM

'OBSERVER DIRECTIONS

19,eforA,watching The Flintstones Comedy Show, fill in the requested information

at the top of each page of this form. Immediately after the completion of the

program, take the child aside and'read the following questions, circling or writing

down the child's responses where appropriate. You'll notice that most of the

questionnaire is a series of questions about each of the types Of Play-Alongs you're

ate

asking about, then ask all questions about it. If the child doesn't remember it,

skip to the next type of Play - Along, which will be on the next page. Directions for

skipping and for what to write down are included in parentheses.

Begin interview by saying to the child:

(child's name) I have some questions that some people want me to ask

you. They're about the program you just saw, The Flintstones. Most of the questions

you can answer with just a "YES" or "NO," so it'll just take a few minutes to answer

C

them. Let's do it right now while the program's still fresh in your mind, O.K.?.

,

r.

0



CHILD'S NAME

GENERAL QUESTIONS

1. Did you like or not like The Flintstones?

LIKE NOT LIKE (NOT SURE)

2. (-t, using appropriate words :)

Did you LIKE/NOT LIKE it a little or a lot?

A LITTLE A LOT

ti

Page 2 , 315

1.44
.

4

0

.

o

3 1. O.K., now think a little bit about the commercials for oodrand games you

saw during The Flintstones. Did you like the commercials or not like them?'

LIKE NOT LIKE (NOT SURE)

4. ( Ask, using appropriate words :))

Did you LIRE /NOT LIKE them a little or a lot?

/

A LITTLE A LOT.

3I

l

I

o

1

4
°

O



CHILD'S. NAME
4

SCRAMBLED FACES

1. Do you remegiber-that part in The,Flintstones where a mixed up face came on the ;

screen and you were supposed to figure out' who it was

Page 3
316

YES (go to 3) NO (go to 2)

2. 'Remember, there Wa.a picture of face

together a little at a time to see if

YES (go to 3) NO

3. Who was It (Write down the child''s answer)

that was all in
you Itould,pess

(go to next page, Riddles)

Tieces, and try put it
who it was? Remember that?

/

S.

4. Did you Like that mixed up face part'Of The Flintstones or not like it?

LIKE NOT LIKE . (NOT SURE)

5t, (Ask, usingt4propriate words:>
Did you LIKE/NOT LIKE it a'fitt e or a lot?'

-1A LITTLE., A LOT

6. O.K., now thinking about the,mixed up fdge part. of The Flintstones, would you say,

they showed t2 you too fast, about..the'sright speed, or too'slow?

to

'TOQ FAST' RIGHT SPEED TOO SLOW

7.. Have you dont anything like figuring out who a mixed up face is when you're not

waotching TV?

YES NO

8. Did these mixed up face things on The lintstones give you any idea for other

things to dO?

YES,'(gd to 9) NO go to 10)

9. What kinds of things? (Write down child's answer)

10. HOw much would you like to do more stuff like figuring out who a mixed_up.face

is either on TV or some place else -- a lot, a little, orinot at all?

A LOST A LITTLE NOT AT ALL

4

'1

4



CHILD'S.NAME Page 4

1. Do you remember the parts in The Flintstones where somebody asks a riddle?

YES (go to 3) NO (go to 2)

2. Remember, somebody asks a tricky question wherg the answer is sort of a joke?

Do you remember that?

YES (go to'3) 'NQ (go to next page, Symphony)

'3. What were some of.the riddles about? (Write down child's answer.)*

4.

4., Did you like that riddle part of the program, or not like it?

LIKE NOT LIKE (NOT SURE)

5. (Ask, lasing appropriate words:)
Did you LIKE/NOT LIK& it a little, Or a lot?

A LITTLE . A LOT

317

6. ,Think about that riddle part of the:program doyou think they showed it to you
too fast, about the right speed, or too slow?

TOO FAST RIGHT SPEED TOO SLOW

. 7. Have you ever done anything like solving riddles when you're not watching
TV -- at school, at home, or some place else?

YES NO

8. Did these riddles giverdu anY'idea foi other things to do?

YES (go to 9) NO (go to 10)

9. What kinds of things? (Write down child's answer.)
%

10. How much would you like to do more stuff like figuring..out riddles -- either on
TV or some. place else ---a lot, a little, Nor not at all.

A LOT

N

A TATTLE NOT AT ALL

A



CHILD'S NAME
7

SYMPHONY

Page 5

1. Do you remember the part in The Flintstones where some of the chacters play

instruments like in ,an orchestra? . .

YES (go ,to 3) NO (go,to 2)

2. Remember there are a bunch ,Flintstones 'characters and they played music on

some instruments?
4

YES (go to 3) NO (go to next page, How to)

3. Did you like that music part of the Flintstones, or not like it?

LIKE NOT LIKE

4. (Ask, using appropriate words:`,k
Did you LIKE/NOT LIKE it a little or a lot?

A- LITTLE A LOT

(NOT SURE)

5. Think about that part whee The Flintstones

think they shOwed it to you too fast, about

TOO FAST RIGHT SPEED

characters 2icCIL;
ou

tlee,TtoTs
TOO SLOW

318,

6. Have.you ever listened to the kind of music Fred and his friends played before --

either here at home, at scho4, or somewhere else?

YES NO

7. Did this part of the program with the characters playing music give you any

idea for other things to do?

YES (go to '8) NO (go to 9)

8"? That kinds of things? .(Write down child's answer.)

NO

9. How much would you like to Yind out about or listen more music like.the kind

Fred and his 'friends were playing -'d lot, a little, or not at all? '
.

A LOT A LITTLE NOT AT ALL



!it

CHILD'S NAME
319

HOW TO

Page 6

1. Do you remember the pa in'The Flintstones where one of the characters tells
you how to make some ing? First, they tell you what kinds of things you'll
need, then a little later they tell you how to make something. Do you remember
that part?

YES (go to 3) NO (go to 2)
at

4 Remembers first somebody comes on and tells you to go get some things and that
later they'll show you how to make something with them. Then later they show.
you. Do you remember tha ;?

YES (go to 3) NO (go to next page, Finding Words)

3. What did they show you how to make?, (Write down child's response)

60'

Did you like that part ofthe program or not like it?

LIKE NOT LIKE (NOT SURE)

5. Usk, using appropriate voids:)
Did you LIKEfNOP LIKE it a little or a lot?

A LITTLE A LOT

6. Did you think that when they told you what things you needed to get they told you
too fast, about the right speed, or too slow?

TOO FAST RIGHT SPEED TOO SLOWS

7. Do you think that when ttly told you how toT5ake something t

too fast; about the righflogeed, or too slow? ..

TOO FAST RIGHT SPEED TOO SLOW

told you

- 8. When they 'told yeu the things you needed t6 make something, could you get
them all?

YES (go to 10) NO (go to 9)

9. Whatcouldn't you get? "(Write down child's answer.)

/1
0. Have you ever made something like the things they showed you on The Flintstones --

either here at home, at school, or someplace else?
.

YES NO

11. Did this partof the show where you were taught how to make something give you any °ideas for other things to do?

YES (go to 12) NO (go to 13)

12. What kinds of things? (Write down child's answer.)

13. How much would you like to mkt
more things likeOhey showed on The Fli tstones? --a lot, a little, or not at all?

6

AAOT A..EfiTLE NOT AT

N.8.: This page has been photo reduced for this report.

6
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CHILD'S NAME

0 FINDING WORDS

Page 7 320

1. Do you remember the part in The'Flintstones, where they gave you a word and asked

you how many other words you can make using- the letters?

N74,- YES (go to 3)

..---

NO (go to 2)

2. Remenabere they gave you along word and asked you to figure out what smaller ,

words you can make by using the letters, of the longer words? Do you remember that?

YES (go to 3) NO (go to next page,Physical Fitness)

3'. What was the word? (Write down child 's answer.)

4, Did you likeythat part
where' you got to make new words, or no like it?

LIKE NOT LIKE (NOT SURE)

5. (Ask, using appropriate words;)

Did you LIKE/NOT LIKE it a little, or\alt?

A LITTLE A LOT

6. This part of the program -- liguFing out new words -- did they show it to you

too fast, about the right speed, or too slow?
17

TOO FAST RIGHT SPEED TOO SLOW

7. Have you done i aythinvtike figuring out new words at siNetime when you're not-
.

- watching'TV --"either at Mame, at sctiool, or
somewhere else? -4

YES NO :

.

i s

4:11-t.
Did figuring out the new words give you any ideas for other things to dof

YES (go to 9) NO (go to 10)

.

9: What kinds of things? (Write down child's answer.)

10. How much would you like to do more things like making new words' out of the letters

of a big word -- a lot, a little, or not at all?

A LOT LITTLE NOT AT ALL

334-
a.
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CHILD'S NAME Page 8

. .

PHYSICAT. FITNESS .

A
1. Do you. remember the part of The FlyittnnPF-. where one of the characters

sometimes Rock La Lanne -- tells you about an exercise you can do?

YES (go to 3) NO (go'to 2)

2. Remember, one of'thh'Flintstones characters cotes on and tellspu. how to do

- exercise or how to keep your body in good shape? Remember that'?

YES (go to 3) NO (go to next page, Dance)

3. Could you tell me or show me that the exercise is? (Write down'what child says
or does%)

4. Did you like that part.of the program with the exercise; or not like it?

LIKE NOT LIKE (NOT SURE) :

5. (Ask, using apprOpriate words:)
Did you LIKE/NOT LIKE, it a little, or a lot?

%
1.

A LITTLE A LOT

6. This part of the program -- the part about doing exercises >sLid they show it.

to you too fast, about the right speed, or too slow?

TOO FAST RIGHT SPEED too SLOW

0.0
7. Have you done any exercises on your own like those they show YOu on Flintstones

either at home, at school, or somewhere else?

YES NO

8. Did see,i.ng those exercises on The Flintstones give you any ideas for ,other

things to do?

YES (gO9) NC (go to 10)
440

What kinds of things? (Write down child's answer.)

IL ,

10. Now much would you like to do more things like the exercises you saw on The

Flintstones -- a lot, a or not at all?
$ , .

.

A LOT A LITTLE NOT AT ALL

,

.355
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CHILD'S NAME ab, , Page 9

. -Aso

DANCE

4

1. Do you remember the part on ,,e-FlintstonesuThere some..of the characters sliowtd

how to do a,-dance?
4410

YES (go to 3) NO (go to 2)
. ,-

2. Remember, there's a dances with a Flintstones name that a "Frintstones person does ,

and they give .41rectiqns how to do it? Remember that? . ..

YES. (go to 3) NO (go to next page, Drawing)
tr '

/-13. Could youtell me wha't the 'lime of the dance was, or show..)me how-to db it? .

(Write doWn what child says or does.) ...

Did you like that part of the show with the dancing, or not like it?'

LIKE NOT LIKE (NOT SURE)

5. (Ask, using appropri'ate words!)
Did you LIKE/NOT LIKE it a little, or 'a lot?

.17

A LITTLE A LOT
e

A. /

- .

6.
1

.

Think about thispart of the prctram -r where they show how to do a dance 4-- do.g

,
the show-it. to you too fast, about the right speed, or too slow?

it
..,

TOO FAST . - RIGHT SPEED.,. TOO SLOW
# A . '0S

**-4.,,
, .

7. Have you done any, dancing on yoUr, gown like. what they showed'on The Plintstones --
but not while ,}you're watching TV? -,

ts.

YES 'NO

.;

...---

'8. Did t e-dancing you saw on The Flintstones give you any ideas for other things. to di:o?

. , YES (go to 9) NO (go to 10), .

. .
.1 t.

° . .

-Whatkinds of thing's? (Write down child's answer.)-
.

lb:, 1ow much woild you -like to do more things like the dAncing you saw on The FlintstonV

a lot, a -lithe, ox not at all?

A LOT A LITTLE' NOT AT ALL
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CHILD'S NAME

DRAWING

Page 10

--, .
.

--1. Do you rtmembe the part on The Flintstones where one of the characters showed
." how you can ffraw,different things?

YES (go to 3) NO (go 2)

7. Remember, one of the characters -took some shapes or something and showed you how
to use them,in clawing things like cartoons? Remember that?,

YES (go to'" NO (go to next page, Finishing ID

3.. Could you tell me something about what they drew? (Write down,phild's.ansver)

4. Did you like that part of the program, or not like it?

..

LIKE. NOT LIKE (NOT SURE)

.

, I
5. (Ask, using appropriate words:)

Did you LIKEMOT LIKEit a little or a,lot?

A LITTLE A LOT

6, What about that part of thp viogiam showing 11QW to draw things -- did they 'show it
to you too fast, about the right speed, or too slow? ,

TOO FAST RIGHT SPEED TOO'SLOtv

4 Dickyou have things to draw with nearby when that part of the program came on?

YES (go to 9) NO (go to 8)

8. What things didn't yotthave or couldn't youtget? (Write down's child's answer:)

\

A

9: Have you d4awn anything on your own like what you have seen on The Flintstones?'

Y="

YES' NO

ler. Did the part about drawing on the Flintstones give you any ideas for other things
to do.

:YES (go to 11) NO (go to 12)

11.. What kinds of things? (Write dowil child's answer)

.

`12. How much-would you like to do more things like the drawing you 1114*.on-The
Flintstones=-- a lot, a little,' or` notat-all?

A LOT 'T A LITTLE NOT AT ALL
. ,



CHILD'S. NAME

Ibt

TINISHING UP

Lt The parts of The Flintstones that we've been Liking about -- hat would you call.

Can you give .them a name?

Page 115 324;

(14ite down name, if any, then go to 3. If child has no o to 2.)

2. Well, fwould yoti call them cominalteals, cartoons, news, games to play, or something

else?

COMYIERC CARTOONS NEWS GAMES SOMETHING ELSE

3. Thinking about the whole FlintstonePtshow the cartoons, the commercials and the

parts we've been talking about -- like riles, dancing, and drawing -- which do

you like best, cartoons, comMercials, or the other parts?

-1
41;

4. ,What about second best? (Give cth;..-7 two choices -- write, down answer.) ,

4

4

5. Have you ever seen on TV, either on'ThePiintstones or onmany other' program, some

things that tell you about "how to watch TV," oAabout "a smart way to watch TV?"

YES (go to 6) . NO (Read comment at bottom of pv6).

6. Can.you tell me what it was about, or who was in it, or what it tried to tell you4

phout2 '_(7ncpurage child to give you lots of examples and write them all-down.)

O.K., that's ell'.ther,e6..is to ask. 71-re, people I'll give this to are real happy you've

so helpful -- thank you very :iuch. (Let child go play.)

AND THANK YOI: FOR GETTING THIS iNFOR.MATION FROM THE CHILD.

4
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Observer's Self-Administered Questionnair# About Play Alongs
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CHILD'S NAME OBSERVER'S NAME

DATE RELATIONSHIP TO CHILD

Observer Questionnaire A

Now that you have finished observing and interviewing the child, there are a few

questions for you to answer. Circle or wriVe in the appropriate answer. Before you

answer the questions fill in theireqdestod information at the top of each page.

o 4

1. a. Since school started last Septemter, abouthow often would you'say that the

child you observed has watched The Flintstones Comedy Show cm channel 4 on

Saturday mornings?

a. Just a few times

b. About once month

c. A,couple of times a month
o

d. Almost every week

1. NOT COUNTING SATURDAY MORNINGS ON NBC (Channel 4),

About how -often vould you say that'the child you observed has watched

The Flintstones on other channels such as channel 11 at 8:30AM or

channel 13 at 4:00PM) since school started last September?

a. Just a few times

b. 'About once a month

c. A couple of times a month

'd. Almost 4very week

2. Not inclUding-any activities you observed and.wrote down, have you ever noticed

the child you observed talking about the PlayLAlongs, either after ,the program - *4

.is over on Saturday_ o r at any time?
A

YES " 'NO

If "YES," what has he or she talked about?

3. Other than during the broadcasts you have been observing for this project,-have

you ever noticed the child you observed engaging in thePlay-Along activities
4

either after the program is over on Saturday or at any time?

YES NO t

If ''YESI" what has the child done?

4 W)
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4. After observing both the Play-Alongs and the child's responses to them, what do you

think about the Play-Alongs? (Circle one response for each of a, b, c, d, and e)

327

a. They are paced too fast

about right

too slow

0.

b. They require too much attention

about the right amount of attention

too little attention
.

c. They . . . are . . . easily distinguished from commercials

They .,. . are not . . . easily distinguished from commercials

d. They . . . are . . . . easily distinguished f;om regular progjam content

They . . . are not . . . easily distinguished from regular program content

e. They require materials children . . . are . . . likely to have nearby

They require materials children . . . are not . . . likely to have nearby

.4 t

5. ''lbw good an idea do you think it is to include programming like the Play-Alongs in

Saturday morning'children's programming?.

R. A very good idea

b. A moderately good idea

c. Unsure

d. A moderately bad idea

e. A very bad idea

6. The Flintstones Comedy, Show (not including product commercials) is'made up of many "

segments, ranging from aboUt a minute to eight minutes long. Almost every segment

is self-contained; that is, it does not continue throughout all or a large pait of

the program with interruptions only for commercials. Other programs for children

rely on longer stories and, don't often use short segments like the Play-Alongs and

news and sports inserts.
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How good an idea do you think it is to have segmented programs like The Flintstones

Comedy Show for children?

a. A very good idea

b. A moderately good idea

c. Uncertain

d. A moderately bad idea

e. 'A very bad idea

How good an idea do you think it is to have programs with longer stories and fewer

segments for children?

a. A very good idea

b. A moderately 'ood idea

c. Uncertain

0. A moderately bad idea

e. A very bad idea

7. Listed below arejsome suggestions that might be made for improving the Play-Alongs.

Circle the letters of all those you agree with. Do not circle the ones you disagree

with or are unsure about.

a.' Present ideas and information more slowly

b. Present fewer ideas (or less information) in each Flay-Along

c. Repeat ideas or information more

d. Make each Play-Along-longer

e. Make each Play-Along shorter

f. Group Play-Alongs together in and or a few places in the 11/2 hour

program

g. Be more sure thd materials for the How-To Play-Alongs are

to .kids at home

C

3'2
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8. Please use this page to write down any comments you may have about the Play-Afongs,

The Flintstones Comedy Show, or any other NBC programming for children.

o f
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